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A bstract

The general features of the hadronic inelastic interactions of 200 A GeV 16O and 

32S ions with emulsion nuclei have been compared and contrasted. The fragmen

tation of 160  and 32S ions into projectile fragments of Z > 2 has been investigated. 

The multiplicity distribution of slow, target associated particles and fast, shower 

particles and the correlations among various multiplicity param eters have been 

studied for varying degrees of projectile fragmentation. The results are consis

tent with a geometrical model. Rapidity analysis of a particular class of events, 

which exhibit complete projectile break-up without overt sign of low-energy target 

fragmentation, has been carried out.

A systematic study of the electromagnetic dissociation(EMD) of 16O and 32 S 

projectiles into exclusive channels of charged fragments at an incident energy of 

200 A GeV has been carried out. The photoproduction cross-sections on 160  and 

32 S were determined by estimating the energy released in each interaction and 

assuming a model for the intensity and energy spectrum of the virtual photons. 

While there was good agreement for both 160  and 32S results for (7 , p) processes 

when compared with real photons data, especially in the giant dipole region, the 

rates for the (7 , a )  processes were found to be an order of magnitude larger than 

expected. However, events, which have all the features ascribed to electromagnetic 

breakup plus a low-energy recoil proton, have been identified in interactions o f 16O. 

An eikonal distorted-wave impulse approximation(DWIA) estimate of the target 

A-dependence of strong interaction diffractive dissociation, based on the hydrogen 

data, suggests that most of the (C a )  final states might in fact be of hadronic 

origin.

The mean free paths of fragments(Z=2-7) from the interaction of 160  at 200 

A GeV at different distances from their production point have been investigated 

and were found to be the same, independent of their multiplicity, target size, 

production generation and production mechanism.
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C hapter 1

Introduction

Physicists have long searched for a new state of nuclear m atter obtained at high 

density and tem perature when the repulsive core of the nuclear force could be 

overcome. In the framework of quantum  chromodynamics, this state should be a 

plasma of quarks and gluons, within which colour charge should freely propagate. 

Theoretical estimates for the density and tem perature at which such a state can be 

achieved range from a few times to  an order of magnitude larger than  the normal 

nuclear density, which is 0.15 GeV/fm 3 at low tem perature, or of tem peratures 

above 200 MeV, at low quark chemical potential. The successful acceleration of 

200 A GeV 16O and 32S ions at CERN provides strong hopes of reaching these 

conditions and opening a totally new area in the field of heavy ion studies.

The enthusiasm in the pursuit of creating highly compressed nuclear m atter 

encompasses demands from various fields. Since the discovery of nuclei in 1911, 

nuclear physics has primarily centred on studies of nuclei under conditions in 

which the nuclear density is close to its equilibrium value and the excitation en

ergy is relatively low. However experiments with high-energy heavy ions offer an 

opportunity to study the nuclear equation of state, the fundamental relationship 

specifying how the pressure depends upon density and internal energy. Theoretical 

speculations suggest that the nuclear equation of state is extremely complicated, 

and increase in density may cause nuclear m atter to undergo one or more phase 

transitions. Compression that amounts to doubling the nuclear density from its 

normal value could lead to pion condensation[l], a state containing a large number 

of bound pions. Compression to several times normal nuclear density could result
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in a density isomer, or a quasistable state existing at other than normal nuclear 

density. Still further compression could produce quark-gluon plasma in which 

quarks and gluons that are believed to comprise nucleons become deconfined.

In addition, studies of quark-gluon plasma may bear astrophysical implica

tions since the very high pressure at the core of a neutron star could lead to its 

formation. This would affect the dynamics of the star and in particular its cooling 

rate. Furthermore it will contribute to the understanding of the early stages of the 

Universe. The tem perature varies as t 1/2 as one approaches the Big Bang. Eventu

ally a tem perature, at which the quark-gluon plasma is formed, may be obtained. 

This occurred at about 10- 5  sec after the Big Bang when the tem perature of the 

Universe was 200 MeV.

Although the goal for the study of ultra-relativistic heavy ion interactions is 

to discover the quark-gluon plasma, the much more immediate objective is to in

vestigate how favourable the experimental conditions are for a phase transition 

from hadronic m atter to quark-gluon m atter. In order to understand the back

ground, on which the various proposed signals of quark-gluon plasma formation 

can be searched for, questions related to the normal reaction mechanisms have to 

be addressed. Therefore, the primary aim of the present work is to establish the 

characteristics to be expected of normal heavy ion-emulsion nucleus collisions by 

studying sizeable and unbiased samples of the hadronic inelastic interactions of 

200 A GeV 160  and 32S ions with emulsion nuclei. In addition, at ultra-relativistic 

energies, ion beams axe electromagnetic as well as hadronic probes. Indeed it is 

expected that the cross-section for projectile electromagnetic dissociation(EMD) 

increases with energy as well as with the charge of both projectile and target 

nuclei, representing a considerable fraction of the total projectile fragmentation 

cross-section in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Finally, in view of the con

tradictory results obtained about the anomalous behaviour of projectile fragments 

in the past, it would be worthwhile to study the mean free paths of projectile 

fragments at ultra-relativistic energies in nuclear emulsion.

Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical arguments which motivate the search for the 

quark-gluon plasma. A description of electromagnetic dissociation in terms of the 

equivalent photon or Weizsacker-Williams method is presented, and the mean free
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path of a particle traversing a medium is defined. In addition the experimental 

status of high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions, of electromagnetic dissociation of 

nuclei, and of anomalous behaviour of projectile fragments are surveyed.

Chapter 3 is devoted to a discussion of nuclear research emulsion as a target as 

well as a detector. The emphasis is on scanning procedure and its optimisation to 

search for various categories of events. Furthermore the measurement of relative 

angles between secondary fragments and the determination of their charge and 

range are described in detail.

The general characteristics of hadronic inelastic interactions of 200 A GeV 10O 

and 32S ions in nuclear emulsion are the subject of Chapter 4. The multiplicities 

of shower particles and the extent of target fragmentation are studied for varying 

degrees of disruption of the projectile nuclei. Comparison of these results with 

data from p- and a-emulsion interactions at nearly the same energy per nucleon 

provides information about the mechanism of particle production as well as projec

tile and target fragmentations in heavy ion collisions. The chapter concludes with 

a detailed study of the rapidity distributions of those events having the topology 

of complete projectile break-up without any overt sign of target fragmentation.

The experimental investigation of the EMD of 200 A GeV 160  and 32S ions 

in nuclear emulsion forms the basis of Chapter 5. Exclusive channels involving 

charge fragments are studied as a function of the energy released. By assuming 

a virtual photon spectrum given by the prescription of Weizsacker-Williams and 

corresponding to the nuclear elements in the emulsion, the experimental cross- 

sections for various channels are compared with the results obtained from real 

photon events, where available.

Chapter 6  compares the mean free paths in nuclear emulsion of the projectile 

fragments with 2 < Z  < 7 to those predicted by theoretical models. Furthermore, 

an investigation of the dependence of the mean free paths of these fragments on the 

distance from the interaction vertex is carried out. The discussion is focused on 

whether fluctuations, if any, of mean free paths may be interpreted on statistical 

grounds.

Conclusions are presented in Chapter 7.
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C hapter 2

R eview  on H igh Energy H eavy  
Ion Collisions

2.1 Hadronic Inelastic H eavy Ion Interactions

High energy interactions between nuclei are classically divided into peripheral, 

quasi-central and central interactions. Peripheral interactions usually occur when 

the impact param eter 6 nearly equals the sum of projectile and target nuclei radii. 

These reactions are associated with low momentum and/or energy transfer, con

sequently they have a small number of generated particles and em itted target 

fragments. The characteristics of the emitted fragments are determined by the 

intrinsic Fermi momentum distribution of nucleons within the fragmenting nuclei. 

The projectile fragments usually fly in a narrow forward cone with momentum 

per nucleon equal to that of a projectile nucleon, while the target fragments are 

nearly isotropically distributed in the laboratory frame. In this class of events 

there will be target and projectile spectators, in addition to nucleons which par

ticipate in the initial energy and momentum transfer. These latter nucleons are 

called participants. The spectator nuclei are supposed to disintegrate through a 

fragmentation or an evaporation process. The rapidity distribution of peripheral 

interactions mainly consists of projectile and target fragmentation regions which 

are separable at relativistic energies as shown in Fig. 2 .1 (a).

In quasi-central collisions, projectile and target nuclei are close to each other 

while in central collisions they are even closer. The difference in the two types
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Figure 2.1: A schematic outline of pseudorapidity distributions in heavy ion inter
actions at high energy.
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could be understood on the basis of the number of participant nucleons in the 

interaction. In both cases, the whole kinematically allowed rapidity space is avail

able for produced particles, the difference being in the degree of population of 

the central region. The interaction is central when the impact param eter is less 

than the absolute value of the difference between the interacting nuclei radii, i.e. 

b > | Rp — R t \, where Rp  and Rp  are the projectile and target nuclei radii, re

spectively. These events are characterized by large multiplicities of the generated 

particles and the emitted target fragments. The emission of particles is symmetric 

with respect to the direction of the incident beam. In central collisions where 

Rp  < i?r, all projectile nucleons are participants and not projectile spectators. 

When a nucleon is no longer a spectator but participates in the interaction, it 

is scattered into rapidity space between the projectile and target fragmentation 

regions. When Rp  < Rp, the rapidity space, available for the particles, is almost 

limited to the interval between the projectile and target fragmentation regions as 

shown in Fig. 2.1(c).

Fig. 2.2 shows the microphotograph of a typical example of a central interaction 

between a 200 A GeV 160  projectile nucleus and a heavy(Ag,Br) emulsion nucleus.

2.1.1 H istorical background

The study of high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions began with the discovery of 

the heavy ion component in prim ary cosmic rays by Freier et al.[2,3] in 1948, long 

before the high energy heavy ion beams became available at laboratory acceler

ators. These studies were aimed at determining the fragmentation cross-sections 

and mean free paths of nuclei as these data  are required for estimating the ele

mental composition of cosmic rays at the source and for studying their interstellar 

propagation mechanism. Most of the fundamentals of experimental and theo

retical approaches were established by Bradt and Peters[4,5,6,7], Kaplon et a/.[8 ] 

and Eisenberg[9]. Although these studies provided a preview of the physics of 

the interactions between relativistic nuclei, systematic and extensive studies of 

nucleus-nucleus interactions at high energies could not be pursed due to the low 

flux and wide energy range of the cosmic ray nuclei. Furthermore, the simpler
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Figure 2.2: Microphotograph of a central interact ion between a 200 A G e V  16 0  
projectile nucleus and a heavy(Ag,Br)  emulsion nucleus.
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nucleon-nucleon interaction was not well understood at tha t time and nucleus- 

nucleus collisions were(and still are) regarded as very complicated.

In the early seventies, when heavy ion accelerators like Bevalac at Berkeley 

with energies up to 2.6 A GeV and JIN R Synchrophasotron at Dubna with ener

gies up to 4.5 A GeV became available, interest in the study of nucleus-nucleus 

collisions was revived. In less than a year, the kinetic energies of accelerated 

beams in the laboratory increased by more than  two orders of magnitude. This 

has turned the physics of heavy ions into the relativistic regime. Experimental 

techniques and theoretical concepts from high energy physics are used with the 

additional complication that multi-nucleon systems having large dynamic ranges 

in particle multiplicities, charges, mass, excitation energies and possibly nuclear 

tem peratures and densities are the objects under investigation. Thus heavy-ion 

physics encompasses the demands from the fields of nuclear physics, cosmic rays 

and high energy physics.

The early experiments at Bevalac on projectile fragmentation studied fragmen

tation cross-sections that are vital for the understanding of cosmic ray sources and 

propagation of heavy nuclei in the interstellar medium. Other experiments on ta r

get fragmentation have focused on light fragment production from heavy targets, 

primarily in the target and near target regions of rapidity, but with brief excursions 

into those of midrapidity. These experiments[10,ll,12,13,14,15,16,17,18] gave evi

dence tha t the hypothesis of limiting fragm entation[19,20], developed to describe 

the single-particle inclusive spectra from high energy elementary particle interac

tions, is applicable to relativistic heavy ion interactions. The isotopic production 

cross-sections and spectral distributions of spectator fragment nuclei were found 

to be independent of energy for beam energies 1 - 2  A GeV.

Related to the hypothesis of limiting fragmentation is the factorization hypoth

esis for cross-sections which states that the cross-section for the production of F  

at high energy may be expressed as a product <r̂ T = where the cross-section

(Tq depends only on the beam and fragment and 7 y, the target factor, depends 

only on the target. As part of an experiment pertaining to the electromagnetic 

dissociation of relativistic 180(see sec. 2 .2 ), Olson et a/.[2 1 ] dem onstrated tha t fac

torization of the isotopic cross-sections for nuclear processes is valid to better than 

5 %.
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Experiments studying the reaction characteristics of the midrapidity region did 

not provide any evidence for new states of nuclear m atter as theoretical speculation 

might suggest. A multitude of theoretical and /or phenomenological models(e.g. 

fireball/firesteak model[22,23,24,25,26], clean-knockout model[27]), widely differ

ing in their initial assumptions, have fitted these data, especially the innumerable 

single-particle inclusive spectra, equally well. These models represent the extrema 

in their assumptions as to the basic mechanisms in relativistic heavy ion collisions, 

ranging from the formation of a fully equilibrated thermodynamic system[23,25] to 

the single nucleon-nucleon scattering[27]. Neither have the investigations of parti

cle multiplicities and of strange particle production revealed any new, unexpected 

features of the interactions.

The search for exotic phenomena has also led to the observation of isotopes far 

from stability. Symons et al.[28] and Westfall et al.[29] have accelerated Ar and 

Ca beams and discovered 16 new isotopes in projectile fragments. However these 

interactions are still in the realm of peripheral interactions and fall short of the 

compression needed for the production of quark m atter.

All these results appeared to convey the message that there was a definite need 

for a new generation of relativistic heavy ion experiments conducted at consider

ably higher energies than had been available up to that time. A positive response 

to this message was the acceleration of ultra-relativistic beams which created a 

new frontier of particle and nuclear physics. At Brookhaven, oxygen and silicon 

ions were accelerated up to 15 A GeV, but the programme will be extended all the 

way to incident gold ions in the near future. At CERN, oxygen ions and sulphur 

ions, of incident energies 200 A GeV, were shot at a variety of nuclear targets. 

The present experiment was carried out at CERN in 1986 and 1987 as part of the 

efforts to investigate the mechanism of high energy nucleus-nucleus interaction.

2.1.2 Quark-gluon plasm a

The Standard Model predicts that at high enough energy density nuclear m atter 

undergoes a phase transition into a deconfined plasma of quarks and gluons in 

which chiral symmetry is restored[30,31]. The study of such a transition is im

portant since the Universe probably underwent such a transition in the opposite
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direction when in the very early stages after the Big Bang the energy density fell 

below a few GeV/fm3. At th a t moment the deconfined quark-gluon plasma started 

to hadronize. The chemical potential of the different quark flavours at the tran 

sition stage and the hadronization mechanism probably played a significant role 

in determining the ratio of m atter to antim atter as well as the fraction of baryons 

and mesons in the resulting hadronic state. Since from the quark-antiquaxk com

binatorics at the moment of confinement it is expected tha t far more mesons than 

baryons would be produced, and since a fraction of the meson energy eventu

ally ends up in the form of neutrinos, the actual path  that was followed during 

hadronization is relevant to the missing mass problem and to questions of whether 

the Universe is open or closed.

According to the Standard Model, hadrons consist of quarks and gluons. 

Quarks are pointlike(r <  10- 3  fm) particles with sp in = l/2  and have fractional 

electric charges(± 2/3 e or ±  1/3 e) as well as a weak charge(couple to W *  and 

Z ). Furthermore quarks come in six different flavours, namely, up(u), down(d), 

strange(s), charm(c), bottom (6 ) and top(t). On the other hand, gluons do not 

couple to electroweak fields but carry about 50 % of the hadron momentum. Glu

ons are the fields of the strong interaction which, couple to the colour charge of 

quarks and are therefore responsible for their strong interaction.

The older naive quark models and the modern theory of Quantum  Chromody- 

namics(QCD) describe a wide range of different phenomena; some of them  fairly 

quantitatively(the hard interactions, i.e., those involving large momentum trans

fers and thus probing the point-like nature of the constituents, e.g., deep-inelastic 

lepton interactions, e+e~ annihilation into hadrons, high px hadron production 

in pp interactions); others more qualitatively (the spectrum of known resonances 

and particles, and soft interactions of hadrons, i.e. those with small momentum 

transfers, e.g. the normal hadron-hadron interactions).

However, up to this day, no isolated quarks or gluons have been observed. It is 

believed that quarks are constituents of a conceptually new kind which are confined 

in hadrons and cannot exist as isolated particles. In the language of QCD, quarks 

come in three colours and are confined because only colour singlets can exist in 

nature. Colour singlets can be formed by combining three quarks with different
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colours, or a quark and an antiquark with the corresponding anti-colour, or by a 

superposition of these combinations. All known hadrons (stable or resonances) are 

thought to be constructed either from three valence quarks\{qxq2<lz) =  baryons], or 

a valence quark and a valence anti-quark [(<71 <72) =  mesons], plus some amount of 

sea quarksE*(<Z*9 *)] an<i some gluons.

So far no hadrons have been observed which can be unambiguously assigned 

to theoretically possible, exotic colour-singlet combinations of more than three 

valence quarks or of only gluons. If single isolated quarks cannot be observed 

because of confinement, it is not only natural but also compulsive to search for 

more complex states

In the past years, questions have been raised about the necessity of a quark 

model to understand the structure of nuclei. New incentives were provided when 

the European Muon Collaboration(EMC) at CERN discovered that the structure 

functions of nuclei are not simple superpositions of structure functions of nucle- 

ons(the EM C effect). Since this result was obtained at high Q2(invariant squared 

momentum transfer), it reflects presumably more than the trivial fact that nuclei 

are not superpositions of free nucleons, but are complicated structures of bound 

nucleons. It revived speculations tha t nuclei may contain confinement volumes or 

bags with six, nine or more quarks. The occurrence of such large bags within nuclei 

has also been hypothesized to explain other odd phenomena. However the EMC 

effect and these phenomena cannot be considered as a proof that large bags exist 

within nuclei in their ground state. Therefore, the basic question of whether more 

than three valence quarks can be bound in a single confinement volume remains 

unanswered.

A theoretical response to this question came from lattice QCD(LQCD) at fi

nite tem perature. LQCD predicts that at an energy density about 10 times the 

one of nuclei in their ground sta te(~  2  GeV/fm3), nuclear m atter composed of 

almost separate nucleons will fuse into a quark-gluon plasma(QGP) - quarks will 

be deconfined, before they are essentially confined in their host nucleons. After 

the deconfinement phase transition , they will move freely in a larger confinement 

volume.
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It is believed that the experimental proof of such a phase transition is almost 

as im portant a test for QCD as finding the W  or Z  particles was for the theory of 

electroweak interactions. According to theoretical estimates, the necessary tem 

perature and pressure or baryon density can indeed be reached in nucleus-nucleus 

collisions at ultra-relativistic energies. This explains the excitement and remark

able activation of interest for nucleus-nucleus collisions in the past few years.

The conditions for a deconfinement phase transition from nuclear to  quark- 

gluon m atter are assumed to be: sufficiently high-energy density(pfthe order of 2  

GeV/fm3) in a sufficiently large volume(of the order of 1 to lOO fm3) and thermo

dynamic equilibrium. Various signals for detecting the deconfinement phase transi

tion have been proposed. They include increased yield of strange particles[32,33], 

change of the spectrum of dileptons or of direct photons[34], decreased yield of 

charmed particles[35], non-statistical fluctuations of particle densities as a func

tion of rapidity in individual events etc.

2.2 E lectrom agnetic D issociation in H eavy Ion  
Interaction

2.2.1 H istorical background

In addition to effects due to strong interaction, dissociation of heavy ions may also 

result from the electromagnetic interaction between projectile and target nuclei 

at impact parameters larger than  the range of the nuclear force. This process is 

thought to take place when a relativistic heavy ion passes near a high Z  target 

nucleus at impact param eter which may significantly exceed the sum of projectile 

and target radii, i.e. b > Rp  +  R t • A virtual photon from the Coulomb field of the 

target nucleus is absorbed by the projectile resulting in the excitation of a giant 

resonance(10 < E  <  40 MeV), or the quasi-deuteron effect(40 <  E  < 140 MeV), 

or nucleon resonance(l? > 140 MeV), depending on the energy of the photon. A 

similar process can occur to the target nuclei.

The cross-section for projectile electromagnetic dissociation(EMD) is expected 

to increase with energy and charge of both projectile and target nuclei roughly as
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In E , ZP and Z%, respectively. In the case of 32S-Pb interactions at 200 A GeV, 

it is larger than the corresponding hadronic cross-section.

EMD of relativistic heavy ions was predicted by Butler and Pearson[36] and 

later observed in the collisions of cosmic-ray relativistic heavy ions in nuclear 

emulsion[37,38] The first EMD experiment using heavy ion beams was performed 

by Heckman and Lindstrom[39] looking at excitations in 12C and 160  projectiles at 

energies of 1.05 and 2 .1  A GeV on a variety of targets(12C, 27Al, 64Cu, 108Ag, and 

208Pb), while Westfall[40] also found evidence for projectile EMD from a single

particle inclusive experiment with projectile 56Fe. Measured EMD cross-sections 

for nucleon emission ranged from 0 to 50 mb. Olson et al.[21] later measured exci

tation of 180  projectiles at 1.7 A GeV on 48Ti, 208Pb, and 238U with cross-sections 

up to 140 mb. Studies of 197Au and 59Co target excitation[41,42,43,44] were later 

reported with cross-sections all the way up to 1970 mb for 139La projectiles at 

1.26 A GeV. Lighter projectiles were also used[41,42,43,44,45] with smaller cross- 

sections. All these studies have been for projectile energies less than or equal to 2 .1  

A GeV. The measurements were made at Berkeley Bevalac. However some very 

interesting measurements have also been made at the Brookhaven AGS using 28Si 

projectiles at 14.5 A GeV[46] and at the CERN SPS using 160  and 32S projectiles 

at 60 and 200 A GeV[47,48,49,50,51,52].

2.2.2 W eizsacker-W illiam s M ethod

The simplest way to describe the reaction mechanism in the relativistic electro

magnetic interaction is provided by the equivalent photon method, which is origi

nally due to Fermi[53] and later on developed by Weizsacker [54] and Williams[55]. 

In the literature it is also commonly referred to as the Weizsacker and Williams 

method. A more detailed description of the m ethod can be found in the textbook 

of Jackson[56] on classical electrodynamics.

In the model of Weizsacker and Williams, the electromagnetic field of a point- 

charge target T  is seen by a passing point-charge projectile P  as a flux of photons 

as shown in Fig. 2.3. The photon energy spectrum is computed classically as the
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of projectile electromagnetic dissociation(EMD). 

Fourier transform  of the time-varying electromagnetic field [56]:

£  =  -  \ ^ K ^ X) -  *3(*)]} - (2 -2 .1 )

where K\ are modified Bessel functions of order and x  =  wh/p^c. Here b is the 

impact param eter, 7  the Lorentz factor, and (3 the velocity of the incident charge 

in units of c. Putting the photon energy E 7 =  fia;, the maximum energy of the 

spectrum  is

E m a x  «  , ( 2 .2 .2 )
”m»n

where 6mjn, the minimum impact param eter, is in practice the sum of the radii 

of the colliding nuclei. Under our conditions, E max ranges from 5 to 10 GeV, 

depending on the sizes of the projectile and target nuclei.

For E 7 <  2£max(in practice, for E  <0.2E max) and /3 «1 , eq. 2.2.1 appropriately 

summed over the possible impact parameters can be approximated by

2 Z 2 e2 1
N (E ^) =  ^ ^ - ( l n ( 1 .1 2 3 h 1 c/E^bmin) -  - )  . (2.2.3)

A quantum  mechanical approach to the virtual photon m ethod using the plane 

wave Born approximation[57] yields virtual photon spectra distinguished by mul

tipolarities. The E l and M l spectrum  are almost identical with the classically 

derived one when (3 —> 1, whereas the E2 spectrum differs considerably in the 

low-energy region [58].
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The total charge changing cross-section (Temd  f°r EMD can be written in a 

form decomposed by multipolarities:

° emd  =  £ / (N Bj( E J ^ ( E J  + (N Mj( E ^ ( E ^ ) d E ,  , (2.2.4)

where the subscripts E  and M  specify electric and magnetic transition, respec

tively, and j  is the angular momentum quantum  number. is the charge

changing photonuclear cross-section due to electric(magnetic) transition and is 

measured experimentally with real photons. For high values of the Lorentz fac

tor 7  > > 1  as given in our experiment the field fines made by the target nucleus 

within the projectile nucleus appear more uniform and less radial and resemble the 

plane electromagnetic wave fields. Therefore all multipolarities are contained with 

nearly the same weight in the virtual photon spectrum: N ei ~  Nmi ~  N e2— =  N  

and (Temd can be written as:

<temd = J  N (E ^)  (£ 7) +  a ^ ( E ^ ) )d E ,  (2.2.5)
3

= j  N ( E ^ (E ^ )d E ^  . (2.2.6)

But for photon energies E 7 <  30 MeV, N ei is significantly greater than N e i- In 

this region a weighted photon spectrum corresponding to the relative strength of 

the giant dipole and quadrupole resonances should be used. The relative strength 

can roughly be estimated using sum rules as shown in ref. [59]. For >30 MeV 

weighting is without any effect.

Nuclear emulsion is an heterogeneous target but, owing to the Zj. dependence 

in eq. 2.2.3, the heaviest constituents(Ag and Br) contribute more than 95% of 

the to tal intensity of photons. Fig. 2.4 shows the low-energy part of the photon 

spectrum  for a 200 A GeV 160  projectile for the various constituents of the nuclear 

emulsion. The corresponding spectra for 32 S projectiles almost overlap the oxygen 

ones.

The response of the projectile nucleus to the flux of photons is governed by 

its photonuclear cross-section, which to first approximation, is proportional to Zp. 

Depending on the energy of the incident quanta, the most effective absorption 

mechanisms are the giant dipole resonance for 10< E  <40 MeV, the quasi-deuteron 

effect for higher energies, and pion production above the corresponding energy
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Figure 2.4: The energy spectrum of virtual photons for 200 A G e V 160  projectiles 
in nuclear emulsion.

threshold(«140 MeV). Absorption through the giant resonance usually results 

in the emission of a single nucleon, leaving the residual nucleus in its ground 

state or in some exited level. The kinetic energy of the fragments in the c.m. 

system is small, of the order of the binding energy of the ejected nucleons. The 

quasi-deuteron effect[60] becomes im portant as the energy increases, because the 

Fermi momentum of a single nucleon inside the nucleus is too small to satisfy the 

conservation of energy and momentum, and therefore an interaction with a cluster 

of nucleons is required. This effect would lead to the emission of more than one 

nucleon, and the total kinetic energy of the outgoing fragments is correspondingly 

larger than in the previous case. Above the threshold for pion production, the 

excitation of baryon resonances can contribute, and pions are emitted in addition 

to nuclear fragments. This process dominates at high energy.

Extensive studies on 7 -nuclei cross-sections, especially those at the lowest en

ergies, were often based on experiments each aiming to detect a single or a few 

channels, usually in an inclusive manner. In high energy projectile electromag

netic dissociation, the fragments are confined within a small forward cone with
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Figure 2.5: Microphotograph of  a complex projectile E M D (2 0 0  A G e V  32 S).
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momentum per nucleon almost equal to that of the beam. No sign of excitation of 

the target nucleus is expected. All the possible configurations involving charged 

projectile fragments can be easily detected in nuclear research emulsions with a 

high efficiency. In addition, measurement of relative angles among the fragments 

allows a reasonable estimate of the total kinetic energy released in each inter

action. Fig. 2.5 shows the microphotograph of a complex example of projectile 

electromagnetic dissociation.

A flux of photons similar to that experienced by the projectile is also seen by 

the target as coming from the projectile. As a result, the target nucleus emits low- 

energy fragments isotropically, and the projectile continues undisturbed. Fig. 2.6 

shows the microphotograph of a probable example of such a process. However, 

due to the complex composition of nuclear emulsions and the low efficiency in the 

detection of such events, the electromagnetic dissociation of target nuclei will not 

be considered here.

2.3 Anom alons

2.3.1 H istorical background

In 1954, six years after the discovery of the heavy-ion component in cosmic rays, 

projectile fragments from relativistic heavy ion collisions were reported, appar

ently, having anomalously short interaction mean free paths [61]. These fragments 

of short mean free paths are called anomalons. Subsequent cosmic ray experiments 

appeared to confirm this result[62,63,64,65,66].

The first detailed and systematic study of anomalons was carried out by Judek 

[65] in emulsions exposed to cosmic rays. On the basis of mean free path measure

ments of relativistic cosmic ray primary and secondary nuclei, Judek concluded 

that a few percent of the secondary nuclei with charges 1 < Z  <4 had anomalous 

mean free paths of the order of 3 cm and that the stars produced by the anomalous 

nuclei had the characteristics of ordinary nuclear collisions as observed in nuclear 

emulsion. However more systematic studies led to mixed conclusions. Freier and
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Figure 2.6: Microphotograph of a possible target E M D (2 0 0  A G e V  0 )
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W addington[6 8 ] were unable to confirm the existence of anomalons whereas Bar

ber et al.[69] confirmed the anomalous behaviour of projectile fragments in cosmic 

ray data.

It was not until beams of accelerated nuclei became available th a t the techni

cal and statistical limitations of the cosmic ray experiments could effectively be 

eliminated and the problem systematically pursued. In 1972 Judek[67] exposed an 

emulsion stack to 1 .8  A GeV 160  beam and confirmed her earlier result on anoma

lons. Later Friedlander et al.[70,71] carried out a systematic study of projectile 

fragments with 3< Z  <26 from 160  and 56Fe collisions in nuclear emulsion at ~  2  

A GeV and suggested th a t 6  % of the projectile fragments were anomalons with 

an interaction mean free path  of 2.5 cm. Jain and Das[72] and Aggarwal et a/.[73] 

also confirmed the anomalous behaviour of projectile fragments in emulsion with 

3 < Z  < 2 6  emitted from heavy ion beams of 40Ar and 56Fe at an energy of ~2  A 

GeV. Furthermore a CR-39 plastic etched detector study by Tincknell et al.[74] 

using 40Ar of 1.85 A GeV from Berkeley reported positively on the existence of 

anomalons in the range 9< Z  <17, while a similar study by Heinrich et al.[75] 

reported negatively. The result of a search for anomalous fragments in 1.8 A GeV 

40Ar interactions in nuclear emulsion[76] was consistent with the nonexistence of 

anomalons, whereas Aggarwal et al.[77] reported positively the existence of anoma

lons produced by 1.52 A GeV 84Kr collisions in nuclear emulsion. Searches using 

Cherenkov detectors for anomalons of 13< Z  <17 produced in lucite by 1.82 A 

GeV 40Ar and 1.88 A GeV 56Fe were negative[78,79]. There is some suggestion 

that the anomalon effect is more marked for projectile fragments in the range 

29< Z  <36 than those in 15< Z  <28[80].

There is also disagreement as to whether or not anomalons of low Z  occur. 

Jain et al.[81,82] found the interaction mean free paths of a  particles, emitted 

from beams of 40Ar, 56Fe and 84Kr of energy 1 < E  < 2  A GeV, to be indepen

dent of distances from their production points. Similar studies[83,84] also could 

not find anomalons of Z = 2, 3, or 4 but other emulsion[85,86] as well as bubble 

chamber[87] experiments reported the existence of anomalons for fragments of 

Z = 2. Another bubble chamber experiment[8 8 ] found evidence for anomalons of 

Z =6 while Khan[89] did not observe any Z = 2  anomalons but found evidence for 

anomalons of 3< Z  < 6 . However, recent experiments[90,91,92] did not observe
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any anomalous behaviour in the mean free paths of Z=2  fragments emitted from 

the collisions of 16O and 32S at 60 and 200 A GeV in nuclear emulsions.

Among the experiments reporting positively on the phenomenon there is gen

eral agreement that the enhancement in interaction cross-section of the fragments 

disappears some 1 to 2 cm from their point of origin. Two models have been dis

cussed to interpret this enhanced cross-section. Friedlander et al.[70,71] assumed 

the production of anomalons in an abundance of a few percent relative to ordinary 

fragments and of mean free path considerably shorter than for a regular nucleus of 

the same Z. Alternatively, another model assumed by Barber et al.[69] suggests 

the production of anomalons in a relative abundance of some tens of percent with 

a mean free path  shorter than expected by a factor of less than 2  in which case 

the anomalous property would be lost by some electrically-neutral process after a 

few times 10“n  sec. In either case the anomalous interaction probability would 

have to persist for at least a few times 1 0 -1 1  sec for the phenomenon to have been 

detected.

Extensive statistical analysis[71] appears to establish the effect at the level of 

several standard deviations, although it has been suggested[93] that it is an artifact 

of statistical bias in the mean free path estimate.

There have been a number of theoretical attem pts to explain the existence 

of anomalons. Some of these suggestions are conventional, making use of the 

well established ideas in nuclear and particle physics, while others are highly ex

otic. A wide range of speculations has been proposed: quasi-molecular struc

ture in nuclei[94]; unconventional nuclear structure[95], multi-quark compound 

resonances[96], hidden colour excitations[97], diquark deuteron[98], broken quan

tum  chromodynamics[99,100,101],unconfined quarks[102], hadronic monopole[103], 

unconfined gluon fields[104], low density quark blobs[105], pineuts[106], vacuum 

perturbation outside pion-condensed nuclei[107].

2.3.2 D efinition o f m ean free path

Consider the passage of a homogeneous beam of particles through a target medium 

of constant density of p target nuclei per unit volume. Let cr be the total cross-
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section for interactions. The probability of interaction per unit length is given by 

7  =  per. If the medium is heterogenous, with and cr* being the num ber density 

and the interaction cross-section for the ith  component, then

7  =  • (2.3.1)
»

One would expect that 7  is a function of the distance x  along the projectile path 

since the cr̂ ’s depend on the projectile energy.

Let n(x) be the fraction of projectiles that have not interacted after travelling 

a distance x from the their starting points in the medium. n(x)  decreases with 

increasing x according to the differential equation

=  - 7 (* W * )  (2.3.2)

The solution to this equation is

n(x) = e~ . (2.3.3)

For relativistic nuclei, a and thus 7 ;, depend mainly on geometrical considera

tions and are fairly energy independent. Assuming 7  being independent of a, the 
solution becomes

t i ( x )  =  e-7* . (2.3.4)

If we replace the track lengths by time intervals, this is just the law of radioactive 

decay. The probability density f ( x )  for an interaction distance x is given by

f ( x )  = -ye~xlx . (2.3.5)

The mean free path  is thus defined as

A =  r  x j e - ^ d x  =  -  . (2.3.6)
Jo  7

The geometrical dependence of the cross-section, in its simplest approximation, 

is expressed in the Bradt-Peters form[6 ],

0-12 =  nr%(A\/3 +  A \/3 -  8)2 , (2.3.7)

where r 0 and 8 are constants and A\ and A 2 are the baryon numbers of target and

projectile nuclei. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the mean free paths of 

relativistic projectile nuclei follow an approximate power law of the form[70,71,72]:

\ ( Z )  = AZ~h . (2.3.8)

where Z  is the charge of the nuclei and A and b are param eters determined exper

imentally.
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C hapter 3

E xperim ental Techniques

3.1 Introduction

The detection of radiation by exposure of photographic plates dates back to the 

discovery of X-rays by Bequerel in 1896. Nuclear research emulsion today still 

remains an im portant detector for experiments requiring the best possible spatial 

resolution.

Due to their continuous sensitivity, to their exceptional spatial resolution in 

three dimensions(~ 1 /zm) and to their 47r solid angle coverage, emulsions have 

been used in pioneering work that can guide far more refined experiments. Besides 

being both a target as well as a detector, emulsion is a composite m aterial and 

is ideal for study of interactions with different nuclei. It is not only capable of 

counting particles but also giving information concerning their charge, their mass, 

their energy, their angular distribution, and their modes of collision and decay. 

Unexpected features, not specifically included as a trigger in another experiment, 

are recorded in emulsion anyway and can be studied at any time. In addition, in 

the past two decades, new methods of exposure and of analysis of nuclear emulsions 

were developed, primarily with the aim of exploiting their characteristics in the 

search for short-lived particles carrying heavy flavours (charm, beauty...). W ith the 

development of high resolution tracking, computer-aided scanning has enhanced 

the analysing power of this technique.
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Emulsions consist of myriads of small crystals of silver halide, mostly bromide 

but with a small admixture of iodide, embedded in gelatine[37]. A layer of the 

emulsion, typically 600 fim thick, covers a plate, a number of which may be piled 

together to form a stack. Sometimes the emulsion is loaded with metal wires, foil 

or powdered layers to give a well-defined target.

When light falls on the emulsion or ionizing particles pass through it, some 

of the halide grains are modified in such a way tha t on immersing the plate in 

a reducing bath, called the developer, they are turned into grains of silver. The 

latter, being made up of finely divided crystalline aggregates, appear black. The 

modifications in the grains due to the action of radiations are invisible, and the 

effect is described as the formation of a latent image. Thus, a series of grains is 

formed along the trajectory of the particle which is termed as a track. A minimum 

ionizing particle produces ~  270 developed grains per millimetre of track length.

W hen a particle with charge Zpe and mass Mp traverses a medium of atomic 

number Zp and mass number Ap, it excites and ionizes the atoms of the medium 
through Coulomb interactions. This results in a loss of energy of the incident parti
cle. The rate of energy loss dE  per unit length dx traversed is given approximately 

by the relation[1 1 0 ]:

_  dE  =  l * N Z TZ W  p W  _  ^  (w -1 )
dx m ev 2A x 1(1 — (3 ) 

where v is the velocity of the incident particle, N  is the number of atoms per cm3 

of the stopping material, I  is the mean ionisation potential of all the electrons in 

the medium, m e is the electron mass and (3= It is clear from eq. 3.1.1 that the 

energy loss does not depend on the mass of the particle. Instead the energy loss is 

a function of velocity and charge. Since the logarithmic term  varies only slightly
Z^ *7with v, the energy loss is proportional to and

3.2 Experim ental D etails

3.2.1 Irradiation o f th e  stacks

Emulsion pellicles of 600 /im thickness were prepared at CERN from Fuji ET 7B 

gel just prior to exposure. This procedure was carried out in an atmosphere of 70
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% relative humidity and the resulting emulsions were found to have a density of 

(3.60 ±  0.01) xlO 3 kg m 3, which is some 6  % lower than  the so-called ‘standard’ 

one[108], measured at 58 % R.H. Under the assumption th a t the disparity in the 

density is due solely to an increase in water content of the present emulsion, the 

elemental abundances have been calculated for the m ajor constituents and these 

are compared to those of standard emulsion in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Composition of emulsions

Element Standard 
(lO20 atom s/cm 3)

Fuji
(1020 atom s/cm 3)

H 322 350
C 138 127
N 32 29
O 95 114
Br 101 93
Ag 101 93

Having been poured, dried and peeled from their glass backing, the 

emulsions were guillotined to produce pellicles of the desired dimensions, 

160mm x 50mm x600//m. These were then assembled into stacks of which two, 

each of 62 pellicles, were exposed to the 200 A GeV 160  beam  in the West Area at 

CERN in December 1986 and four, each of 60 pellicles, were exposed to the 200 A 

GeV 32S beam in November 1987. In all exposures, the beam was parallel to the 

longer side and horizontal with respect to the pellicle surface.

3.2.2 Scanning

In order to reduce the bias against detecting small stars, the search for interactions 

was carried out using a line-scanning technique. In this investigation, tracks of 

beam particles were located 1 0  mm from the entrance edge of the emulsion stack 

and those within the central 80 % of the pellicle thickness were followed for a
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distance of 30 mm or until an interaction point was reached. Total path lengths of 

349 m  and 214 m were scanned for the oxygen and sulphur samples, respectively.

However, in order to increase the statistics of our samples, additional scanning 

was made fo r 16O-emulsion interactions, in some plates for all classes of interactions 

and in others for only those satisfying the EMD classification. As a result a further 

510 m  of 200 A GeV 160  track have been added to those obtained from the original 

349 m.

H adronic interaction

When an interaction was reached, the following features of the interaction were 

recorded: the number of black tracks iV&(if of protons, of kinetic energy <30 MeV) 

and the number of grey tracks ^(correspond ing  to protons in the energy range 

30-300 MeV) in the forward and backward hemispheres, the presence of doubly 

and multiply charged fragments of the projectile nucleus proceeding from the in

teraction essentially undeviated from the original beam direction, and the approx

im ate number of near-minimum ionizing(shower) particles N a. Once a hadronic 

interaction was found, the incoming track was also carefully examined at higher 

magnification to ensure that it was indeed a beam track and not tightly bunched 

fragments of an undetected EMD.

Events which exhibit no shower particles and one low-energy ‘proton’, with 

the projectile ion emerging essentially undeviated, have been noted. These events 

have been ascribed to elastic collision on free protons in the emulsion or to the 

electromagnetic dissociation of the target nuclei. However, the scanning efficiency 

for such events is too low for meaningful estimates of the corresponding cross- 

sections to be made and they have thus not been considered further.

E M D

Some EMD events, in particular those where a single proton emitted at a very 

small angle to the beam, are not discernable at the interaction vertex but only be

come apparent further downstream. Therefore, apparently non-interacting beam
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particles were followed for an additional 1 0 - 2 0  mm solely to detect such interac

tions occurring within the fiducial region.

The electromagnetic interaction between the projectile and the medium it tra 

verses results in the ejection of very low-energy electrons called 8 rays and elec

tron pairs, and increases rapidly with projectile charge. The majority of these can 

be recognized by eye and discarded, but tracks of electrons of medium or high- 

energy(the tail of the distribution) can be identified in emulsion only when followed 

for a sufficient length. This would have increased the scanning time considerably. 

Thus, all events exhibiting solely one or two wide angle(>5mrad to the beam  par

ticle) minimum ionizing particles were rejected. This criterion eliminates almost 

all the high-energy knock-on electrons and most of the pairs, but no EMD candi

dates, in the selected range of photon energies. Consequently, nuclear interactions 

which present such topologies have also been removed from the sample.

For all the projectile EMD candidates, an accurate scan was performed up

stream and downstream from the probable interaction point(uncertain to ± 1  mm 

or more in the most difficult cases) to check for the presence of previously unde

tected signs of a small hadronic interaction. At this stage, all interactions showing 

no target nuclear excitation(black or grey prongs) and with all tracks emitted 

within 5 m rad to the beam were considered as candidates for projectile EMD.

The charges as well as the angles of outgoing fragments relative to the heaviest 

one were determined for each EMD candidate in order to categorize them  into 

various break-up channels and to estimate the total c.m. kinetic energy released 

in the interaction.

Diffractive d issociation

A search was carried out among the sample scanned for hadronic interactions to 

find events which may be ascribed to hadronic diffractive dissociation of 160  on 

hydrogen. They have a topology characteristic of an EMD of 160  to either (C He) 

or (N H) plus a track of a low-energy single-charged particle at the interaction 

vertex. The direction of such a track with respect to the primary beam was 

measured, as well as its range where possible(sec. 3.2.4).
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P rojectile  fragm ents

In a subsample of the oxygen events the tracks of forward-going projectile frag

ments of charge greater than one, assuming that they retain the original 200 A 

GeV beam momentum, were subjected to the following analysis. The charge of 

the fragment was determined from grain density(helium) and <S-ray density (heavier 

ions) measurements, with the charge resolution achieved from £-ray measurements, 

made over a distance of about 2 mm(see sec. 3.2.4). The track was then followed 

for a distance of 60 mm or until an interaction point was reached, the following 

being extended for a further 1 0 - 2 0  mm beyond the fiducial region for the reasons 

already stated. The same features of secondary interactions were recorded as for 

primary ones and once again forward-going projectile fragments had their charges 

ascertained and were followed a further 60 mm or until they interacted. This pro

cedure was repeated until any remaining forward fragments had gone 60 mm or 

they had left the pellicles. The establishment of the fragment charges in this way 

also enable the primary oxygen interactions to be examined in greater detail. As 

for the sulphur sample, the charges of the forward-going projectile fragments were 

determined by counting 6 -gaps(see sec. 3.2.4). However, features of secondary or 

tertiary interactions were not recorded for the sulphur sample.

Those secondary(or tertiary etc.) interactions that occur within 2 millimetres 

from the primary vertex have been discarded when determining the mean free 

paths of projectile fragmentss of various charges. Consequently, their track lengths 

were not included in the total followed track length of the corresponding projectile 

fragmentss. There axe two reasons for this cut. Firstly, in order to measure the 

charge of the fragment, a minimum of 2  millimetres is necessary for £-ray counting. 

Secondly, it is difficult to resolve individual tracks emitted close(<l m rad) to the 

beam direction in the vicinity of the primary vertex.

3.2.3 Angular M easurem ents

Angles between outgoing fragments are determined by measuring the plane(a) 

and dip(£) angles. The plane angle is defined as the angle to the direction of 

particle motion in the x-y plane(right-handed x, y, z coordinate frame) measured
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counterclockwise with respect to the x-axis. It is also known as the azim uth angle 

or the projection angle. The dip angle, 8, for a track is the angle between the 

track in unprocessed emulsion and its own projection on the x-y  plane, taken 

positive when the direction of the particle motion is upward and in the direction 

of increasing z coordinate. The space angle 6 between two tracks having plane 

angles ( a 1} and ( a 2, S2) is calculated from the measurements as follows:

cosO =  cos8icos82[cos(ct2 — <*i) +  tan8\ta n 82\  . (3.2.1)

In the investigation of projectile EMD, the angles of outgoing fragments were 

measured relative to the heaviest one. Relative distances between tracks at in

creasing distances, typically in the range from 10 to 40 mm, from the interaction 

vertex were measured. Plane and dip angles were computed by fitting the trajec

tories to straight lines through the measured coordinates. Consequently eq. 3.2.1 

becomes

cosO = cos8co3ol , (3.2.2)

where a , 8 and 6 are angles of the track measured relative to the heaviest fragment. 

Assuming an error of ~  0.5 /im  in the coordinates, the space angles are accurate 

to within 0.05 m rad, including the error due to multiple scattering, except in a 

few cases where one of the outgoing fragments interacted after a short distance.

Local distortions may result from the m ethod of development and subsequent 

sticking of the emulsion pellicles on glass and can affect the determination of the 

track angles, particularly those of steeply inclined tracks. The coordinates of the 

points measured on the distorted ‘proton’ track, in those events ascribed to the 

hadronic diffractive dissociation of the 160  ion, were corrected following an ex

tension of the m ethod of Apostolakis and Major[109], and the emission angles 

redetermined. Assuming tha t the pellicle suffered from a regular ‘C-shaped’ dis

tortion, the horizontal displacement, A , of a point at height z0 in a processed 

emulsion of thickness d is given by

A = X 7 ( ^ )  +  J 5 ( 5 ) *  . (3.2.3)

The term  K i(z0/d )  represents a linear displacement which is zero at the glass- 

emulsion surface interface and has the value K \ at the air-emulsion surface. The 

second term, i f 2(zo/d)2, represents the K 2, or curvature distortion. It has been
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assumed that the direction of the track near the air surface is the same as the 

original one and thus that the first order distortion vector is exactly twice the 

second order one, i.e. K \ =  —2K 2. The coordinates of a number of points along the 

proton track were measured and for each track an independent least square method 

applied gave the parameters of the distortion vectors, and hence the corrected 

coordinates.

Such distortions do not affect the measurements of the small opening angle 

between the particles from the break up of the projectile.

3.2.4 Track param eters and their m easurem ents 

C harge

Charge measurements were performed on projectile EMD candidates and on a 

sample of hadronic inelastic interactions by determining the relative density of 

6 -rays along the beam track and each of the outgoing fragments. It was possible 

to recognize by eye the charge of fragments with Z = 1 and 2, and therefore sys

tematic measurements were performed only on fragments with Z  >2. A sample of 

fragments with Z = 2 was also measured, and in all cases the previous judgement 

was confirmed.

The linear density of 6 -rays for a particle with (3 w l is I

J  =  a Z 2 , (3.2.4)

with a «  1/m m  in nuclear emulsion[108]. The exact value of a depends on the 

operative definition of a 6 -ray, in practice on the accepted minimum range - and 

thus energy - of the ejected electrons. In this technique a 6 -ray is defined to be one 

that projects radially a minimum of ~1.5 fim from the centre of the track[108].

The counting of 6 -rays can determine the charge of tracks up to Z  «10, but for 

higher values of the charge the 6 -ray density becomes too large and it is no longer 

possible to disentangle single, scattered electron tracks. Therefore for fragments 

with Z  > 8 , charge was determined by measuring P0, the ratio of the number
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of times no £-rays were observed in a cell length t to the total number of cells 

examined[71]:

Po =  e~“z *t , (3.2.5)

where the value of a is the same as in eq. 3.2.4 if the same convention is used. The 

error in the charge measurement can be shown to be

SZ = \k (a L )~ 1/2 , (3.2.6)

where L  is the total length considered. The value of & is 1 with the first m ethod(this 

is the minimum statistical error), whereas it depends on P0 in the second, being 

k  <1.3 for P 0 >0.4.

Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 display the typical charge spectra obtained by counting £-ray 

densities and £-rays gaps, respectively, on primary and secondary tracks. Both 

spectra show a dispersion on individual charges in agreement with tha t expected 

from the measured length X, usually 2-5 mm. It is seen tha t the accuracy is good 

enough to detect, unambiguously, differences of one unit of charge around Z = 8  

and two such units around Z —16.

Figure 3.1: Charge spectrum, from S-ray density, of a sample of secondary projec
tile fragments from 200 A G e V 160 -emulsion interactions.
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Figure 3.2: Charge spectrum, from 8-ray gaps, of a sample of primaries and of 
fragments from projectile EMDs(200 A G eV 32S on emulsion). Solid line: expected 
shape, normalized to Z = 1 D a s h e d  line: Z=15, not measured in this sample.

R ange

The average distance traversed by a charged particle in a medium before its kinetic 

energy reduces to zero is called the range of the particle. If the distance is measured 

from an arbitrary point to the stopping point along the track, it is called the 

residual range. It gives a measure of the kinetic energy of the particle at that 

point.

If a particle has initial kinetic energy E 0 and loses energy at a space rate, — 

per unit path when penetrating a medium, the distance it will traverse before 

coming to rest is:
r Eo d E

=S75 ■ ( 8 ' 2 ' 7 )

Of course — ̂  is a statistical variable and therefore eq. 3.2.7 is only an approxi

mation to the mean range. Individual ranges will disperse around the mean value

R.

In our investigation, the range of a particle is the length of its path in emulsion 

before the emulsion has been processed. The range is calculated by breaking up
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the track into into n  essentially straight segments and evaluating the sum

R  =  ]£[(*< -  Xi- ' ¥  +  f a  ~  y i - 02 +  s l ( z * -  z <-i )2l1/2 (3.2.8)
* = 1

where (xQ,yQlZo), (x i,y i,z i) ...(xn,yn,zn) are the coordinates of the points on the 

track connected by the segments, and Sz is the shrinkage factor in the z direction.

In some cases, the range could not be measured as the proton left the emulsion 

stack before coming to rest. However, in each case it was judged, from an exam

ination of its ionization and scattering, to be close to rest. Consequently only a 

small underestimate of the proton’s momentum is incurred by using the observed 

track length.
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C hapter 4

H adronic Inelastic R eactions o f  
200 A  G eV  ieO and 32S Ions w ith  
N uclear Em ulsion N uclei

4.1 Introduction

The acceleration in 1986 and 1987 of 160  and 32S beams to 200 A GeV at the 

CERN SPS opened a new frontier of particle and nuclear physics, namely the 

study of high-energy density systems with hundreds of quarks and gluons created 

in the central collisions of nuclei with heavy targets. Experiments were set up to 

find a new state of m atter, the quark-gluon plasma. It is believed that a phase 

transition leading to deconfinement should occur given sufficiently high-energy 

and/or baryon density achievable by compression or heating of cold m atter[30].

However, in order to detect this abnormal nuclear phenomenon, we first have 

to understand the normal nuclear collision mechanism at ultra-relativistic energy. 

Hence a study of sizeable and unbiased samples of the hadronic inelastic inter

actions of 200 A GeV 160  and 32S ions with emulsion nuclei has been carried 

out.

In this chapter the general characteristics of the hadronic inelastic reactions of 

200 A GeV 160  and 32S ions with emulsion nuclei are compared and contrasted. 

Using a minimum-bias sample of 3938 16O-emulsion interactions and of 231 9 32 S- 

emulsion interactions, the multiplicity distributions of shower, grey, black and
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heavily ionizing particles and correlations among various multiplicity parameters 

have been studied. The rapidity distributions of those events which exhibit com

plete projectile breakup without any overt sign of low-energy target fragmentation 

have also been determined. The results may be interpreted within a simple geo

metrical model.

4.2 M ean Free Paths

The mean free paths for primary 160  and 32S ions at energies 1.4 to 200 A GeV 

in nuclear emulsion are summarized in Table 4.1. The analysis and discussion 

of the mean free paths of secondary(+ tertiary ...) projectile fragments will be 

presented in chapter 6 . The hadronic inelastic mean free path for 200 A GeV 

160  ions determined here, 1 2 0  ±  1 mm is in accord with values found by other 

workers at the same energy, viz. 116 ±  3 mm[112], 120 ±  3 mm[114] and 115 ±

6  mm[113] in spite of the fact tha t emulsions with slightly different compositions 

were used in the other experiments which should decrease their path lengths by 

about 3 %. It is also noted that the mean free paths o f160  ion in nuclear emulsion 

at energies beyond 2  A GeV exhibit energy independence, within statistical errors.

On the other hand the hadronic inelastic mean free path for 200 A GeV 32S ions,

92 ±  2 mm is much shorter than the other reported value of 110 ±  3 mm[51,92]. 

The difference in the composition of the emulsions should produce the opposite 

effect. Any systematic errors due to scanning efficiency would tend to increase the 

mean free path.

However, it is reassuring that the variation in our result from 16 O to 32 S is in 

agreement with our optical model calculation. Simplified Glauber calculations[115,116] 

have been made of the hadronic inelastic cross-sections of various 200 A GeV pro

jectile nuclei present in nuclear emulsion. Neglecting the effects of nuclear corre

lations and excitation, the amplitudes correspond to the eikonal solution to the 

folding model approximation to the nuclear optical potential. Standard values are 

assumed for the proton and neutron radii of nuclei. The measured values, 39.0 

and 6.9 mb[117], of the nucleon-nucleon total and total elastic cross-section, re

spectively, are used. Hence there axe no free parameters in the predictions of the
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Table 4.1: Global data on the hadronic inelastic interactions of primary 16 0 , 32 S 
and secondary(+ tertiary, ...) projectile fragments in nuclear emulsion.

Projectile Energy 
(A GeV)

L
(m)

N had Ahad
(mm)

Refs.

He 200 91.1 398 228 ±  11 this exp.

Li 200 6.3 37 171 ±  28 this exp.

Be 200 6.1 41 149 ±  23 this exp.

B 200 8.4 64 131 ±  16 this exp.

C 200 18.1 125 145 ±  13 this exp.

N 200 20.3 161 126 ±  10 this exp.

O 2.0 - - 137 ±  11 [ m i

O 2.0 - - 126 ±  5 [ m i

o 2.1 141.74 1092 130 ±  5 [ m i

o 14.6 - 385 121 ±  2 [112]

o 60 - 372 119 ±  4 [112]

o 60 16.37 131 125 ±  11 [49]

o 60 63.53 497 128 ±  6 [113]

o 200 - 503 116 ±  3 [112]

o 200 39.30 342 115 ±  6 [113]

o 200 - 1855 120 db 3 [114]

0 200 860.57 7144 120 ±  1 this exp.

s 200 127.38 1157 110 ±  3 [51,92]

s 200 214.46 2319 92 ±  2 this exp.
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Table 4.2: Glauber calculations of Chad of various 200 A GeV projectile nuclei upon 
target emulsion nuclei.

Projectile
Nucleus

Ohad (mb)

Target Nucleus
Xhad (mm) Ahad (mm) 

Renormalised
H C N O Br Ag

l E 32 253 278 318 1004 1266 319<a> 355<°)

3He 87 505 542 604 1520 1847 203 226

4He 100 533 568 634 1562 1891 195 217

6Li 168 775 822 901 2006 2384 144 161

9Be 220 874 922 1008 2159 2552 130 149

n B 241 896 942 1030 2187 2584 127 142

12C 253 919 965 1055 2224 2624 124 138

14 N 278 965 1012 1104 2297 2706 119 132

16o 318 1055 1104 1201 2442 2861 110 123

3 2 g 523 1448 1508 1623 3058 3517 83 92

Computed for standard emulsion.

mean free paths quoted in Table 4.2. When compared with values in Table 4.2, 

the observed mean free paths due to hadronic inelastic interactions (Ahad) appear 

to be about 10% longer than predicted. This disagreement might suggest that a 

group of inelastic interactions, which involve little excitation of the target and/or 

projectile nuclei, have not been detected. Furthermore, the loss due to scanning 

efficiency would lead to longer mean free paths. Assuming that the fraction of 

this class of inelastic interactions is independent of the projectile nuclei, the pre

dicted mean free paths are normalized to the observed mean free paths of 200 GeV 

protons in emulsion, namely 355 ±  8  mm [118]. The normalized mean free paths 

for 16 O and 32 S, 123 and 92 mm respectively, agree very well with the observed 

values. Similarly, the normalized mean free paths predicted for lighter projectile 

fragments agree within errors with those observed in Table 4.1.
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Sato et al.[119] studied the interaction cross-sections of high energy nucleus in 

emulsion with the Glauber model and a Hartree-Fock type variational calculation 

for the nuclear structure. They found tha t the hadronic inelastic mean free path 

of a projectile in emulsion can be expressed by

A kad = (A R l + B R p + C ) -1
(4.2.1)

w ith  A  =  7r 2  > B  — 27T £  n iR i, C  =  7T £  n iR 3.

rii is the composition of the nuclear component i in the emulsion. R+ and Rp are 

the interaction radii of the zth component nuclei and of the projectile, respectively. 

Although Sato et al. calculated the interaction radii in the case of scattering at 

incident energy 1.88 A GeV, the interaction radius is considered to be an energy 

independent characteristic nuclear radius in nucleus-nucleus scattering due to the 

energy independence of the interaction cross-sections of nuclei at high energies.

This exp.
A  Glauber predictions 

•  Sato e ta l. 11191

10

Projectile Charge Z

Figure 4.1: The experimental hadronic inelastic mean free paths obtained with the 
160  and 32S beams at 200 A GeV and the theoretical values calculated. The fit to 
the experimental data gives Xhad=272.7 Z~0 393 mm.

In Fig. 4.1, we compare our calculated hadronic inelastic mean free paths and 

those by Sato et al. with the experimental values obtained with the 160  and 32S 

beam. There is good agreement between the theoretical and experimental values, 

and they all exhibit a Z-dependence. Sato et aV s parameterization would suggest
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that the hadronic inelastic mean free paths of the projectiles have a Z dependence 

of the form Xhad Z ~0,37 since Rp oc Z 0A1 and the rest of the equation also has 

a weak Z  dependence. On the other hand our simplified Glauber calculation also 

predicts that A had Z~039. A fit to the experimental data gives a relation of 

the form A ^  =  AZ“6[70] where A =  272.7 ±  15.7 mm and b =  0.393 ±  0.025. 

Furthermore, our observed values are roughly in agreement with those reported 

by other workers [70,72,69,73,84] at 1-2 A GeV displayed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Experimental values of the parameters A and b.

Energy(A GeV) A (mm) b Data Type Reference

2 304 ±  16 0.44 ±  0.02 primary beams and 
theoretical prediction

[70]

2 324 ±  17 0.42 ±  0.024 projectile fragments [72]

>  0.4 251 ±  17 0.34 ±  0.03 cosmic rays [69]

1 340 ±  18 0.42 ±  0.024 projectile fragments [73]

1.8 241 ±  12 0.34 ±  0.03 primary beams and 
projectile fragments

[84]

200 273 ±  16 0.39 ±  0.03 primary beams and 
projectile fragments

this exp.

However, one must realize that the Z-dependence of the hadronic inelastic 

mean free path  is inaccurate because the mean free paths are also expected to 

have an isotopic dependence. The theoretical values shown in Fig. 4.1 are those of 

even-even nuclei with the exception of 9Be. For a fixed value of Z, the projectile 

fragments do not have a homogeneous composition. In addition to nuclei within 

the valley of stability, there may also be long-lived neutron-rich isotopes of which 

the relative abundances are unknown. Hence, the experimentally observed mean 

free paths correspond to the average mean free paths of admixtures of isotopes.
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4.3 Fragm entation Studies

4.3.1 G eneral features

The gross topological features observed for the inelastic nuclear interactions o f 16 0  

and 32 S ions are shown in Table 4.4. The forward fragments with charge Z  >  2 

are those making small angles(< 1 m rad) with respect to the beam direction and 

likely to be noninteracting clusters within the incident projectile nuclei. Events 

grouped under ‘none’ axe those that involve the emission of minimum ionizing 

shower tracks only, and therefore can be associated with complete disintegration 

of the projectile. These events are the most central or near-central interactions.

The 3938 16O-emulsion hadronic interactions in Table 4.4 are an unbiased sub

sample of the overall sample(7144 hadronic interactions). Two separate scanning 

for oxygen-emulsion interactions was carried out, but the second one was focused 

on the search for projectile EMD and the interaction features of some of the 

hadronic events were not recorded. Thus they are only used in the calculation of 

the hadronic mean free paths in sec. 4.2 but not the following analysis.

The relative abundances of different classes of events for 160  projectiles at 

60[49] and 200 A GeV are approximately the same. The relative abundance of 

central events for 160  at the two energies are exactly the same, but there are small 

variations in specific peripheral reaction channels. On the other hand, the fraction 

of central events, those having no forward projectile fragments with Z > 1, for 32S 

at 200 A GeV(16.3%) is much less than 160  at 200 A and 60 A GeV(30.5%). Thus, 

in ultra-relativistic heavy ion interactions, the relative rate of a particular channel 

of projectile fragmentation depends strongly on the projectile mass(A) but not on 

the energy.

In Table 4.4, Nh is the average number of emitted target fragments, where 

Nh=Nt,+Ng, and their average values are given for each category. The overall 

forward-backward asymmetry observed for black prongs is +0.075±0.008 for the 

oxygen and +0.099±0.010 for the sulphur sample. This is consistent with the 

isotropic evaporation from a slowly forward-moving spallation product. The cor

responding values for the grey tracks, which are mainly knock-on target protons,
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are very positive, 0.361±0.008 and 0.403db0.011, respectively for 160  and 32S. Fur

thermore both Nh and N a increase monotonically with increasing extent of pro

jectile fragmentation. The correlation between the the degree of fragmentation of 

the target and of the projectile will be discussed in sec. 4.3.3.

Very similar values for 200 A GeV 160  ion fragmentation to those presented in 

Table 4.4 were found by Adamovich et al.[120], namely no forward fragments 29.0 

±  1.2%, Z  >  2(presumably including those accompanied by helium emission) 36.0 

±  1.3 %, one alpha 17.0 ±  1.0%, two alpha 12.1 ±  0.8%, three alpha 5.6 ±  0.7%, 

and 4 alpha 0.3 ±  0.2%.

Sengupta et a/.[113] also studied the relative abundance of 160  and 32S ions 

into various fragmentation channels at 60 and 200 A GeV. They categorized their

Table 4.5: Percentile abundances o f160  and 32 S fragmentation in terms of multiple 
alpha events.

Event type
60 A GeV l s O 200 A GeV ls O 200 A GeV 32S

ref. [49] ref. [113] this exp. ref. [113] this exp. ref. [113]

central 30.5±4.8 30.4±2.5 30.5±0.9 31.6±3.0 16.3±0.8 20.8±1.4

peripheral 69.5±7.3 69.6±3.7 69.5±1.3 68.4±4.5 83.7±1.9 79.2±2.8

0 alpha 26.7±4.5 32.4±2.6 29.1±0.9 31.6±3.0 34.9±1.2 31.1±1.8

1 alpha 20.3±2.0 22.6±0.8 21.6±2.5 24.8±1.0 26.9±1.6

2 alpha 10.3±1.4 12.2±0.6 9.4±1.7 13.8±0.8 12.9±1.1

3 alpha 6.6±1.2 5.3±0.4 5.6±1.3 6.3±0.5 5.6±0.7

4 alpha 0.2±0.1 2.5±0.3 1.6±0.4

5 alpha 0.9±0.2 0.8±0.3

6 alpha 0.3±0.1 0.3±0.2

events in terms of the number of projectile helium fragments (with or without other
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fragments of charge Z  >3). A comparison with our data is presented in Table 4.5. 

Our relative abundances of different kinds of hadronic events for 160  at 60 and 200 

A GeV compare well with the values reported by Sengupta et a/.[113]. However, 

the relative abundance of central events for 32S at 200 A GeV in our data is much 

less than that reported in ref.[113]. It has been noted in sec. 4.2 that the hadronic 

inelastic mean free path  for 32S at 200 A GeV observed by Sengupta et a/.(110±3 

mm) is much greater than our observed value(92±2 mm). The discrepancy seems 

to lie in the class of peripheral events where we have recorded 25% more such 

events than Sengupta et al. This difference is too large to be explained by variation 

in emulsion conditions. Since peripheral events of 32S can easily be missed, the 

discrepancy may suggest that their scanning efficiency for such events in the 32 S 

sample is low.

4.3.2 Target fragm entation  

M ultiplicity d istribution  o f  N N g and Nh

The normalized multiplicity distributions of the heavily ionizing target fragments 

Nh are shown in fig 4.2 for hadronic inelastic interactions o f16O and 32S and helium 

forward-going projectile fragments in our sample together with those from proton 

emulsion interactions at 200 to 400 GeV[118]. Table 4.6 compares the percentages 

of each distribution in various intervals of Nh. Events with Nh> 8 are definitely 

interactions upon Ag or Br nuclei, but target identification for events with JV/i< 8 is 

more difficult and requires measurement of the ranges of the target fragments[121]. 

Nonetheless, the Glauber calculations in sec. 4.2 provide estimates of the relative 

proportions of interactions upon hydrogen, the light(C, N, O) and heavy(Ag, Br) 

emulsion nuclei. The ratios change markedly with the projectile mass, and the 

heavier the projectile the more im portant the interactions on the lighter targets. 

Some typical values axe shown in Table 4.7.

Comparing the Nh distributions, it is noted that there is a small increase in the 

fraction of interactions with Nh =  0 from proton- to sulphur-emulsion interactions, 

even though the increase is not as large as that predicted from Table 4.7. Further

more in the case of a proton beam, only 13 % of the interactions with Nh < 1 axe
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Figure 4.2: Normalized multiplicity distributions of Nh from interactions of  16 0
and 325 ions and He projectile fragments, together with those from proton-emulsion
interactions at 200-400 GeV[118].
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Table 4.6: Percentage distribution between various intervals of Nh for H[118](200- 
400 GeV), He, 160, and 32S projectiles.

Projectile
0 1 to 1

5!

5-8 9-15 >  16

XH
( N h) =  7.63±0.08

14.7±0.4 10.8±0.3 22.3±0.5 18.0±0.4 16.8±0.4 17.4±0.4

He
( N h ) =  6.75±0.34

19.8±2.1 6.7±1.2 25.1±2.4 17.7±2.0 16.6±2.0 14.1±1.8

160

( N h ) =  7.56±0.15
18.4±0.8 9.3±0.6 24.9±0.9 14.5±0.7 13.1±0.7 19.8±0.8

3 2 g

( N h ) =  7.42±0.17
19.6±0.9 10.0±0.7 24.5±1.0 13.9±0.8 11.6±0.7 20.3±0.9

due to interactions on a hydrogen target; whereas this fraction rises to 51% for 32S 

projectiles. In addition, there is a significant decrease of the fraction with 5 < N h 

< 1 5 . This feature gives rise to a shallow minimum in the distribution for Nh ~  

10 in the 32S sample and to a plateau in the 160  sample; it is completely absent in 

those for both He and proton-emulsion interactions. Finally in the proton sample, 

interactions with Nh > 8 represent about 47% of the interactions on Ag or Br 

nuclei whereas this fraction increases to 63% for 32S projectiles.

This behaviour is also evident in the multiplicity distribution of the grey prongs, 

which axe mostly knock-on protons in the energy range 30-300 MeV, as shown in 

Fig. 4.3. The fraction of interactions in the region 0<iVs< l  does not vary signif

icantly with different projectiles, but there is a consistent decrease in the region 

2<iVg<4 as the mass of the projectile increases. The contribution of interactions 

with N g > 8 also rises with increasing projectile mass. Furthermore, the average 

multiplicity of grey multiplicities per event (Ng) increases slowly when going from 

proton-(2.70±0.17) to sulphur-emulsion interactions(3.12±0.08).

In Fig. 4.4, the normalized multiplicity distributions of the black prongs, which 

are singly and multiply charged evaporation particles from the target, exhibit sim-
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Table 4.7: Relative proportions o f interactions upon light and heavy emulsion nuclei 
according to the Glauber model.

Target nucleus
Projectile H C, N, O Ag, Br

nucleus (%) (%) (%)

XH 3.3 23.6 73.1
4He 6.9 30.5 62.6
6 Li 8.5 32.5 59.0
9 Be 10.0 32.9 57.1
12C 11.0 32.9 56.1
16o 12.3 33.4 54.4
32g 15.2 34.2 50.6

ilar shapes when ranging from proton- to sulphur-emulsion interactions, although 

the contribution of interactions with small Nf, rises with increasing projectile mass. 

However on average the multiplicity distributions of black prongs exhibit projec

tile independence, and the average number of black prongs per event remains 

constant within statistical limits when ranging from helium- to sulphur-emulsion 

interactions: 4.05±0.21 for He, 4.25dh0.08 for 10O and 4.30±0.10 for 32S.

Previous work[l 18,122,123,124] on high-energy hadron-nucleus interactions in 

emulsion has shown that the numbers of target associated particles(iVh, N g or JV&) 

emitted in an interaction are related to the number of hadron-nucleon collisions v 

inside the target nucleus. When the recoiling nucleons pass through the nuclear 

m atter, a num ber of secondary collisions would occur and each of them would 

either escape outside the nucleus or stop inside the nucleus and share its energy 

with the rest of the nucleus, thereby raising the tem perature which governs the 

evaporation process.

If this idea is extended to nucleus-nucleus interactions, the dependence of the 

multiplicity distributions of target fragments on projectile may be understood in 

terms of the geometry of the collisions. For a given impact param eter, the increase 

in projectile size would increase the number of participant projectile and target
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nucleons and consequently the cascading process is more pronounced. This in

crease is insignificant in collisions upon light emulsion nuclei(C, N, O) since their 

sizes are comparable to or even smaller than those of the projectiles. However, 

for the heavy emulsion nuclei(Ag, Br) the interaction volume would increase sig

nificantly as the number of incident projectile nucleons impinging on the target 

nucleus increases. Thus, it is not surprising that the fraction of interactions on 

(Ag,Br) with N g> 5 (or Nh> 8) rises with increasing projectile mass. As a result, 

the interactions with light nuclei(C, N, 0 )  and with heavy nuclei(Ag, Br) become 

well separated whereby most of the Nh < 8 events are due to interactions on light 

nuclei and the Nh >  8 events represent the majority of the interactions on heavy 

emulsion nuclei. Ref. [125] and [126] observed a similar projectile dependence of 

the grey particle production, while the multiplicity distribution of the grey prongs 

is found to be independent of projectile energy at incident energies beyond ~  1 A 

GeV [125,126,127,128].

On the other hand, the multiplicity distributions of black prongs are rela

tively undisturbed by the variation of projectile. This projectile independence 

of the black prong production is also reported in other experiments[125,128,126]. 

Adamovich et a/.[128]’s suggestion that JV& relates only to the non-overlapping 

part of the target nucleus fails to explain why a proton induced interaction leaves 

a remaining target spectator of the same size as in the 160  or 32 S case. Several 

models currently used also fail to reproduce the multiplicity distribution of the 

black prong producing particles[126,129].

The particles producing black prongs are spectator fragments in the target 

nucleus, and are em itted a long tim e(«10-17s) after the passage of the incident 

projectile in the evaporation process of the target nucleus. Despite the rise in 

the number of intranuclear collisions and consequently the increase in the energy 

deposition within the interaction volume, the number of the evaporated target frag

ments seems to be unaffected by the increase in projectile mass. It is also noted 

that while the forward-backward asymmetry of grey particles remains constant 

within statistical limits, the forward-backward asymmetry of black particles in

creases considerably when ranging from helium to sulphur induced interactions(see 

Table 4.8).
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Table 4.8: The forward-backward asymmetry ( ^ r ^ )  o f black and grey particles in 
He-, 16 0- and 32S-emulsion interactions.

Forward-backward Asymmetry
Projectile Black prongs Grey prongs

He 0.041±0.024 0.378±0.027
16o 0.075±0.008 0.361±0.008
32g 0.099±0.010 0.403±0.011

This seems to indicate tha t the energy spectrum of the emitted protons from 

target nuclei gets harder with increasing projectile mass. It might also suggest 

that the forward velocity of the excited remanent nucleus increases as projectile 

mass increases. However, one must bear in mind that the charges of the target 

fragments are not measured and tha t neutral target fragments are not detected. 

Consequently the black particle multiplicity distributions in Fig. 4.4 do not truly 

represent the charge distribution nor the particle number distribution of the evap

oration process. W hether the evaporation process is independent of the incident 

projectile cannot be determined until reliable data on charge and mass distribu

tions of the black track producing particles are available.

The integral frequency distributions of heavy tracks Nh are shown in Fig. 4.5 

which are almost independent of the mass of the projectile. The tails of the 

distributions extend with increasing projectile mass. The curves have two dif

ferent slopes with breaks approximately corresponding to the light(C, N, 0 )  and 

heavy(Ag, Br) nuclei of the emulsion target. Fig. 4.6 compares the integral fre

quency Nf, and N g distributions of different projectiles. Both distributions of black 

and grey particles appear to be fairly independent of the projectile mass.

A verage num ber o f  target fragm ents

As the projectile mass increases, the probability of collision with heavy target 

nuclei diminishes, and the fraction of interactions on light nuclei becomes more
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significant (see Table 4.7). Therefore, although the fraction of interactions on heavy 

target producing Nh values less than eight decreases with increasing projectile 

mass, this loss is compensated by the increased probability of collisions with lighter 

targets which will produce Nh < 8 .  As a result of this delicate compensation, the 

average number of heavy prongs {Nh) is constant, within small errors (except for 

He) when ranging from proton- to sulphur-emulsion interactions (see Table 4.6).

Very similar (Nh) values were found by Jain et a/.[126]: 7.22±0.34, 7.42±0.36, 

7.07±0.44, and 7.1±0.32 for 200 A GeV 32S, 200 A GeV 160 ,  60 A GeV 160  and 

projectile fragment He induced interactions, respectively. However, it is noted that 

in ref. [130] the average multiplicity of target associated particles Nh for 12 A GeV 

He interactions in emulsion was found to be noticeably higher, namely 9.48±0.37. 

Furthermore, Adamovich et al. [125] observed considerably higher multiplicity Nh 

values than we did in nucleus-emulsion interactions, namely 10.0±0.4 for 14.6 A 

GeV 160 ,  10.2±0.5 for 60 A GeV 160 ,  8.4±0.5 for 200 A GeV 160 ,  10.0±0.5 for 

14.6 A GeV 28Si, and 8.6±0.5 for 200 A GeV 32S interactions. It is noted that their 

(Nb) values are comparable to our data. The discrepancy lies with the number 

of grey prongs and may be partly due to the difficulty of discrimination between 

them  and those shower particles close to the target fragmentation region.

A ngular distribution  o f  grey particles

A study has been made of the angular distributions with respect to the primary 

beam direction of grey tracks, those with ionization densities Ji between 1.5 and

6.0 times minimum, J0. While these tracks are mainly due to knock-on pro- 

tons(deuterons ...) there is undoubtedly some contamination due to slow pions, 

especially among those with the smaller ionization values. Nevertheless, the data, 

shown separately for 160  and 32S interactions in Fig. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) respec

tively, are all seen to fit curves of the form a exp(6 cos#). The forward peaking 

is more pronounced for the 32S(6 =  1.20 ±0.08) than for the 160  sample(6 =

1.00 ±0.04). Angular distributions of this form and with similar asymmetries 

were found in proton[123,131], a [130,126], 160 [127,125,126], and 28Si[125] inter

actions in emulsion. These works have shown that the angular distributions of 

grey tracks are almost independent of energy, projectile mass and centrality of the
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interaction[127,125], but several models[127,126] currently used fail to reproduce 

the observed shape and predicted a much more forward peaked distribution than 

the experimental one.

Black and grey particles correlations

The dependence of the average number of black particles (iV&) on N g has the same 

behaviour for helium-, oxygen- and sulphur-emulsion interactions as shown in 

Fig. 4.8(a). The dependence of (AT&) increases linearly with N g up to ~  8, and 

for N g > 8 a saturation of the (Nb)-Ng correlation is reached. This behaviour 

is also observed by Stenlund et a/.[118,122,123,124] in 200-400 GeV proton- and 

7r-emulsion interactions and by Jain et a/.[126] in 200 A GeV He-, 160 -  and 32S- 

emulsion interactions.

The linear behaviour of (Nf,(Ng) ) at small N g suggests the low degree of 

cascading in target nucleus and that the emission of each grey particle on the 

average makes the same contribution to the excitation energy. The agreement 

amongst various projectiles in (Nf,(Ng) ) is nontrivial since the small N g values 

in 160 -  and 32S-(Ag,Br) interactions correspond to large impact parameters when 

the two nuclei collide peripherally and the grey particles are protons knocked out 

from the surface of the target nucleus. The same number of grey particles in the 

helium-induced interactions, on the other hand, corresponds to smaller impact 

parameters, i.e., to more intensive cascading and higher excitations of the target 

nucleus. Unfortunately, the interactions with the light and heavy components of 

the emulsion are not separated in this experiment, but previous studies of proton- 

and 56Fe-emulsion interactions at 1.8 A GeV[132] showed that p+(Ag,Br) inter

actions indeed exhibited a stronger dependence in the (Nb(Ng) ) correlation than 

56Fe-(Ag,Br) interactions.

In higher N g values, i.e., in the region attainable only in collisions with (Ag,Br) 

nuclei, the mean multiplicity (iV&) is independent of the number of grey particles in 

a star. There axe two possibilities tha t may account for this (Nb(Ng) ) behaviour. 

The first one is tha t there are only a finite number of protons in the target nuclei, 

and if a target nucleus loses a large number of protons during the fast reaction
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stage, a limited number of nucleons is left in the target nucleus residue during the 

second or slow stage. The second possibility is that the high excitation energies of 

the residue target nuclei may give rise to an explosion-like secondary particle emis

sion, thereby resulting in their acquiring an energy exceeding the energy boundary 

of the black tracks. In addition, heavier fragments may be emitted than  during 

evaporation process where lighter fragments are boiled off, thereby decreasing the 

number of black particles.

In Fig. 4.8(b) the corresponding dispersion D (N g), where

D{Na) =  V< W s)) -  (Nb(N g))> , (4.3.1)

is displayed. The dispersion rises from 2 to about 4 and then a saturation is 

reached. This behaviour is approximately the same for all three projectiles despite 

the fact that our experimental data of He-induced interactions have poor statistics 

for values of N g >  10.

Fig. 4.9(a) again plots the correlation between between N g and AT&, but this 

time (Ng(Nb) ) is shown. The similarities amongst the He-, 160  and 32S-induced 

interactions are obvious; in all cases (N g) increases slowly and linearly until 1V&=4, 

then a more rapid rise is observed up to ~  10 before reaching a plateau. The 

rapid increase of (N g) between iVj,=4 and 10 corresponds to the change in target 

nuclei from (C ,N ,0) to (Ag,Br). Furthermore for N b > 4, (Ng) increases with 

increasing projectile mass when comparing the data of He-induced interactions 

with those of 160-induced interactions. This observation supports the assumption 

in sec. 4.3.2 that grey particles are related to the number of intranuclear collisions 

and rises with the number of incident projectile nucleons, especially in collisions 

with heavy emulsion nuclei(Ag, Br). However, within statistical errors the (Ng)-Nb 

correlation does not vary when going from 160 - to 32S-emulsion interactions. In 

our analysis so far, the multiplicity of grey particles seems to increase significantly 

when going from He- to 160-induced interactions, but little variations are found 

when the projectile changes from 160  to 32S. Fig. 4.9(b) shows the corresponding 

dispersion D (N b). Unlike D (N g), D (N b) varies with the projectile. In the region 

Nb> 7, D (N b) are more or less the same for all three projectiles, while beyond 

Nf,= 7 the D (N b) of He-induced interactions are generally much smaller than that 

of 16O- and 32S-induced interactions.
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4.3.3 P roduction  o f shower particles

For the minimum-bias samples, the average shower-particle multiplicities for He- 

, 160 -  and 32S-emulsion interactions are 17.35±0.58, 41.57±1.07 and 56.3±2.1, 

respectively. These values are relatively low compared to the results of other 

experiments at the same energy. Jain et <2/.[126] reported (Nt ) =  23.59±1.2 for 

He, 57.30±3.1 for 160  and 79.20±4.1 for 32S, and on the other hand Adamovich 

et a/.[125] also obtained similar values: 56.5±2.7 for 160  and 79.9±4.1 for 32S. 

However the ratio of the mean multiplicities of shower-particles for the He, 16 0  

and 32S projectiles is approximately the same for all three experiments: 0.42:1:1.4. 

It may be th a t the shower-particle multiplicities for the three projectiles have been 

systematically underestimated in our experiment. Nonetheless, the character of 

the dependence of mean shower multiplicities on projectile mass remain valid.
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Figure 4.10: Dispersion(D) versus mean shower particle multiplicities. The
straight line is a least square fit to the data. The 200 Ge V proton data are taken 
from ref.[133].

The dispersion D = yJ(N?) — (N s)2 of the multiplicity distributions corre

sponding to all the projectiles is given by the relation D  =  a +  &(iV*), where 

a=-9.07±0.08 and 6=1.24±0.01, and is shown in Fig. 4.10. The 200 GeV proton
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data  is taken from ref. [133]. This linear dependence of the dispersions of multi

plicity distributions on the average multiplicities is consistent with the prediction 

by Adamovich et al. [138] based on simple statistical considerations.

The multiplicity distributions of the shower-particles produced in the minimum 

bias events of He, 160  and 32S beams are shown in Fig. 4.11(a)-(c), respectively. 

It is noted tha t the maxima of the distributions all lie at the low values of multi

plicities and decreases characteristically with increasing projectile mass, whereas 

the tails of the distributions extend with increasing projectile mass. The usual 

comparison of the multiplicity distributions with the Koba-Neilson-Olesen type 

of scaling law[134] seems irrelevant since the present distributions reflect the dis

tributions of the participating nucleons from the interacting nuclei, rather than 

the multiplicity distribution from a single nucleon-nucleon collision. The fluctu

ation in the num ber of participant nucleons at fixed impact param eter is large, 

and the effects from binary collisions may be swamped. Furthermore violation 

of KNO scaling has been reported by the UA5 collaboration in the inelastic data 

of p — p interaction at 540 GeV centre-of-momentum energy[135]. Nevertheless, 

it has been reported tha t the shower-particles’ multiplicity distributions of He, 

160  and 32S beams, expressed in the normalized form N a/{N a), exhibited univer

sal scaling irrespective of the projectile mass and energy at relativistic incident 

energies[112,136,137]. This scaling has been interpreted as a consequence of the 

nuclear geometry. Fig. 4.11(d) shows the plot of (Na) x P (N a) as a function of 

N a/( N a) for 32S (.), 160 ( A )  and He projectile fragments(*). As can be seen, the 

normalized distributions for the three projectiles do not fall on the same universal 

curve.

C o rre la tio n s  o f  N a w ith  ta rg e t  an d  p ro je c tile  f ra g m e n ta tio n s

In sec. 4.3.2 we have discussed the correlation between Ng and the mean num

ber of intranuclear collisions. It is expected that N a and Ng are also correlated. 

Fig. 4.12(a) plots the dependence of (N a) on N g for all three projectiles. The data  

corresponding to each beam  show an approximate linear relation between (Na) and 

N g and support the assumption tha t the there is a positive correlation between 

the number of target fragments and the mean number of intranuclear collisions.
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The correlation between (N a) and Ng is given by (Na) =  a* -f ^ N g where the fitted 

values of the coefficients a,* and 6; are given for all three projectiles in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: The coefficients a* and bi in (Na) = ai +  biNg.

Projectile Event Type Oi bi X * / D O  F

32S all 20.49±0.90 9.77±0.33 3.24
central 85.71±4.73 8.28±0.58 3.00

peripheral 16.13±0.65 5.52±0.26 2.61

16o all 14.96±0.27 6.41±0.16 1.23
central 40.42±1.27 5.01±0.25 1.52

peripheral ‘ 11.33±0.17 2.43±0.08 1.33

He all 11.60±0.49 2.04±0.17 3.57

It is noted that the mean multiplicity of shower-particles in the He-emulsion 

interactions is only weakly dependent on the degree of target fragmentation, while 

the correlation functions (N3(Ng) ) in the 160 - and 32S-emulsion interactions ex

hibit a much stronger trend to increase. This dependence of (N a(Ng) ) on projectile 

mass is due to the geometry of the collisions. Figs. 4.12(b) and (c) show the de

pendence of (Na) on N g for central or near-central interactions in which the whole 

projectile is completely disrupted, i.e. no projectile fragments with Z  > 2 remain, 

and peripheral interactions having one or more fragments with Z  > 2. Again (N a) 

increases linearly with Ng for both categories of interactions, but the more central 

the interactions the stronger the correlation between (N a) and Ng. The coefficients 

of the fitted straight lines for these figures are also given in Table 4.9.

Fig. 4.13 plots (Na)/D  as a function of N g corresponding to 160  and 32S. The 

distributions are expressed by the relation (Na)/D  =  Ci -f diN g, where

projectile C\ d\ x 2/(D O F)

160  1.04±0.03 0.10±0.01 2.82
32 S 0.84±0.03 0.12±0.01 1.92
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Both fitted lines have very similar coefficients, and the distributions are almost 

independent of the projectile mass. Furthermore, bo th  distributions exhibit tha t 

(Na) /D  becomes much larger than 1 as N g increases. The dispersions of the 

multiplicity distributions become smaller than (Na) due to the limited range of 

impact param eters as the interactions get more and more central. At high de

gree of overlapping between the target and projectile nuclei, this leads to much 

smaller dispersions than that observed for the whole minimum-bias sample. In 

other words, the fluctuations in the number of participant nucleons decrease with 

decreasing impact parameter.

The correlations amongst the degrees of disruption of the projectile ion, of the 

target and of the average number of shower-particles (N a) are clearly shown in Ta

ble 4.4(sec. 4.3.1). Fig. 4.14 shows the Nh distributions for 160  and 32S-emulsion 

interactions categorised according to the kind of surviving forward projectile frag

ments. The central or near-central interactions exhibit the highest degree of target 

fragmentation((iV/l)=13.5±0.3 for 160  and 14.9±0.5 for 32S) and also the high

est average number of shower-particles((iVa) =87.1 ±2.0 for 160  and 155.9±5.7 for 

32S). On the other hand, increasingly more peripheral interactions show heavier or
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more numerous fragments of the projectile proceeding almost undisturbed along 

the beam direction; in these cases both (Nh) and (N a) decrease.

For the 160  sample, where the charges of the forward-going projectile fragments 

have been determined, it has been possible to examine more closely the correlations 

of (Nh) and (Na) with the degree of disruption of the incident 160  ion. These 

numbers are given in Table 4.10 as a function of Y  the sum of the charges of 

the projectile fragments of charge two or more issuing from an interaction. Since 

only a subsample of events was used in this work, the numbers in this table are 

not directly comparable with those given in Table 4.4.

From Table 4.10, it is evident tha t for those events with < 6  both (Nh) and 

(Na) are fairly constant within statistical errors for each category of the same Y  

This trend suggests tha t in these events both pion production and evaporation 

energy depend primarily on Y  and not on the detailed nature of the projectile 

fragmentation. However, for the more peripheral events(i.e. events with Y  %i ^  

7), the average multiplicity of target fragments fluctuates with the details of the 

projectile break-up, while (Na) depends only on Y  This behaviour further 

supports our earlier observation that the fluctuations in the number of participant 

nucleons increase with decreasing centrality of the interactions. In addition, the 

monotonic increases of both (Nh) and (Na) with decreasing Y  emphasize that 

these features are intimately linked with the centrality of the primary interaction,

i.e. with the effective numbers of nucleon-nucleon collisions taking place. A similar 

correlation of (Nh) with Y  was observed by Adamovich et al.[120].

4.3.4 P rojectile  fragm entation  

Total projectile fragm entation  events

It is noted in Fig. 4.14 that the Nh distributions for the most central events for 

16 0  and 32 S interactions are similar, both being double-peaked with a pronounced 

minimum for Nh values around 8. Interactions, therefore, on light and heavy nuclei 

appear well separated. The relative rate of this kind of interaction decreases in 

going from 160  interactions, 30.5% of all events, to 16.3% for 32S. Furthermore,
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Table 4.10: Average values o f Nh, Nf,, N g and N a as a function o fJ^Z i for incident 
10 0  ions.

No. of 
interactions

( N h) (Nb) (Ng) (Nt )

8 0 17 1.77±0.46 1.53±0.38 0.24±0.10 4.65±1.06
C a 33 1.94±0.45 1.18±0.25 0.76±0.25 5.42±0.92
B eaa 5 1.00±0.69 0.80±0.72 0.20±0.18 7.80±1.04
a a a a 7 3.00±0.81 2.00±0.57 1.00±0.49 4.86±1.45
Total 62 1.94±0.30 1.34±0.19 0.60±0.15 5.34±0.61

7 N 281 3.08±0.22 2.08±0.16 0.99±0.09 9.35±0.41
B a 32 2.25±0.68 1.41±0.47 0.84±0.28 8.97±1.04
Li a a 10 1.40±0.57 0.90±0.52 0.50±0.21 9.20±1.43
Total 323 2.93±0.21 1.98±0.15 0.96±0.08 9.31±0.37

6 C 273 3.63±0.26 2.30±0.18 1.33±0.11 13.19±0.55
B ea 43 2.67±0.48 1.88±0.34 0.79±0.18 14.63±1.83
a a a 150 3.43±0.13 2.04±0.22 1.39±0.18 13.19±0.79
Total 466 3.48±0.20 2.18±0.13 1.30±0.09 13.32±0.44

5 B 94 3.83±0.46 2.46±0.32 1.37±0.19 16.51±1.12
Lia 43 3.95±0.67 2.35±0.44 1.61±0.27 15.33±1.46
Total 137 3.87±0.38 2.42±0.26 1.45±0.15 16.14±0.89

4 Be 57 5.00±0.78 3.14±0.50 1.86±0.34 24.51±3.35
a a 291 5.00±0.34 3.09±0.22 1.91±0.15 23.45±0.87
Total 348 5.00±0.31 3.10±0.20 1.90±0.14 23.62±0.91

3 Li 39 6.31±1.03 4.10±0.65 2.21±0.20 26.44±3.09

2 a 460 7.96±0.34 4.63±0.20 3.33±0.16 40.15±1.20

0 - 792 13.11±0.31 6.81±0.17 6.29±0.17 75.22±1.41
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quantitatively, it is observed th a t 26% and 37% of 160  interactions on light(C ,N ,0) 

and heavy(Ag,Br) nuclei respectively result in total projectile fragmentation, while 

the corresponding values for 32S are 11% and 23%. The considerable reduction in 

the comparative rates for such events from 160  to 32S is not unexpected. From 

geometrical considerations it can be seen that the probability for central and near- 

central interactions decreases with the increase in size of the projectile. Moreover, 

it is much more difficult to disrupt the heavier 32 S ion completely. In so far as one 

may give a pure geometrical interpretation to the total cross-sections, these ratios 

can be fairly reproduced if it is assumed that no projectile fragment with Z  > 

2 can proceed undisturbed after the collision if the largest dimension within the 

part of the projectile outside the overlap region with the target is smaller than the 

diameter of an alpha particle. Thus a degree of overlap of projectile and target 

slightly less than, or slightly more than, the diameter of the 160  and 32S projectiles 

respectively is sufficient to result in their total fragmentation.

Central or near-central ion interactions with heavy nuclei will always involve 

a high number of nucleons. Hence a high average number (Nh) is expected with 

a small probability of low Nh values. The same is not true for the collisions with 

the light constituents of the emulsion, so that in this case one expects to find 

a distribution of Nh in the whole allowed range, 0 < Nh <  8. Indeed fits of 

double Gaussian to the twin-peaked Nh distributions give for 160  ions (Nh)c,N,o 

= 3.1±0.2(<t=2.8±0.2), (N h)Ag,Br =  19.0±0.4(<r=6.3±0.6) and for 32S (N h)c,N,o 

= 1.6±0.5(<r=3.2±0.8), (Nh)A9tBr = 19.5±0.3(cr=5.4±0.3) respectively. In addi

tion, the overall mean numbers of shower particles (Na) are noticeably different 

when separated into the predominantly light (Nh < 8) and definitely heavy target 

(Nh > 8 )  samples, being 59 and 109 respectively for 16O and 91 and 183 for 32S 

interactions. This would indicate tha t there are on average about twice as many 

nucleon-nucleon collisions in the heavy as in the light target samples, as one would 

expect.

When comparing the Nh distributions of central interactions for the oxygen and 

sulphur samples, it is noted th a t the fraction of interactions with Nh >8 increases 

from 65.6 % to 72.0 %. The double Gaussian fits to the two distributions also 

indicate that (Nh)c,N,o decreases while (Nh)Ag,Br rises when going from oxygen 

to sulphur projectiles. Furthermore, the average numbers of both black and grey
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tracks for central interactions increases with increasing projectile mass, namely, 

from 7.19±0.20 to 7.62±0.27 and 6.64±0.17 to 7.32±0.26 for JV& and N g respec

tively. This behaviour suggests that as the projectile mass increases, the heavy 

constituents of emulsion are more effective in disrupting the projectile nuclei com

pletely despite the drop in the probability of this class of interaction.

Fig. 4.15 shows the normalized Nf, and N g distributions corresponding to events 

with complete projectile fragmentation for 10O and 32S ion-emulsion interactions. 

The most striking feature is that, like the Nh distributions, the Nb distributions 

for both 160  and 32S exhibit a similar double-peaked behaviour, whereas the Ng 

distributions are broadly-ranged without any pronounced minimum. This be

haviour indicates tha t in central 10O- and 32S-(Ag,Br) interactions, the number 

of recoil nucleons escaped through the nuclear m atter fluctuates considerably due 

to multiple collisions within the target nucleus. The probability for a nucleon to 

escape decreases with increasing size of the nucleus and therefore the effect is much 

more prominent in central or near-central collisions on (Ag,Br) in which almost 

the entire projectile nucleus overlaps with the target nuclear m atter. However, 

those nucleons stopped inside the nucleus share its energy with the rest of the 

nucleus, thereby raising tem perature which governs the later Evaporation process. 

Although the number of grey tracks emitted in central interactions upon (Ag,Br) 

may fall into a very broad range of values, the energy deposited in the residual 

nucleus via absorption of recoil nucleons is manifest in the form of emission of a 

large number of black tracks. Hence the iV& distributions corresponding to inter

actions on light and heavy emulsion nuclei become better-separated than their N g 

distributions.

C o m p le te  p ro je c tile  f ra g m e n ta tio n  ev en ts  w ith  Nh =  0 In the sample of 

events which have complete projectile fragmentation, about 4% of them exhibit 

no overt sign of low-energy target fragmentation, i.e., Nh =  0. For about 70% of 

these events in the 10O sample, the number of shower particles is small, typically 

about 20, and each event is characterized by having several particles proceeding 

essentially in the beam direction. These axe most probably non-interacting singly 

charged projectile fragments. This feature, together with the low multiplicity 

observed, suggests that these events are due to interactions of 10O with free protons
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interactions which exhibit complete projectile fragmentation.
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in the emulsion, in which the struck proton is given sufficient energy to record a 

track of minimum ionization. From Table 4.7, it is estimated that 7% of the 

160-proton interactions give rise to complete fragmentation of the 10O nucleus.

Only one of the events in the 32S sample shows similar features, low multiplicity 

coupled with many spectator protons from the projectile, resulting in an efficiency 

of the order of 0.5% for protons to fragment the 32S projectile completely. The 

rest of the sulphur interactions and the remaining oxygen ones all exhibit much 

high multiplicities, i.e., in the range of 60-180, much higher than can be expected 

from an interaction with a single proton. Therefore, they are likely to be central 

interactions on the light constituents(C,N,0) of the emulsion in which all of the 

target protons are struck sufficiently hard to receive relativistic velocities.

These assumptions are supported by the rapidity distributions of these events. 

The emission angles, 0, of the secondary particles from these events were measured, 

as were those from a few central ones known to have occurred on heavy emulsion 

nuclei by reason of there being many low-energy target fragments.

Often in ultra-relativistic ion-nucleus experiments, the detector geometry and 

events of interest are such that only particles with transverse momentum px ~  

p$ m  are accepted. Thus the geometrical variable pseudorapidity rj =  -In 

[tan(#/2)] is a good approximation to the kinematical variable rapidity, p, despite 

the lack of acknowledge of the mass, m, and momentum, p, of the particle. For 

the events considered here, where the particles at small angles to the beam direc

tion are largely spectator fragments from the projectile, these conditions are not 

fulfilled. For these events, the ratio p /m  is expected to be that of the beam, i.e., 

213, so that a better approximation to rapidity is given by y, where

y ~ y  = V -  +  m 2lv 2Q2) +  +  m V p2)> (4.3.2)

providing sin# ~  9 and m 2 <C p2. The rapidity of an undeviated beam particle 

is 6.06. To accommodate the effects of measurement errors(~ 1 m rad in space 

angle), particles with emission angles < 4 m rad have been treated as spectator 

fragments for this purpose. The pions that fall within this narrow interval are 

expected to have a similarly high p /m  ratio and therefore do not bias the rapidity 

plot significantly. Outside this angular cone, adopting an average value of 300 

MeV/c for p#, y «  y  «  rj - 0.11.
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Fig. 4.16(a) to (e) shows the approximate rapidity density distributions, y, 

summed for different categories of events. It is noted that there is a large accu

mulation of particles with high y values-the projectile spectator particles-for the 

oxygen and sulphur interactions on free protons. On the other hand there is no 

large accumulation for those events ascribed to 160-(C ,N ,0) and no evidence for 

such spectators in 160-(Ag,Br) interactions, as expected. The absence of high y 

particles in central 160-(Ag,Br) interactions demonstrates that the peaks in the 

hydrogen samples are not an artefact of the procedure used to obtain the ap

proximate rapidity distributions y. The incomplete overlap of sulphur projectiles 

with the (C ,N ,0) target nuclei is observed in the form of a peak at high y  in 

Fig. 4.16(d). On subtracting the background due to pions at high y, deduced from 

the fraction of such particles in the central 160-(Ag,Br) events of Fig. 4.16(e), it 

is estimated tha t there axe about 7, 4, 12, and 11 non-interacting protons for the 

10O-H, 160-(C ,N ,0 ), 32S-H, and 32S-(C,N,0) samples respectively.

Table 4.11 compares the average values of the rapidity distributions for each 

class of interaction and those expected by assuming an effective number of par

ticipant nucleons as in ref. [139] for interactions on (Ag,Br) and all nucleons as 

participants in collisions on (C ,N ,0). It is evident tha t our data are in agreement

Table 4.11: Expected and observed average rapidity values

Projectile
nucleus

Target nucleus

H C ,N ,0 Ag,Br

16 O expected 4.4 3.0-3.2 2.5
observed 4.4 3.3 2.8

3 2 S expected 4.8 3.4-3.5 2.6
observed 4.7 3.6

with the expected values.
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E vents w ith  single alpha em ission

The distribution of Nh for those interactions in which only one helium isotope 

projectile fragment remains shows for 32S ion collisions a similar double-peaked 

behaviour to that observed for complete projectile fragmentation with (Nh)c,N,o 

=  2.8±0.4(o- =  2.2±0.3) and (Nh)AgtBr =  18.9±0.5(<r =  4.7±0.6). There is a ratio 

1.4 : 1 between the interactions on heavy(Ag,Br) and light (C ,N ,0) nuclei and this 

is approximately the same ratio as for all interactions as predicted in Table 4.7. On 

the other hand, the Nh distribution for this class of events for oxygen interactions 

does not exhibit the double-peaked feature. However any reasonable continuation 

of the distribution for Nh > 8, arising solely from interactions on heavy nuclei, to 

N h < 8 indicates that the ratio of interactions on heavy and light nuclei is also 

similar to that for the whole sample. (N a) again is well correlated with N h , being 

31 and 68 for oxygen and 68 and 121 for sulphur interactions for samples with Nh 

< 8 and Nh > 8 respectively.

The normalized Nb and N g distributions for this class of events for oxygen and 

sulphur interactions are shown in Fig. 4.17. Again the Nb distributions display the 

double-peaked feature while the N g distributions do not. A much larger fraction of 

the distributions for the sulphur sample can be ascribed to interactions on heavy 

nuclei of the emulsion than th a t of the oxygen sample, as expected.

For more peripheral interactions, those in which two or more He isotopes and/or 

a heavier fragment continue undisturbed, it is more difficult to separate interac

tions on heavy and light nuclei as shown in Fig. 4.14.
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C hapter 5

E lectrom agnetic D issociation  o f  
16Q and 32S at 200 A  G eV

In this chapter, we present the results of a systematic study of the EMD of 160  and 

32 S projectiles into exclusive channels of charged fragments at an incident energy 

of 200 A GeV in nuclear emulsion. The photoproduction cross sections on 16O 

and 32 S are determined by estimating the energy released in each interaction and 

assuming a model for the intensity and energy spectrum of the virtual photons. 

Furthermore we compare our results with those of the same reactions with real 

photons.

5.1 Experim ental R esults

In this section we will present the raw data  and the analysis performed to remove 

spurious events and to correct for biases and losses.

5.1.1 Event classification

Clearly, an unbiased operative definition of projectile EMD does not exist. Periph

eral nuclear interactions with neither target excitation nor pion production would 

have the same topology as projectile EMD. Furthermore, photo-interaction with
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the emission of a pair of pions are indistinguishable from similar nuclear events. 

Nonetheless, we will label an interaction as a projectile EMD if:

1 . the incident nucleus dissociates into at least two charged fragments;

2 . there is no sign of target excitation;

3. the sum of the measured charges of all outgoing fragments is equal to that 

of the incident nucleus;

4. all tracks are emitted within 5 m rad to the beam.

The contamination due to nuclear interaction is very small within a sample 

defined in this manner. However, this sample will exclude those projectile EMDs 

with the emission of only one or more neutrons as well as those due to high-energy 

7 -rays with pion production. Although the quick fall-off of the photon spectrum 

with increasing energy depresses the relative rate of this last process of EMDs, 

this fact will be taken into account when we discuss the results.

5.1.2 Raw data

In order to increase the statistics on EMD events, two separate scans were per

formed. In the first scan, a total of 3290 interactions of 160  nuclei was picked 

up by following 349.41 m of the primary track length. Out of these 3290 events, 

2925 events were due to hadronic inelastic interactions and 365 16O EMD events 

were observed. We followed a total path length of 214.46 m of 32 S nuclei, during 

which 2319 events were observed. Among them, 515 events were 32S EMDs. The 

second scan was performed only for 160-E m  interactions, and a total path  length 

of 511.16 m was followed. 563 160  EMDs, out of 4781 events, were found. These 

data are shown in Table 5.1. The 160  data will be combined for analysis purpose.

Our mean free path for 160  EMD at 200 GeV in nuclear research emulsion 

is 927±30 mm which shows considerable decrease when compared with that of 

the 160  beam at 60 A GeV[49,51]. Not only does the mean free path  for EMD
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Table 5.1: Global data on the EMD of primary 16 0  and 32S projectiles in nuclear 
emulsion.

Nucleus Scan Energy 
(A GeV)

Refs. L
(m)

N e m d A EMD  
(mm)

16o 60 [49] 16.37 9 1819 ±  606

1 6 q 60 [51] 63.53 31 2049 ±  368

16o 1 200 this exp. 349.41 365 957 ±  50

16o 2 200 this exp. 511.16 563 908 ±  38

16o 1+2 200 this exp. 860.57 928 927 ±  30

32s 200 [51] 127.38 197 647 ±  46

32S 200 this exp. 214.46 515 416 ±  18

in emulsion decrease with increasing projectile energy, it also decreases markedly 

with increasing Z  of the projectile, as expected. The mean free path for 32S EMD 

in our raw data  sample is 416±18 mm. In spite of the higher water content of 

our emulsion which should increase our path  lengths, we observed a much shorter 

mean free path for raw 32S EMD data than the value 647d=46 mm found by G. 

Singh et al.[51] at the same energy. This may be partly due to the fact that G. 

Singh et al. used the criterion that all projectile EMD fragments have to be within 

a cone defined by 6 ~  1 m rad, whereas we required all the fragments to be emitted 

within 5 m rad.

Table 5.2 shows the numbers and relative rates of the visible channels of 160  

and 32S EMD, classified according to their topologies, for different ranges of ki

netic energy released in the interactions(see sec. 5.1.3). In our oxygen sample of 

928 EMD events, 4 were not measurable due to early secondary interactions. Fur

thermore the 476 events in Table 5.2 represent a unbiased subsample of the 515 

sulphur EMD events.

It is noted that the emission of a single hydrogen isotope(in most cases probably
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Table 5.2: Numbers and relative rates of different modes of breakup from 200 A 
G e V 160  and 32S EMD.

160  —
Energy(MeV)

Fraction

(%)

32S -
Energy (MeV)

Fraction

(%)0-150 >150 (>500) 0-150 >150 (>500)

Np 503 12 (3) 55.7±2.5 Pp 251 5 - 53.8±3.4

C2p 109 17 (4) 13.6±1.2 Si2p 104 8 _ 23.5±2.2
Ca 85 - - 9.2±1.0 Sia 27 - - 5.7±1.1

Bap 29 2 - Alap 15 3 _

B3p 5 8 (3) 4.8±0.7 Al3p 10 4 (2) 6.7±1.2

Be ... 52 27 (11) 8.5±1.0 Mg ... 9 9 (3) 3.8±0.9

Na ...
Li ... 12 13 (2) 2.7±0.5 Ne ... 5 10 (5) 3.2±0.8

F ...

4a 9 _
3a2p 13 9 (2) O . . .

2a4p 4 11 (3) 5.4±0.8 . . . 7 9 (6) 3 .4±0.8
a6p - 4 (3) a  . . .

Total 821 103 (31) Total 428 48 (16)

Note: two He isotopes with separation angle A# < 0 .1  mrad 
are considered as a 8 Be nucleus.

a proton) accounts for more than half of the EMD events in both samples. This is 

different from what G. Singh et al. observed. In their sample, the process 32S —> 

Pp only has a rate of 36.5 %. On the other hand, Table 5.2 shows that the emission 

of two hydrogen isotopes occurs more frequently in 32S than in 160  EMD, whereas 

the situation is reversed when considering the emission of a single He isotope. 

In addition, the proportion of higher energy events increases with the increasing 

multiplicity of final state charged fragments. This is particularly noticeable in 

channels where only hydrogen and helium isotopes are left.
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5.1.3 E stim ate o f th e  energy

Nuclear research emulsions are sensitive to charged particles only, therefore neu

trons and 7 -rays are in general not detected. There are cases in which electron 

pairs with small opening angles and high-energy interactions induced by neutral 

particles are observed in the vicinity of a primary non-interacting track. These 

events may be due to the emission of neutrons and 7 -rays by the incident nucleus. 

However, the uncertainty of the production points of these particles prevents a 

meaningful use of these events. This means tha t projectile EMDs with the emis

sion of neutrons alone are not detected, and those where one or more neutrons 

are em itted with other charged fragments are misidentiiied . In addition, only the 

charges but not the masses are determined.

In this experiment, neither the energy nor the momentum of a high-energy 

particle can be determined, but an estimate of the total centre of mass kinetic 

energy E  released in the interaction was made by assigning to each fragment a 

mass according to its charge and a momentum per nucleon equal to that of the 

incident beam, i.e., 200 GeV/c. The following rules were used:

1 . when only one or two minimum-ionizing particles are observed, they are 

assumed to be protons and neutron emission is not considered. Thus only 

channels 160  —> 15Np or 160  —> 14Cpp, and 32S —> 31Pp or 32S —> 30Sipp are 

considered;

2 . in all other cases it is assumed that that A —2Z (including Z = 1). The only 

exception is the channel O —► BHeH, taken to be 11Bap(see sec. 5.2.4).

In order to estimate E , the measured angles 0* are transformed into angles 0\ 

with respect to the direction of the centre of mass of the charged fragments. The 

components of momentum transverse to that direction is given by =  Pi0\ and 

then assuming isotropy,

Rule(ii) is equivalent to stating that the average number and energy of the 

undetected neutrons are equal to those of the detected protons, but it does not
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imply that all protons and neutrons are emitted as deuterons. The bias introduced 

by rule(i) and the hypothesis of isotropy will be considered in sec. 5.2.

Fig. 5.1 and 5.2 show the energy spectra computed in this manner for single 

or groups of channels. In this analysis, two a  particles with relative emission angle 

A0 < 0 .1  m rad were considered as 8Be ground state.

5.1.4 Spurious events

The sources of spurious events are mainly knock-on electrons, electron pairs, and 

peripheral nuclear events.

K nock-on electrons

When a relativistic particle of charge Zp  and mass Mp traverses through m atter, 

its electromagnetic field interacts with the atomic electrons. If sufficient kinetic 

energy is transferred to the electron, the electron may be seen projecting from the 

trajectory of the incident projectile.

The differential cross-section for transfer of energy in the interval dE  to a 

stationary unbound electron is given by[110,108]:

*  =  , (s.a.2 )
Kd E J (32 1 Emj E 2 v '

where (3 is the projectile velocity in units of c, m e is the electron mass, and rQ = 

e2/(m ec2). Other terms that take into account particle structure, sign of the charge 

and the physical state of the medium traversed are neglected in this approximation. 

The energy E  of such knock-on electrons has a maximum value E max given by:

Em°* = i + 2 (5 t f r + W  * 2m ,c2/3V (5'1'3)

where 7  =  (1 — /32)-1/2. In our conditions, Emax is about 40 GeV. The angle of

ejection, 0, of an electron of energy E  MeV is given by

tanO =  —j=  . (5.1.4)
v  E
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Thus the angular distribution is very wide, and the cross-section in the very for

ward direction vanishes.

In order to check for a possible contamination of electrons, a sample of 200 A 

GeV 32S tracks had been carefully scanned, and the number of knock-on electrons 

per centimetre of track, making an angle of 0 < 1 0 0  m rad with the beam, was 

found to be 1.5. Therefore, the requirement that all EMD fragments’ angles <  5 

m rad would eliminate most of the knock-on electrons at the scanning stage. Any 

other knock-on electrons which have angles less than 5 mrad but exhibit multi

ple scattering are also removed either at the scanning stage or after the angular 

measurement. No genuine projectile EMDs should be removed by this procedure 

since both multiple scattering and visible bremsstrahlung are exceedingly small 

for high-energy nuclear fragments.

The heavier fragment of all remaining candidates after these cuts in the O —> 

NH mode were observed to have charge Z = 7, and we thus conclude there was no 

contamination in the sample. The same procedure has been applied to the 32S 

sample. However, charge measurements of the heavier fragments from the sulphur 

sample are less accurate and more time consuming, and therefore only a fraction 

of the candidates in the S —> SH channel has been measured.

Pair production

In pair production, an electron is raised across the gap between the filled negative- 

energy electron states and the states of positive energy. The process takes place 

in the Coulomb field of a charged particle in order to balance the energy and 

momentum of the incoming photon. In the case of heavy ions, electron pairs may 

be created in the Coulomb field of both the projectile and target nuclei.

Most of the pairs are low-energy in the frame of reference of the respective 

nucleus due to the shape of the photon energy spectrum. However, those created 

in the field of the projectile will appear to be energetic ones in the laboratory 

frame. Since the pairs in the projectile frame move approximately transverse to 

the beam direction, they will be observed in the laboratory frame moving close
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to the forward direction[58]. At angles 6 <  100 mrad to the beam direction, 

we observed about 0.1 electron pairs per centimetre of the 200 A GeV 32S ion 

track. Most of these would have been removed from the sample at the scanning 

stage by the criterion $ <  5 mrad. Electron pairs with sufficiently small angle to 

the beam, if not already recognized as such, are efficiently rejected by the charge 

measurement requiring the sum of the fragment charges to be equal to tha t of the 

projectile.

c  700

lu 600

500

-9 400

z  300  

200

1 0 0

0
8.4 8.8 9.26.8 7.2 7.6 8

Figure 5.3: Distribution for sample o f 160  EMD candidates.

Fig. 5.3 shows the distribution of the quantity Yii %* f°r 160  EMD candidates, 

where the sum is extended to the outgoing fragments. For Z  > 3, Z{ is the 

measured charge, while for hydrogen and helium isotopes Z{ is assumed to be 

exactly 1 and 2, respectively. The symmetry of the distribution around the beam 

charge shows that indeed no contamination from single electrons is present in the 

sample.

Peripheral nuclear events

Peripheral nuclear events in some cases exhibit topologies similar to EMDs. Con

fusion may arise in grazing collisions involving peripheral nucleons of both interact

ing nuclei. The projectile nucleus may receive a small excitation and disintegrate
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peripheral nuclear interactions.

in exactly the same way as an EMD candidate, depending on whether minimum 

ionizing tracks or target evaporation prongs are produced. Therefore, each EMD 

candidate has been carefully scanned upstream  and downstream of the probable 

interaction point in order to check for the presence of previously undetected min

imum ionization prongs at wide angles or evaporation fragments from the target.

In order to determine the number of peripheral nuclear collisions simulating an 

EMD event, we considered interactions where a small number of minimum ionizing 

particles were observed(6 < N a <  10 for 160  and 6 < N a < 12 for 32S). Fig. 5.4 shows 

the pseudorapidity(77) distribution of the shower and Z — 2 particles of a sample 

of these events. The heaviest fragments with Z  >3 are not included because all
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angles are measured relative to them, and they are thus assumed to have 0=0 or 

maximum pseudorapidity. The contribution of the spectator fragments with Z —2 

at high pseudorapidities (7/ > 6.5) is evident. The small peak due to spectator 

protons(?7 > 7.0) is preceded by a larger and broader distribution of produced 

pions.

The samples of 160  and 32S peripheral events were each divided into two cate

gories: those interactions with target evaporation(Nfc > 1 )  and without(iV/l=0). It 

is found that the ratio between events with Nh=0 and N& > 1 is almost constant 

as a function of N+, where N+ is the number of minimum ionization tracks outside 

a cone of 5 m rad to the beam. This means tha t we can estimate the number of 

spurious events(JVh=0 and N+=0) by taking the number of events with evapora

tion prongs N\ > 1 but N+=0 and scaling it to represent the contribution of the 

total sample. The scale factor is the fraction of events with Nh= 0 among those 

with i\T#=6-10 for 160  and 6-12 for 32S. The details of the calculation are shown 

in Table 5.3. The estimated numbers of spurious events are 16 ±  6 in the first

Table 5.3: Estimate of numbers of peripheral nuclear interactions exhibiting topolo
gies of EM D ’s.

Sample
160 ( l s t  scanning) 3 2 g

Total Analysed Total Analysed

Nuclear Interactions 2925 920 2319 609

N& >0,0  <  5 mrad 7 6

N* >0,N ,=6-10* 297 245

N&=0,N,=6-10* 210 211

Nuclear interactions 
stimulating EMD’s 7x(2925/920)(210/297)=16±6 6x(2319/609)(211/245)=20±8

*N ,=6-12 for the sulphur sample.

scanning sample of 160  and 20 ±  8 in the 32S sample. However the second scanning
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of the 160  sample was focused on the search for EMDs, and details of the nuclear 

interactions were not recorded. The corresponding number of spurious events can 

be evaluated by scaling the number of spurious events in the first scanning to 

the second scanning sample, i.e., 16x(4218/2925)=23±9. Therefore, the estimated 

num ber of spurious events in the combined 160  sample is 39±14.

It has been shown in sec. 4.3.3 th a t there is a strong correlation between the 

num ber of target participants^/^) and the number of minimum ionization particles 

produced(7Va)[116,120]. However, at small Nh and N a, this correlation is expected 

to  be weak. As a result, we estimated the distribution of fraction of spurious 

events simulating EMDs as a function of energy and topology from subsamples of 

events with N& > 0 and N, <  6  outside 6=5 m rad, considering the tracks within 

0=5 m rad as if they were the only projectile fragments. In Table 5.4, the energy 

was calculated in the same way as for genuine EMDs. It was not possible to

Table 5.4: Fractions o f events simulating projectile EMDs(Nh >  0 and Na <  6 
outside 9=5 mrad)

Break-up
mode

16o
Energy(MeV)

Fraction

(%)

32S
Energy(MeV)

Fraction

(%)Total 0-150 >150 (>500) Total 0-150 >150 (>500)

f 16 not measurable 9 not measurable

ffl 15 9 6 (1) 24 9 5 4 (1) 28
fHH 17 7 10 (7) 27 8 3 5 (4) 25
ffle 2 2 3 1 1 3
fHeH 3 2 1 (1) 5 - - -

f3H 6 2 4 (3) 10 6 3 3 (2) 19
others 19 11 8 (4) 31 8 1 7 (5) 25

Total 78 41

compute the kinetic energy of the particular case where only a single fragment 

was observed. The analogous EMDs cannot be detected because they would only 

involve the emission of neutrons. In these background events, the emission of a
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single H isotope, unlike the genuine EMDs, is no longer the dominant mode of 

break-up. It is clear that the fraction of such spurious events with higher energies 

is considerably larger, and there is also a rise in this fraction amongst complex 

channels.

Table 5.5 shows how the spurious events due to peripheral nuclear interactions

Table 5.5: Estimated numbers of spurious events due to peripheral nuclear inter
actions in the EMD sample

Break-up
mode

16q

Energy(MeV)
“ S

Energy(MeV)

0-150 >150 (>500) 0-150 >150 (>500)

ffl 5.7 3.8 (0.6) 2.8 2.3 (0.6)
fflH 4.4 6.3 (4.4) 1.7 2.8 (2.2)
ffle 1.3 - - 0.5 -
fHeH 1.3 0.6 (0.6) - - -
£3H 1.3 2.5 (1.9) 1.7 1.7 (1.1)
others 6.9 5.0 (2.5) 0.6 4.0 (2.9)

Total 20.9 18.2 (10.0) 7.3 10.7 (6.8)

are shared among categories of different energies and break-up modes. For the 

category of E=0-150 MeV, the average contamination is small(2 to 3 %), while 

the fraction of background events increases to «  20 % and «  50 % for E  > 150 

MeV and E  > 500 MeV respectively. In addition, one of the differences between 

this background sample and the one from genuine EMDs is that the proportion 

of higher energy events does not necessarily increase with increasing multiplicity 

in the final state. Unlike the true EMD sample, the fractions of events with the 

emission of two hydrogen isotopes as well as that with the emission of one He 

isotope are roughly the same for both 16O and 32S.
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Loss o f  E vents

A projectile EMD may be lost or misidentified if it is shortly followed by a nuclear 

interaction or by an secondaxy EMD tha t occurs before all the outgoing fragments 

are resolved. The number of lost or misidentified events depends on the particular 

channel considered and the angular distribution of the outgoing fragments. It is 

unlikely that a charge measurement can clarify the situation since the presence of 

other close tracks and the short path  make it difficult for an accurate measurement 

to be made. Instead we have assumed that a projectile EMD would not have been 

detected if the secondary interaction occurred when the relative distance of the 

outgoing tracks, perpendicular to the beam direction, lies within an ellipse of semi

axes At/=0.5 /im  in the plane parallel to the emulsion surface and A z=  1.5 /zm 

in the perpendicular plane, for the oxygen sample. Due to the higher density 

of £-rays, these quantities were increased to 1.0 and 3.0 /mi, respectively, for the 

sulphur sample. The contribution of the losses has been estimated from the angular 

distribution of the outgoing fragments in the various channels by estimating the 

to tal unseen path  length and by dividing it by the combined mean free path A* of 

the fragments involved where

Nuclear interaction and projectile EMD mean free paths of various fragments have 

been taken or interpolated from those shown in Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1 and 5.1. Most 

of the lost events are those with very small opening angles or small E  and therefore 

the events involving only two fragments in the final state. This effect is relatively 

smaller for more complex EMDs where it often causes a misidentification rather 

than  a loss.

The results of these calculations, both loss and misidentification, are included 

in the correction of the final sample. Table 5.6 shows the raw and corrected data 

for the oxygen and sulphur samples in the lower energy range E  < 150 MeV. The 

contribution of losses and gains in the oxygen sample are similar, and therefore the 

overall effect is small. However, in the sulphur sample, the number of lost events is 

much more than those gained from EMD misidentification and peripheral nuclear 

interactions simulating EMDs. The net rate of loss is about 4 %.
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Table 5.6: Raw and corrected data for projectile EM D ’s with E  < 150 M eV

Lost Gained Total
Channel Raw nuclear EMD EMD nuclear corrected

data event misid. misid. periph. data

16o -
Np 503 11.9 1.0 4.3 5.7 505.9
C2p 109 1.8 3.2 0.7 4.4 108.9
C a 85 3.8 0.5 0.2 1.3 87.8
Bap 29 0.9 1.3 0.2 1.3 29.7
B3p 5 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.3 4.0
Others 90 3.1 1.6 1.6 6.9 86.2

Total 821 29.7 28.2 822.5

32S -
Pp 251 13.7 1.9 5.9 2.8 257.9+24*
Si2p 104 4.9 6.0 1.5 1.7 111.7
Sia 27 2.8 0.4 0.1 0.5 29.6
A lap 15 0.7 1.4 0.3 - 16.8
A13p 10 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.7 8.7
Others 21 1.5 1.0 1.6 0.6 21.3

Total 428 35.8 17.8 446.0+24

* Scanning losses

In addition to the loss of events due to early secondary interactions, another 

source of lost events is scanning losses. Fig. 5.5 shows plots of the relative separa

tion angles A a  and AS  for the channels 160  —► NH and 32S —> PH. Both of these 

channels involve the emission of a single minimum ionization track and a heavy 

fragment differing by one unit of charge from the beam. These are the events 

expected to be most seriously affected by scanning losses. In the oxygen sample, 

different sectors of the plot are found to be equally populated within statistical 

errors, while in the sulphur sample a (9 ±  3) % loss of events, corresponding to 

24 ±  8  events, is found to occur in planes steeply inclined to the plane of the 

emulsions. This loss is a sign of non-uniform scanning efficiency and is expected in 

the sulphur sample because phosphorus tracks have a much higher ^-density than 

nitrogen tracks(in the ratio 4.6:1). This makes it difficult to observe a minimum- 

ionizing track when it is almost superimposed on the ion track. Furthermore the
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relative change in 6 -ray density from sulphur to phosphorus is much harder to 

recognize than from oxygen to nitrogen.

Events in other EMD break-up modes, involving a higher number of outgoing 

fragments(e.g. 0  —> CHH, S —> MgHeHH, etc.), or those with a much larger 

change in 6 -ray density from the primary beam to the heaviest fragment(e.g. 0  

—> CHe or S —► SiHe) can be detected much more easily. Plots similar to those in 

Fig. 5.5 for other channels show that the corresponding scanning efficiencies are 

close to 1 0 0  %.

5.2 A nalysis o f Single Channels

5.2.1 G eneral features

Comparing the two sets of data, oxygen and sulphur, shown in Table 5.2 and 5.6 

and Fig. 5.1 and 5.2, one will note their similarities as well as their differences. 

In both samples, the emission of a hydrogen isotope is the dominant process, 

occurring at a rate just over 50 % and exhibiting similar energy spectra. On 

the other hand, the energy spectra for the emission of a single helium isotope 

are similar in both samples, but the production rate for the sulphur sample is 

considerably higher than that of the oxygen sample. Moreover, the production 

rates and energy spectra of the channel with the emission of two hydrogen isotopes 

are different in the two samples. The energy spectra of the complex channels are 

much harder in the sulphur sample than in the oxygen one.

The differences between the samples can be understood in terms of the different 

nature of the projectiles and the different Coulomb barriers. The binding energy 

of oxygen is 128 MeV, and there are 2 1  possible channels of dissociation of which 

16 have been observed. On the other hand, sulphur has a binding energy of 272 

MeV and can disintegrate into more than 200 channels. Only 28 channels have 

been observed. Table 5.7 displays the separation energies of various combinations 

of fragments from oxygen and sulphur, as deduced from atomic mass excesses[140]. 

These energies are the minimum threshold energies for the photodisintegration of
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Table 5.7: Separation energies(B) for the various channels o f dissociation. Heav
iest fragment with Z  > 3 is not shown.

Projectile fragments
B(M eV)

16o 32S

n 15.6 15.0
nn 28.9 28.1

P 12.1 8.9
pn 23.0 21.2

PP 22.3 16.1
ppn 30.5 26.8
3He 22.8 19.1
a 7.2 6.9
an 25.9 24.1

a p 23.1 18.5
apn 34.6 31.6
3p3n 62.9 59.9

a2p2n 42.8 45.2
4p4n 71.1 73.5

2apn 39.0 38.6
a3p3n 67.3 69.3

160 ->  4a
3a2p2n
2a4p4n

32 S—► 22Na6Li2p2n 
20Ne2a2p2n

14.4
42.7
71.0

70.8
54.5
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160  or 32S into the corresponding fragments. The separation energy increases with 

the multiplicity and complexity of the fragments with exceptions like 160  —> 4a. 

In the sulphur sample, the complex channels, requiring higher energy thresholds, 

are more suppressed than in the oxygen one because of the fall-off of the photon 

spectrum at high energies.

Some of the assumptions that we have made so far are clearly not valid in all 

circumstances. For example, in the channels involving the emission of a single 

minimum-ionizing particle assumed to be a proton, (sec. 5.1.3)some contributions 

from the emission of one or more neutrons along with the proton could be present. 

Beside not being able to detect neutral particles, this experiment is also not capable 

of distinguishing different isotopic species. Thus, some of the minimum-ionizing 

particles assumed to be protons could also be deuterons or even tritons.

5.2.2 Channels involving one nucleon

Assuming tha t the EMD process has been correctly identified and that the frag

ments proceed in the forward direction with the energies per nucleon possessed by 

the original projectile nucleus, the measured angles relate directly to the trans

verse momenta p r(sec. 5.1.3) of the fragments following dissociation. The px 

distribution of the protons from the 15Np sample is shown in Fig. 5.6. It has been 

illustrated in sec. 5.1.3 how the kinetic energy above the threshold is estimated 

from pr(eq. 5.1.1). Assuming the nitrogen remains in its ground state, the sum of 

this kinetic energy and the threshold energy for emission of one proton (Table 5.7) 

gives the resonance energy. From Figs. 5.1 and 5.6 it is noted that the great 

majority of the 15Np events may be ascribed to absorption in the giant resonance 

region (21< E  <27 MeV)[141]. The reaction 160 (7 ,p)15N* occurs mainly to the 

15N ground state and 6.32 MeV excited state[142]. One would expect protons in 

the rest frame of the oxygen nucleus centred around momentum values p* =  150 

and 105 MeV/c respectively, and for isotropic emission [49]

(p t ) =  ^ p *  . (5.2.1)

Using eq. 5.2.1, the (px) for the two states are 118 and 82 MeV/c respectively. 

The observed (px) in Fig. 5.6 is 102 MeV/c and therefore agrees with the above 

prediction.
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Figure 5.6: Transverse momentum(pT) distributions of the protons from the 15NH  
sample, derived from the separation angles.

The same analysis can be performed with the channel 32S —> 31Pp. Wyckoff 

et al. found that the giant dipole resonance for 32S occurs in the range 18< E  < 

23 MeV. Fig. 5.7 shows the transverse momentum pt  distributions of protons in 

the breakup mode Pp. From Fig.s 5.2 and 5.7, we conclude that the majority 

of the events in this channel may be attributed to the absorption in the region of 

giant dipole resonance.

5.2.3 Channels involving two nucleons

It is observed in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2 the energy spectra of the channels involving the 

emission of two hydrogen isotopes axe considerably harder and more wide-spread 

than the channels where a single proton is emitted. There may exist a relation 

between the energies and the angle of the two protons. In Fig. 5.8 we plot the 

azimuthal angle y?, computed in the centre of momentum of the exited nucleus, as 

a function of the estimated kinetic energy above the threshold for 160 —> CHH or 

32S—> SiHH, for the oxygen and sulphur sample respectively. It is noted that no 

correlation exists in the present data  within statistical error in any energy range.

In addition, the energies of the emitted protons are uncorrelated. It appears
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Figure 5.8: Azimuthal angle <p between the two hydrogen isotopes as a function of 
the excitation energy above threshold for (a) 16 0 —> CHH and(b) 32S—> SiHH
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that one of the protons, especially in the subsamples of events with E  > 35 MeV, 

is particularly energetic, and the other one behaves as if it were emitted in the 

channels with a single proton(Fig. 5.9). If we take each individual CHH or SiHH

40
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Ld
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0
0 20 40
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Figure 5.9: Scatter plot of the energies of the two.protons emitted in the channel 
(a)160-+ CHH and (b)P2S—> SiHH. Epl is the energy of the ‘harder’ proton, while 
EP2 is the energy of the ‘softer’ proton.

event and treat it like a NH or PH pair, each time neglecting one proton, the 

energy spectra computed in this way (each event is counted as a half event) are 

very similar to the corresponding NH and PH spectra, as shown in Fig. 5.10 and 

5.11.

In Fig. 5.12 distributions of the azimuthal angles, computed in the centre of 

momentum of the excited nucleus, between the protons and the carbon fragment 

are shown. The sign of the angles is arbitrary. It is observed that the more 

energetic proton, as shown in Fig. 5.12(a), is emitted essentially at 180° with 

respect to the carbon fragment, whereas the other outgoing proton is emitted 

almost isotropically. This is what one would expect of a two-stage process in 

which a nucleus absorbs a photon and emits a nucleon with high-energy and the 

recoil is taken up by the nucleus. The recoiled nucleus is left in an excited state 

which later deexcites with the emission of another nucleon. Since the velocity
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Figure 5.10: Energy spectra from events in the channel16 0 —► CHH EMD computed 
by neglecting one proton, compared with the the original CHH and with the true 
NH-spectra.
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Figure 5.12: Azimuthal angle <f> between the carbon fragment and the (a) ‘harder’ 
proton or (b) ‘softer’ proton in the EMD channel16 0 —» CHH

of the excited nucleus with respect to the c.m. system is small, the direction of 

emission of the second nucleon is almost unchanged when observed in the c.m. 

system. Isotropic emission of the second nucleon is observed. The azimuthal angle 

between the carbon fragment and the more energetic proton is almost 180°, and 

therefore the azimuthal angle between the two protons should also be uniformly 

distributed. This explains the uncorrelated emission of the protons in Fig. 5.1. 

In Fig. 5.13 a similar behaviour is observed in the distribution of the azimuthal 

angles between the silicon fragment and the protons, and it suggests that most of 

the events in the HH channel, in both oxygen and sulphur sample, originate from 

a two stage production process in which one nucleon is emitted at each stage.

The presence of events in the channels 160 —> NH and 32S—» PH, within the en

ergy range where the quasi-deuteron mechanism is dominant, suggests that 160 —► 

Npn and 32S—► Ppn may be present. The energy thresholds(Table 5.7) for the 

reactions 160 (7 ,pn)14N and 160 (7 ,pp)14C are nearly equal(23.0 and 22.3 MeV, 

respectively), and one might expect a similar energy spectrum of the emitted nu

cleons. However, to subtract the normalized spectra of the HH channels from that
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Figure 5.13: Azimuthal angle <j> between the silicon fragment and the (a) ‘harder1 
proton or (b) isofter) proton in the EMD channel 325—> SiHH

of single-proton channels, based on the size of our sample, would be unreliable. In 

addition, if the above hypothesis is correct, most of the events in the HH channel 

are produced by a different mechanism from the quasi-deuteron process. We will 

for the moment ignore the pn contamination which will be shown to be small.

5.2.4 Integrated energy spectra  and angular distributions

The integrated energy spectra for the most abundant channels are plotted in 

Fig. 5.14 in the low-energy region(<70 MeV) for the oxygen and sulphur sam

ples. Since most of the BHeH events are in the low-energy region(Fig. 5.1), we 

have treated these events as 11B ap rather than as 10Bapn (sec. 5.1.3). All dis

tributions exhibit exponential decrease with energy with anomalous tails at ener

gies beyond 40 MeV. They resemble evaporation spectra, and the corresponding 

temperatures(T=8-12 MeV) for the H or He channel are very similar in both the 

oxygen and sulphur samples. Channels involving more than two fragments show 

higher values of the tem perature.
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Figure 5.14: Integrated Energy spectra of the most abundant channels in the EMD  
of 200 A GeV (a) 160  and (b) 325.
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By fitting an exponential function up to a maximum energy cut Ex to avoid any 

contribution of the anomalous tail, we obtained the inverse slopes(T) of the energy 

distributions for the different channels. The values of T  are shown in Table 5.8. 

Both T  and its error are determined by the least squares fit method. It is observed

Table 5.8: Observed inverse slopes(T) o f the energy distributions for the most 
abundant channels compared with separation energies(B)  of the fragments. Fits to 
distributions of the form  exp(-E /T ) were performed up to E \. To is the value of 
T  corrected for the c.m. angular distribution.

£ i(M eV ) T(M eV) To(MeV) T0/B (M eV )

160  -> Np 20 12.0±0.4 10.7±0.4 0.88±0.03
C a 40 11.5±0.5 10.3±0.4 1.43±0.06
Cpp 25 32.0±3.6 21.3±2.4 0.95±0.11
Bap 40 24.5±2.4 16.3±1.6 0.71±0.07

32S — Pp 40 9.8±0.3 8.8±0.3 1.00±0.03
Sia 20 8.9±1.1 7.9±0.9 1.15±0.14
Sipp 30 22.6±1.9 15.O i l .3 0.93±0.08
Alapn 50 68.8±14.5 45.9±9.6 1.45±0.31

th a t the values of T  when corrected for c.m. angular distribution(see below) are of 

the same order of magnitude as that of the separation energies for the respective 

channels. In addition, the values of T  for channels of the sulphur sample are 

generally lower than the corresponding ones in the oxygen sample. This trend is 

also exhibited in the separation energies listed in Table 5.7.

Energy spectra reconstructed from the transverse momenta are distorted with 

respect to the original spectra, and the average value of the transverse energy thus 

obtained depends on the angular distribution. Fig. 5.15 shows the shape of the 

transverse energy spectra(diV/dF7/ versus E f) for two-body events, reconstructed 

from a monochromatic spectrum(l?*) in the c.m. system, but with different an

gular distributions ranging from those peaked in the forward direction to those 

peaked at 90° to the beam. The lower energy region is seen to be particularly 

sensitive to the angular distribution. Therefore if the distribution is not isotropic, 

our estimate of the average energy will be biased.
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Figure 5.15: Shape of two-body energy spectra reconstructed from transverse mo
menta with a monochromatic(E*) spectrum in the c.m. system but different angu
lar distributions of the outgoing fragments: E ‘ is the (transverse> energy; E  is the 
total energy having assumed isotropy.
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Fig. 5.14 has shown that the energy distributions decrease exponentially, whereas 

Fig. 5.15 illustrates the effect of the angular distribution on the reconstructed en

ergy spectra. Now, we calculate how an energy spectrum of the form

d N  _  ( T0- l exp [-(E  -  B .) /T 0] fo r E  > E . . . .  .
d E  ~  [  0 fo r E  < E „  ’

in the c.m. system transforms in the laboratory frame when angular distribu

tions shown in Fig. 5.15 are considered and the energy scale is adjusted assuming 

isotropy. Eq. 5.2.2 is a rough approximation to an evaporation spectrum  with a 

sharp energy threshold E a. Assuming the values To=7 MeV and E a= 3.5 MeV, 

we calculated the various distributions which are plotted in Fig. 5.16. For en-

f ( E )  = T0 e x p (- (E -E s ) / T 0 1 

dN a  f (E) dQ* 

d N o c f (E )  sin2 0* d a *  

dN ocf (E) cos2 0* da*

Figure 5.16: Transformation of an exponentially decreasing energy spectrum in 
the c.m. system(full line) for different angular distributions and having assumed 
isotropy.

ergies very much larger than T0, all the distributions in the laboratory frame 

decrease exponentially with an inverse slope T=1.5To, while in the energy range 

2 E s < E  <3To, the slope is smaller with T=(1.05-1.2)To and much closer to that 

of the c.m. distribution. For E  < E a) the distributions of Fig. 5.15 are reproduced.

In Fig. 5.17 we transformed, assuming isotropy, the c.m. energy spectrum of 

eq. 5 .2 . 2  with T0=9 MeV and fitted it to the experimental data  of the channel 0  

—> Np for different values of E a. It is found that E a= 1.5 MeV fits the experimental 

data  best. Other two-body channels also exhibit similar trends.
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Figure 5.17: Measured energy distribution of the 0  —> Np sample compared with 
that transformed from equation 5.3.2 and isotropic emission.
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It is difficult to extract c.m. angular and energy distributions from the exper

im ental data  with the present statistics. Nonetheless, it has been shown th a t the 

hypothesis of isotropic emission in the c.m. system is a reasonable assumption. 

Moreover, we have reproduced the c.m. energy spectrum of the 0  —► Np channel 

within statistical errors except in the distorted low-energy bins.

The corresponding values of T0 for the more complex break-up channels in 

Table 5.8 are given by multiplying T  by a factor of | .

5.3 EM D and Photoproduction cross-sections

5.3.1 H adronic and EM D cross-sections on a silver target

Since emulsion is a medium composed of many kinds of atoms, a differential cross- 

section exists for every kind of interaction with each nuclear type. These cross- 

sections are not separately measurable due to the difficulty in identifying the target 

nucleus of a particular event. Instead the mean free path of the incident projectile 

is measured.

However, in order to compare our results with other high-energy heavy-ion 

data, we can estimate the absolute cross-sections on silver, the heaviest abundant 

constituent of the emulsions, from the observed mean free paths. Throughout this 

work we have ignored the presence of elements such as iodine or sulphur whose 

abundance is less than 1 % in emulsion.

The density of our emulsion is 3.60±0.01 g/cm 3 which is about 6  % less than 

th a t of the standard emulsion[108]. Assuming the difference is entirely due to an 

increased water content, we estim ated the density of silver to  be N =  93 x 102° Ag 

atom s/cm 3. The total hadronic cross-sections are calculated from the mean free 

paths in emulsion and from the number /  of interactions on silver as a fraction of 

the total number of emulsion interactions[116]:

/
< 7  =

A N  * 
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On the other hand, the projectile EMD cross-sections are computed in a similar 

manner, with /  equal to the contribution of silver nuclei as a fraction of the total 

intensity of virtual photons. We have used the corrected values of the number of 

events, hence of the mean free paths, rather than those quoted in Table 5.1.

Table 5.9 lists the hadronic and projectile EMD cross-sections of the present 

experiment and data from experiments at the same energy[47,48,143]. In these

Table 5.9: Pure nuclear and projectile EMD cross sections of 16 0  and 3 25 beam 
nuclei at 200 A GeV in Ag target, obtained in the present experiment and other 
experiments, <r(A Z  > 0) is the total charge-changing cross section.

A(mm) / o’(mb) a ( A Z  >  0)(mb) Refs.

Pure nuclear interactions

O-Em. 120 ±  1 0.29 2588 ±  31 this exp.
O-Ag 2506 ±  47 2411 ±  63 [47]
S-Em. 92 ±  2 0.26 3023 ±  63 this exp.
S-Ag 2935 ±  100 [48]
S-Ag 3040 ±  120 [143]

Projectile EMDs

0 -E m .(£  <  150) 1046 ±  36 0.61 627 ±  22 this exp.
O-Em.(no cut) 949 ±  31 0.61 691 ±  23 this exp.
O-Ag 652 ±  60 [47]
S-Em . ( E  <  150) 422 ±  19 0.61 1555 ±  69 this exp.
S-Em.(no cut) 391 ±  17 0.61 1678 ±  72 this exp.
S-Ag 1790 ±  120 [48]
S-Ag 1380 ±  190 [143]

experiments, usually only the charge-changing cross-sections are measured. Both 

hadronic and projectile EMD cross-sections are in good agreement amongst the 

different experiments even though the EMD cross-sections are derived differently. 

In the emulsion experiment, the hadronic and EMD components are measured 

separately, and a scaling factor /  is used to obtain the contribution of a partic

ular nuclear type. In other experiments using CR39 plastic detectors(Ci2His0 7 ), 

the EMD cross-sections are determined as the difference between total charge- 

changing cross-sections and the pure hadronic cross-sections which are expected
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to  be independent of energy beyond 2 GeV per nucleon. In addition, in ref. [47,48] 

factorization rules were used to give an overall fit. In our da ta  on the total EMD 

cross-sections ctjemdClabelled ‘no cu t’ in Table 5.9), the contribution due to pion 

photoproduction has been excluded by the scanning and analysis criteria.

Beside to tal cross-sections, we can also compare the partial cross-sections for 

the production of fragments of charge Zp  as the heaviest outgoing fragment. Ta

ble 5.10 shows our data  and those from ref.[47,48]. The partial cross-sections

Table 5.10: Partial projectile EMD cross sections for the production of fragments 
of charge Zp=2 to 7 and Zp=8 to 15 in collisions of 200 A GeV  160  and 32S 
respectively, with a silver target.

Z F  = 7 6 5 4 3 2 <  5 Ref.

O-Gm.
( E  <  150) 
O-Em.
(no cut) 
O-Ag

386 ±  17 

392 ±  17 

342 ±  22

150 ±  11 

158 ±  11 

127 ±  21

26 ±  5 

31 ±  5

38 ±  6 

57 ±  7

8 ±  2 

17 ±  4

19 +  4 

3 7 + 5

91 +  9 

142 +  10 

183 +  50

this exp. 

this exp. 

[47]

Z P  = 15 14 13 12 11+10 9 + 8 <  7 Ref.

O-Em.
( E  <  150) 
O-Em.
(no cut) 
O-Ag

933 ±  57 

942 ±  58 

832 ±  16

468 ±  40 

485 ±  42 

413 ±  15

84 ±  17 

102 ±  20 

94 ±  10

30 ±  10 

60 ±  15 

86 ±  8

10 +  6 

30 ±  10 

83 x  8

20 +  8 

33 ±  11 

51 +  6

10 +  6 

26 +  9

this exp. 

this exp. 

[48]

of sulphur were computed using the formula suggested in the text of ref. [48], 

< t e m d ( P , T , F )  — S p T ^ p i  and the values of £ p p  and of £ p  were those quoted in 

their tables. However, they normalize arbitrarily £pp to 1 for a carbon target and 

hence the absolute scale of these cross-sections is uncertain. Therefore no value 

for Z  < 7 is quoted.

The agreement between data  of the two samples in Table 5.10 is reasonable. 

In both samples, channels involving the emission of fragments with Zp  differing 

by one or two units from that of the projectile exhaust more than 80% of the 

to tal EMD cross-section. Thus the inclusion of the high-energy tail of the photon
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spectrum will increase the partial cross-sections for production of fragments with 

charges very much less than that of the projectile but will have little effect on the 

total EMD cross-section.

5.3.2 Photoproduction  cross-sections o f 160

By assuming the energy spectrum of the virtual photons presented in chapter 

2(sec. 2.2.2) and the energy distributions of various dissociation channels (Fig. 5.1 

and 5.2), the photoproduction cross sections on 160  and 32S nuclei, up to the 

energy threshold for pion production, may be determined for most of the possible 

photoreactions. It follows that:

where N (E )  is the number of virtual photons per energy interval and (Temd is 

projectile EMD cross-section for a given channel as in eq. 5.3.1, with all quantities 

referred to the whole emulsion. Then <j7  and its integral up to a given energy E ,

<Tint{E): ^
o'inti.Ej) = f  (r(E^)dE^ (5.3.3)

Jo
can be compared with results obtained for the same reactions with low-energy real 

photons.

By taking the energy E  of the virtual photons for a given reaction as the 

sum of the c.m. kinetic energy(eq. 5.1.1) and of the binding energy of the emit

ted fragments(Table 5.7), we have neglected the possible excitation energy of the 

residual nucleus. In the following analysis, we have assumed th a t the residual nu

clei remain in their ground state for all reactions, and the energy spectra obtained 

through eq. 5.1.1 are the true spectra in spite of the fact tha t in sec. 5.2.4 we 

have shown this assumption is valid only on the average. Furthermore the neglect 

of the excitation energy of the residual nuclei implies an average underestimation 

of the photon energies and because of the 1 /E  dependence of the virtual photon 

spectrum, an underestimation of the corresponding a^{E). On the other hand, 

the energy spread introduced by the estimate of the c.m. kinetic energy from the 

transverse momentum pr(eq. 5.1.1) leads to an effect in the opposite direction. As 

a result, the two effects at least partially compensate each other.
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The photoproduction cross-sections, calculated by using eq. 5.3.2, for the most 

abundant reactions and the total charge changing reactions(cr^) for photon en

ergies up to 150 MeV are shown in Fig. 5.18 and 5.19. Comparing with the 

photoproduction cross-sections in ref. [141,144], the giant resonance peaks in both 

figures lie in the expected positions, at a lower energy in sulphur than in oxygen. 

However, the widths of the resonance peaks are both  considerably broadened by 

the energy estimate method.

From Fig. 5.18 it is clear that the channels (7 ,p), (7j°0> and (7 ,4 a )  contribute 

mainly to the giant resonance region, whereas (7 ,pp) and (7 ,ap) are significant in 

both the giant resonance region as well as the intermediate energy regions. Other 

high multiplicity channels contribute only to the region with E  > 50 MeV.

Unlike the oxygen sample, the number of channels in sulphur contributing up 

to 150 MeV is much fewer. The channels (7 ,p) and (7 ,a) contribute mainly in the 

giant resonance region, while (7 ,pp)’s contribution extends beyond 50 MeV. Only 

five out of the remaining 25 channels(totally 81 events) contribute in the region 

below 150 MeV.

The (7,p) and (7 ,pp) channels

Table 5.11 shows the integrated cross-sections aint(E ) (eq. 5.3.3) for different 160  

photoreactions up to 140 MeV. Comparison is made with total photoabsorption 

cross-sections from Ahrens et al.[145] and data on the most abundant channels 

from other experiments[144,146,147,148]. The normalization of photoabsorption 

cross-sections is far from trivial[149], and the recent review by Fuller[144] suggests 

strongly tha t the Ahrens et al.[145] values of the total absorption cross-section 

up to 40 MeV should be reduced by a factor of about 1.4. The data  of the 

present experiment generally agree with the original data of the Ahrens et al.[145] 

if we take into account the contribution of the (7 ,n) process not detected in our 

experiment. However, if the total cross-sections obtained from the summation of 

the partial ones are considered more reliable[144], our analysis based on single

photon exchange would indicate that our total absorption cross-section is some 40 

% larger than expected.
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Table 5.11: Integrated photonuclear cross sections(M eV  mb) computed from  oxygen
EM D and compared with real photon cross sections. Errors are statistical.

E
(MeV)

(7,P) (t »p p ) Others Total
charged

(7 ,abs) 
ref. [145]

(7,n) 
refs. [146] 

[148] 
[144]

(7,P) 
refs. [146] 

[147] 
[144]

(7inP) 
refs. [146] 

[148]

10 2 2
15 25±2 6±1 31±2 10
20 54 10 64 32
25 80 2 13 95 135 27 85
30 104±5 11±2 21±2 136±6 210 50 95 5
35 118 18 27 163 255 60 10
40 127 26 35 188 290 70 100
50 142±7 37±4 41±4 220±8 330 75 105
60 153 48 51 252 360 80 107
80 165 60 75 300 410 80 107
100 170±8 70±7 97±8 337±14 432
140 194±9 97±9 158±13 449±18 508

In the giant resonance region, the integrated cross-section for the reaction (7 ,p) 

is in good agreement with the results from real photon experiments. In the higher 

energy region, our cross-section measurement is larger than previous results. This 

could be due to the inclusion of the reaction (7 ,np) whose cross-section is small 

at low energies but increases rapidly with increasing energy: <7jnt(170)= 60 MeV 

mb[146].

It is difficult to compare the photoabsorption cross-sections of single reac

tions since only a single or very few reactions are determined in a given ex

periment within a limited energy range. Furthermore, sometimes photoneutron 

cross-sections also include reactions with charged particles. Yet our experiment 

does not detect neutrons nor does it distinguish between various isotopes.

Table 5.12 shows the integrated cross-sections <Tint(E )  for different 32S pho

toreactions up to 140 MeV. Comparison with previous results measured with real 

photons is not possible at all energies. Instead we have used the total absorp

tion cross-section results from Wyckoff et al. [141] up to 35 MeV and due to the
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Table 5.12: Integrated photonuclear cross sections(M eV  m b) computed from  sul
phur EM D  and compared with real photon cross sections. Errors are statistical.

E
(MeV)

(7,P) (7,PP) Others Total
charged

(7 ,abs) 
refs. [141] 

[145]

(7,n)
ref.[158]

_
oM

(7,np) 
refs. [158] 

[159]

10 7 5 12
15 100±9 10±3 110±10 12 75
20 173 10 16 199 140 32
25 206 44 26 276 310 84
30 234±16 92±12 28±6 354±21 400 107 275 24
35 270 114 28 412 470 123 35
40 281 134 32 447 525* 131 46
50 293±20 178±20 36±8 507±30 600* 145 57
60 305 191 36 532 650* 155 64
80 327 253 92 672 730* 71
100 335±26 284±32 166±32 785±52 790*
140 374±34 322±39 286±50 982±71 940*

* Interpolated from data on Al and Ca in ref. [145].

lack of data  interpolated results from Al and Ca[145] in the energies above. In 

addition, the results from ref.[158,159] on the reactions (7 ,n) and (7 ,np), up to 

E = 60 and 80 respectively,have been included for comparison. Like in oxygen, 

the contribution from (7 ,np) is much smaller than that observed for (7 ,p) in the 

giant resonance region. Furthermore there is some disagreement in previous re

sults. The total absorption cross-section measured by Wyckoff et a/.[141] gave 

<?int( 15)=12 MeV mb, while Dolbilkin et a/.[160] found <rtnt(15)=75 MeV mb and 

estim ated <rtnt(30)=(275±70) MeV mb for the reaction (7 ,p). Our measured values 

are consistent with that of ref. [160].

There is good agreement between previous results and our data if account is 

taken of the (7 ,n) process not detected in this experiment, in the energy range 

E  <50 MeV; above this energy our values are higher than those previously found. 

However, the interpolated data must be regarded with caution.
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T h e  (7 ,a)  ch an n e l

There are three reactions with characteristic final states but with relatively small 

integrated cross-sections <Tint(E )  with values as follows:

160 (7 ,a )12C 0»„t(4O)=(18.7±2.1) MeV mb
10O(7 ,ap )11B (Tjnt(50)=(10.4±2.4) MeV mb 
160 (7 ,4 a )  <7jnt(50)=(4.4±1.6) MeV mb

Previous results on the reaction (7 ,4 a )  gave <r,nt(30)= 5 MeV mb[146] and 

0 mt(4 O)=3 . 7  MeV mb[144]; taking the errors into account, our result compares well 

with that of the real photon experiments. On the other hand, the integrated cross- 

section of the reaction (7 ,ap) is higher than the value obtained for real photons: 

<7tnt(5 5 )= (4 .8 ± 0 .4 )MeV mb[150]. Our value, although higher, is not inconsistent 

with that number if the errors is taken into account.

Ref.[144] gave the integrated cross-section for the reaction (7 ,a )  o\nt(29)=2.2 

MeV mb. It contributes essentially through narrow peaks in the region 12 to 14 

MeV. This result is based on measurements of inverse (ay7 0 ) capture reactions, 

but direct measurements give similar results[146,151].

The small cross-section for the reaction 160 (7 ,a )12C, despite the low-energy 

threshold, is due to the fact that in self-conjugate nuclei(i.e. Z = N )  there is 

the isospin selection rule that A T = ± 1  for electric dipole transitions. Our in

tegrated cross-section up to 40 MeV is an order of magnitude larger than the 

value for real photons, mainly at low energies. Since the present experiment 

does not observe neutron emission nor does it distinguish between various iso

topes, one possible explanation is that there may be contaminations within our 

sample of (7 ,a )  data, for example the reactions (7 ,3He) and (7 ,an). Based on 

the inverse (3He,7 ) capture reaction, the integrated cross-section for the reaction 

(7 ,3He) crin4(36)=0.75 MeV mb[144]. Under the conditions of our experiment, this 

cross section would correspond to two to three events when the appropriate value 

of the energy threshold(B=22.8 MeV) is taken into account. However, if these two 

events were misidentified as (7 ,a ) , they would yield <7jnt(2 0 )= 0 . 3  MeV mb which 

cannot account for the excess of our cross section. Similarly previous results on
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the reaction (7 ,an ) gave <7jnt(5 5 )= (4 .1 ± 0 .4 ) MeV mb[152] which would correspond 

to about seven events in our conditions. If all of them  were interpreted as (7 ,a ), 

they would yield <rtnt(40)=2 MeV mb. This value is still too small to  explain the 

difference. Instead of using the integrated cross-section for (7 ,an) obtained for 

real photons, we may assume that the reaction (7 ,an ) contributes as (7 ,ap). This 

would mean a contamination of about 24 events and <7int(40)=6 MeV mb. Another 

possible background is the reaction (7 ,3He n) whose contribution is not known.

As in oxygen, there is an excess in our integrated cross-section for the reaction 

(7 ,a ): o-jnt(30)=(28±6)MeV mb when compared with results from measurements 

of the inverse (a ,7 0 ) capture process from 13 to 19 MeV which gave <7,nt=1.4 MeV 

mb [161]. This reaction should have been suppressed for the same reason as in the 

case of oxygen.

So far in our analysis we have assumed the virtual photon energy spectrum  to 

be derived classically by Fourier transformation of the time dependent electric and 

magnetic fields, or the Weizsacker-Williams method[54,55,56]. However a quantum  

mechanical approach to the virtual photon method would yield virtual photon 

spectra distinguished by m ultipolarities(El,M l,E2,...) [153,154,155,156,57]. The 

E l spectrum  is identical with the classically derived one, while for 200 A GeV 

N e i ~  ATjvfi- However, in the low-energy regions the E2 intensity is considerably 

larger than  tha t of E l due to an additional term  of the form[156]:

2 K l(x )
7 2

(5.3.4)

which raises the intensity of the E2 spectrum with respect to E l by a factor of 3.2, 

1.6, and 1.3 for E 7 =  10, 20 and 30 MeV respectively. A small overall correction 

factor has been applied to the calculation of the total photonuclear cross-sections 

for comparison with EMD cross-sections in ref.[41,43,47,48]. For the reaction (7 ,0 ) 

the correction factor is expected to be higher because the cross-section for E l 

photon absorption is depressed and hence the contribution of the E2 photons is 

even larger[144]. This fact and the low value of the reaction threshold has made 

this reaction particularly sensitive to the different adm ixture of multipolarities. 

It is noted that in Martins et a/.[157]’s analysis of electrodistintegration of nuclei 

using DWBA virtual photon spectra, a similar effect is found, the E2 virtual photon 

intensity being larger than tha t of E l at low energies. However, it is estim ated that
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this effect could increase the integrated cross-section obtained with real photons 

at most by a factor of two and cannot wholly account for the high value found in 

the present experiment.

Ardito et al. [49] have suggested the possibility of multiphoton absorption which 

may be another possible explanation for the high rate of the reaction ( 7 ,0 c )  since 

0+ A  0+ transitions are easily accessible to two-photon processes. Within the 

model of Baur and Bertulani[162], in which the photons are considered incoher

ent, when a relativistic oxygen or sulphur ion impinges even on a silver nucleus, 

the chance for two-photon absorption is very small. However, the passage time for 

these ultra-relativistic ions through the Lorentz-contracted electromagnetic field 

of a heavy nucleus is very short ~  1 0 ~ 25 s so that the photons in the resulting 

pulse are temporally coherent. This coherence might enhance the multiphoton 

contribution to the cross-section. Furthermore, the harder photon spectrum ob

served for sulphur interactions and the excess in complex multiparticle breakup 

are also difficult to ascribe to single-photon absorption processes and suggest the 

possibility of multiphoton absorption. However, it should though be borne in mind 

that conventional estimates of multiphoton processes suggest that, in general, they 

should be small[162].

5.4 Diffractive dissociation

Therefore, neither the contamination from other EMD reactions nor the effect due 

to an enhanced E2 virtual photon spectrum can explain the high value of our 

(7 ,0 ) cross-section. Even the multiphoton process seems unlikely to account for 

the large discrepancy between the real photon data and our measured cross-section. 

However, events have been observed, which seem to have all the features ascribed 

to EMD breakup, except that at the point of dissociation there is also a track of 

a very low-energy charged particle. In fact, on measurement, some of these events 

were found to be consistent with diffractive dissociation on free protons within the 

emulsion. It is unlikely that these events are electromagnetic in origin because of 

the proton’s small charge. They must be caused by strong interaction.
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Similar hadronic processes occurring on nuclei other than  hydrogen would pro

duce no recognizable recoil and hence such events are indistinguishable from those 

of electromagnetic origin.

Therefore a careful search was performed on the sample of 200 A GeV 16O ion 

hadronic inelastic interactions to establish the extent of such processes, particularly 

those giving rise to (C He) and (N H) final states of the 160  nucleus. Since isotopic 

identification is not possible in the present study *H and 2H or 3He and 4He are 

not separated. However, it is expected that most of the H and He in the final 

states will be protons and 4He(a) respectively.

5.4.1 H ydrogen D ata

Eleven examples of the topology(C He +  a low-energy ‘proton’) were located, 

by scanning 635.3 m of 200 A GeV 160  track, i.e. 74 % of the total track length 

followed. The details of these events are listed in Table 5.13. From kinematic 

consideration it is expected tha t the magnitude of the ‘proton’ momentum q and 

its emission angle 0 with respect to the beam direction should satisfy, to a good 

approximation, the relation

C O S0  =  J -  (5.4.1)
2m

where m  is the mass of the struck proton. The estimated centre-of-mass kinetic 

energy spectrum  is compared with those events classified as EMD(C He) candi

dates in Fig. 5.20(a). All nine events satisfying eq. 5.4.1 have similar spectrum  to 

tha t of the EMD candidates. The other two events which do not satisfy the free 

hydrogen criterion may correspond to the knock-out of a proton from a heavier 

nucleus in the emulsion. In this case, the kinematic relation of eq. 5.4.1 would be 

modified by both the Fermi motion of the proton in the nucleus and its multiple 

scattering while emerging therefrom.

In the case of the (N H +  a low-energy ‘proton’) events, the situation is much 

less clear since it is not possible to distinguish the tracks of a forward-going fast 

proton and a produced charged pion on the basis of ionization alone. However, nine 

evens with the correct scanning topology were found within 463.0 m of 200 A GeV 

160  track, amounting to 54 % of the total 160  track length followed. The details
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Table 5.13: Events satisfying the C He p topology. The nine above the horizontal 
line satisfy the kinematics o f 16 Op —>12Cap.

Proton
range

{ p m )

Proton
momentum

(M eV/c)

Observed
emission

angle
(deg.)

Predicted
emission

angle
(deg.)

Energy E 
above 12 C a  

threshold 
(MeV)

294 112 83.3 ±  2.8 86.6 8.7

1636 185 84.3 ±  2.2 84.3 18.6

>  7322°) > 286 81.1 ±  0.9 < 81.3 11.8

173 95 81.2 ±  3.3 87.1 8.4

>  10200°) > 315 74.4 ±  2.2 < 80.3 17.6

2401 207 85.1 ±  1.5 83.7 2.2

>  1154°) > 167 82.4 ±  1.4 < 84.9 28.0

>  4500°) > 248 85.6 ±  2.6 < 82.4 6.5

2125 200 82.9 ±  2.1 83.9 7.2

381 121 147.0 ±  2.2 86.3 16.3

208 101 107.4 ±  3.1 86.9 1.9

a1 In these events the proton leaves the emulsion but it is already close to rest. 
The estimated residual range is less than 1 mm, which would imply only a small 
increase in the initial proton momentum.
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Figure 5.20: Centre-of-mass energy spectra of candidates for EMD(open histogram) 
and hadronic diffraction on free protons (shaded histogram) of (a) (C  He) and (b) 
(N  H) final states. For clarity, the ordinate for the (N  H  p) events has been scaled 
by a factor of 20.
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Table 5.14: Events satisfying the N  H  p topology. Only the two above the horizontal 
line satisfy the kinematics of 16 Op—>15N  p p with a value of the excitation energy 
compatible with electromagnetic dissociation.

Proton
range

(/on)

Proton
momentum

(M eV/c)

Observed
emission

angle
(deg.)

Predicted
emission

angle
(deg.)

Energy E 
above 15Np 

threshold 
(MeV)

425 125 92.6 ±  3.0 86.2 6.8

3170 224 84.0 ±  1.5 83.1 20.1

>  4693®) > 251 79.9 ±  0.8 < 82.3 51.0

>  9345®) > 307 79.6 ±  1.2 < 80.6 90.9

>  1820°) > 191 70.1 ±  2.3 < 84.2 106.9

12005 330 79.9 ±  1.0 79.9 122.7

442 126 91.3 ±  3.7 86.2 273.9

>  12650*) > 335 87.4 ±  0.8 < 79.7 493.1

126 86 147.0 ±  4.5 87.4 908.8

Note: In these events the proton leaves the emulsion but it is already close to rest. 
The estimated residual range is less than 1 m m a) or 2 mm6) respectively, which 
would imply only a small increase in the initial proton momentum.
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of these events are listed in Table 5.14. Six of these nine events were kinematically 

consistent with eq. 5.4.1, but only two of them  have opening angles, between the 

nitrogen and the supposed forward-going proton, tha t would give an excitation 

energy in the 160  system of less than 50 MeV, the region in which 96 % of our 

EMD(N H) candidates lie. This is clearly displayed in Fig. 5.20(b). Therefore, the 

rest of the events do not look typical of EMD. It is likely that in most of these 

cases the minimum-ionizing singly charged particle is actually a pion rather than a 

stripped projectile proton, since at large outgoing angles a 200 GeV proton would 

have a larger than  expected transverse momentum.

5.4.2 T heoretical predictions

The elastic form factor of 16O is well described by harmonic oscillator wave func

tions with an r.m .s. charge radius of 2.72 £m[163]. In the inelastic case, electron 

scattering[164] data  provide good measures on the transition form factors of the 

three low lying 2+ states of 16O. The form factors of the 2}" and 2 j  levels at 

6.92 and 11.52 MeV respectively are almost identical in shape, corresponding to 

surface-peaked transition densities, although the amplitude of the 2 j  level is about 

^  smaller. After removing the proton size the form factors can be parameterized 

as

52+(q) =  0.1844g2(l — g2 /1.9352)e~ 0'8° 92 (5.4.2)

S2+(q) = 0.1217q2( l - q 2/1.9702)e-O72q2 (5.4.3)

On the other hand, the overlap for the 2^ state at 9.85 MeV is peaked in the 

interior so that its B2 moment is quite small and it shall not be considered further. 

Furtherm ore the threshold for a  decay is at 7.16 MeV and thus the 2 * state 

decaying into (C He) cannot not observed. The 2 j  state decays essentially 100 % 

into the (C He) mode and might therefore be observed in our experiment.

The factor of 2 between 6.92 and 11.52 MeV levels is also seen in proton 

scattering at 200 and 500 MeV[165,166], and the shapes of the two cross-sections 

are found to be very similar.
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In addition experimental data are available on the level by proton scat

tering at 800 MeV[167]. Using the eikonal distorted-wave impulse approxima- 

tion(DWIA) described in Appendix A and taking the total nucleon-nucleon cross- 

section <tn n=4.0 £m2 and /22 = 0 .2  fm2, it has been possible to  evaluate the cross- 

sections for p160  —► p/160*(6.92 MeV) at 800 MeV as a function of momentum 

transfer and compare them with experimental data. The distribution is shown 

in Fig. 5.21. The predictions compare well with the data  in both  the shape and 

absolute normalization of the cross-section and confirms th a t both the reaction

cr
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Figure 5.21: Experimental cross-sections for p 160  —> p ’ 1 0 0* at 800 GeV[167j 
are compared with the predictions of the eikonal DW IA calculation described in 
Appendix A.

mechanism and nuclear structure information are sufficiently well understood to 

make reliable estimates for both 2 + levels.

The next step is to apply the eikonal DWIA model at our energy of 200 A 

GeV using <t n n = 3.9 fm2 and /?2=0.44 fin2 [117]. The model predicts an integrated 

cross-section for the 11.52 MeV level of

a[16Op —>16 O*(11.52M eV)p\ = 0.52m6 , 
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which would be seen finally in the 12 C +  «  channel. The shape of the distribution 

in q2 is broadly similar to the lower energy results of Fig. 5.21 with an r.m.s. value 

of (q2)2=200 MeV/c. This is in good agreement with the corresponding figure for 

the nine hydrogen events shown in Table 5.13(213±76 MeV/c).

The cross-section prediction in eq. 5.4.4 suggests th a t about 1.2 events, in 

which the final 160  nucleus is excited to the 11.52 MeV level, should be observed. 

The to tal cross-section deduced from the nine events listed in Table 5.13 is 4.0±1.4 

mb. Hence the 2 j  level accounts for about 13 % of the (C He p) events tha t were 

discussed in the previous section. The rest of the events are then due to other 

higher energy 160  levels which have significant branching ratios to (12C a ) [142].

Beside hydrogen, similar coherent hadronic processes occurring on nuclei in 

emulsion would produce no recognizable recoil and therefore such events would 

be kinematically indistinguishable from those originally classified as being electro

magnetic. The calculations for these events are identical with that of hydrogen 

events except tha t the elastic form factor for the target nucleus Sa (<i ) has to be 

included. The predicted integrated cross-sections for <r(10O A —> 10O* A), where 

the target nucleus A is left in its ground state, are evaluated with harmonic os

cillator densities for the light (C ,N ,0) nuclei and Wood-Saxon densities for the 

heavy(Ag,Br) nuclei. Fig. 5.22 shows the predicted integrated cross-sections as 

a function of mass number of the target nuclei. In view of the strong damping 

and the large nuclear sizes, only the rim of the nucleus should contribute to such 

excitations so tha t a behaviour of roughly A 1/3 would be expected. Indeed a log-log 

fit to the results of the calculations in Fig. 5.22 is quite close to this with

<r(16OA  - + 16 O 'A ) = 0.865A0-29 =  1.65<7pA°-29m6 . (5.4.5)

This form is not valid for hydrogen because the rim there encompasses the majority 

of the target.

From the abundance of different nuclear species in our emulsion stack given 

in Table 3.1, the relative number of events expected on medium/heavy nuclei as 

compared to those on hydrogen can be deduced:

=  6.1 . (5.4.6)
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Therefore we would expect to have about 10 events corresponding to the excitation 

of the 2 g nuclear level via the strong interactions where the elastically recoiling 

target nucleus would not have been detected. In Fig. 5.20(a), there are EMD 

candidates where the kinetic energy in the a -12C system is of the order of 4 MeV 

and may therefore correspond to this level.

However, the majority are at higher excitation energies where the correspond

ing electromagnetic form factors have not been studied in detail for 160  excitation 

energies above 12.1 MeV[164]. A similar estimation of the excitation of higher nu

clear levels is precluded. To resolve this problem, it has been assumed tha t these 

higher energy levels behave broadly similarly to the 2 + ones and in particular that 

the A  dependence is given by eq. 5.4.5. Thus, the number of events observed on 

free hydrogen is scaled to the other target nuclei using the 6.1 factor of eq. 5.4.6. 

This scaling might still be reasonable if some of the events observed correspond, 

for example, to the production of 3He rather than 4He.

Therefore, the predicted number of hadronic events in which there is no ob

servable low-energy recoil should be

N (C ffe )  = (9 ±  3) x 6.1/0.74 =  74 ±  25 , (5.4.7)

where the 0.74 denominator arises from the fraction of the track length scanned 

for these events. The quoted error is purely statistical, arising from the number of 

hydrogen events. This prediction suggests that the majority of the 85 events classi

fied in previous sections as EMD candidates should in fact be hadronic. After these 

subtractions have been made our results would not be in disagreement with an es

tim ate based on data from real photons which predicts about 9 events(sec. 5.3.2). 

In addition, there should be interference terms between the electromagnetic and 

hadronic excitations, but these are probably very small owing to the latter being 

dominantly imaginary with the former being dominantly real.

In the (N H) channel, only two events were found to be consistent with both 

the diffraction dissociation of an 160  ion on free proton and with the EMD criteria. 

Scaling this number to other target nuclei using the 6.1 factor, it is expected that 

about 2x 6.1/0.54 =  23±16 events would be on the complex nuclei in the emulsion. 

This number is small compared to the total number of EMD candidates in the (N
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H) channel and thus changes little the plausible agreement with real (7 ,p) data  

shown in sec. 5.3.2.)

So fax we have not considered a detailed examination of events of the type 

32S p —>28Si He p worth while since no additional scanning has been performed 

to  increase the size of our sample of (Si He)EMD candidate. Furthermore lack 

of nuclear-structure information precludes a similar estimation of the low-energy 

excitation levels of 32S.
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Chapter 6

Anomalons  in 200 A  G e V  ieO-Em  
Collisions

6.1 Introduction

The existence of projectile fragments(pfs) with anomalously short mean free 

path(M FP) values in relativistic heavy ion collisions has been reported since 1954. 

Because of limited statistics and systematic uncertainties over the energy and type 

of projectile nuclei, these cosmic rays findings have never been widely recognized.

However, the availability of relativistic heavy ion beams from facilities such 

as the Bevalac at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory(LBL) and the Synchropha- 

sorton at the JIN R Dubna opened up the possibility of controlled high-statistics 

experiments. Friedlander et al.[70,71] performed two experiments using beams of 

160  and 56Fe at 2 A GeV and concluded that the reaction M FPs of relativistic 

pfs, 3 <  Z  <  26, are shorter for a few centimetres after emission than  at large 

distances, where they are compatible with values predicted from experiments on 

beam  nuclei. Since then the results of a number of experiments supported the exis

tence of anomalons[72,69,73,77,85,86,168,87], while others do not[81,82,83,84,91]. 

No definite conclusions can be reached at the present moment. Most of the exper

iments performed so far employ projectiles ranging from 12C to 84Kr at relativistic 

energies (~  2 to 4 A GeV). Therefore, it is interesting to study the anomalous 

behaviour of pfs with the availability of 160  and 32S beams at 200 A GeV from 

the CERN SPS.
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6.2 M ean Free Paths

The sample of projectile fragments under study are taken from an unbiased sub

sample of the 2048 peripheral interactions found in the first 349 metres of 200 A 

GeV 160  track.

Since the hadronic events and the electromagnetic events involve entirely dif

ferent production mechanisms, the pfs are divided into two categories: (l)those 

fragments originating from hadronic events and (2 )those em itted from electro

magnetic process. Moreover, with the view of testing the influence of different 

generations, each of the above category is divided into (a)those pfs originating 

from primary interactions(first generation secondaries) and (b)those originating 

from secondary or tertiary -f .... interactions (second +  third +  .... generations 

tertiaries + ....). The results are shown in Table 6.1. Because of limited statistics, 

those pfs em itted from secondary electromagnetic dissociation is excluded from 

our study. The ^had* of the fragments agree within errors irrespective of their 

production mechanisms and generations.

The hadronic M FP \ f iad observed for prim ary16O and 32 S beam nuclei is plotted 

as a function of the distance from the scan line in Fig. 6.1. The data  are well 

accounted for by the constant values of AJ^, 1 2 .0  cm for 160  and 9.2 cm for 32S. 

The observation tha t A* does not depend on D  is typical of the behaviour of all 

M FP measurements of beam nuclei.

Throughout this study, the errors we assign to the M FP data  points represent 

one standard deviation assuming the A value from simplified Glauber model. It is 

assumed that all pfs should have the M FP A as computed from simplified Glauber 

model and that A* values are just fluctuations around this value.

6.3 Z = 2  projectile fragments

The A o f  the He isotopes, 21.98 ±  1.20 cm, is comparable to those found for 

pfs from 200 A GeV 32S ions[92], 60 A GeV 160  ions[91], 2 A GeV 40Ar and 56Fe
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Table 6.1: Results of following secondary (+  tertiary.. ..)  projectile fragments.

Z 2 3 4 5 6 7

first
No. followed 1533 103 107 130 312 300

generation
fragments
from

Length followed(m) 

No. of inelastic

73.2 5.0 4.7 5.6 13.6 13.1

ie O-Em
inelastic

Interactions 333 31 36 46 99 101

collisions AL d (c™) 22.0 
±  1.2

16.0 
±  2.9

13.0 
±  2.5

12.2 
±  2.1

13.6 
±  1.4

13.0 
±  1 . 2

first
No. followed 151 6 6 18 67 158

generation 
fragments 
from the

Length followed(m) 

No. of inelastic

7.3 0.3 0.2 0.8 3.1 7.0

EMD
of

Interactions 28 0 2 6 16 58

160 K a d  (Cm) 26.2 
±  4.1 -

11.8 
±  10.5

13.7 
±  5.8

19.5 
±  3.5

12.1 
±  1.7

second
No. followed 198 20 24 34 24 3

generation
fragments
from

Length followed(m) 

No. of inelastic

9.1 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.0 0.1

pf-Em
inelastic

Interactions 35 6 3 11 8 2

collisions K a d  (cm ) 25.9 
±  3.7

14.4 
±  6.1

37.4 
±  8.6

12.6 
±  4.3

12.4 
±  4.9

5.2 
±  9.3
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Figure 6.1: Measurements of the primary 200 A GeV  160  and 32S MFP as a 
function of the distance from the scan line.
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ions[81,83], 4.5 GeV 12C ions [85], and 1 <  E < 2 A GeV 40Ar, 56Fe and 84Kr 

ions[82] and the prim ary He beam data[83,85,81], if consideration is taken of the 

higher water content in our emulsion which increases Kad by 4 %•

However, several workers’ data  are in disagreement with ours. The results are 

shown in Table 6.2. El-Nadi et a/.[85] and Ghosh et a/.[86] reported the presence 

of anomalons in the first few centimetres from the production points, and their 

^had 3X6 considerably shorter than  the MFP of beam nuclei; Friedlander[171] also 

reported the existence of a short M FP component up to about 3 cm path  lengths 

from the point of prim ary interactions, but their overall X̂ iad is consistent with tha t 

found for primary He nuclei. The particularly small X̂ uld values in ref.[85,86] are 
probably due to the fact tha t observations were confined to the first few centimetres 

where the anomalous effects were reported. As a result, the average M FPs are 

shorter than tha t of beam nuclei. Furthermore, our AJ^ value is higher than  the 

result for 12 A GeV prim ary a  particles of 18.1 ±  0.7 cm[130] and the difference 

cannot be explained wholly by the presence of 3He fragments in our sample, the 

energy variation of the cross-sections and the different emulsion conditions.

50

40

30

20

10

0

Figure 6.2: X̂ iad versus distance from the production point for Z=2 pfs emitted 
from 160-Em  collisions.

In Fig. 6.2 A£a<i of Z = 2 pfs are plotted as a function of the distance D  from the 

interaction vertex. The solid line shows the He MFP, assuming Glauber model, of
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Table 6.2: The experimental values of hadronic mean free path of He in nuclear 
emulsion.

Energy(A GeV) Afcad (cm) Data Type Reference

1.88 21.8 ±  0.5 pfs from 56Fe [171]*

2 19.8 ±  0.75 pfs from 40Ar and 56Fe [81]

2 20.19 ±  0.7 pfs from 40Ar and 56Fe [83]

4.5 16.51 ±  1.11 pfs from 12C [85]*

4.5 12.05 ±  1.15 pfs from 12C [86]*

1.8 19.52 ±  0.65 pfs from 40 Ar [84]

1-2 21.5 ±  1.0 pfs from 40Ar,56Fe and 84Kr [82]

60 21.95 ±  1.15 pfs from ls O [91]

200 21.04 ±  0.94 pfs from 32S [92]

200 21.98 ±  1.20 pfs from 160 this exp.

2 20.19 ±  0.7 Primary He beam [83]

4.5 19.9 ±  0.6 Primary He beam [85]

- 19.3 ±  1.0 Primary He beam [81]

- 20.2 ±  1.7 Primary He beam [81]

- 19.2 ±  0.7 Primary He beam [81]

12 18.1 ±  0.7 Primary He beam [130]

* Anomalously shorter mean free path of He nuclei are reported.
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21.7 cm. As can be seen from the figure, there is no indication of a shorter MFP 

in the first few centimetres of the interaction vertex.

6.3.1 M u ltip lic ity  o f Z =2 fragm ents

It has been suggested by Bayman and Tang[172] that the presence of the isotope 

6He may cause the appearance of an anomalous behaviour in the fragment MFP. 

The isotope 6He is a particle-stable system with a half life of 0.8 s, and is the 

isobaric analogue of the 3.56 MeV, T=1 excited state of 6Li. It has a quasi- 

molecular a + 2 n  cluster structure, with the dineutron cluster lightly bound by 

only 0.98 MeV. Calculation yields a value for A(6He) equal to 12.6 cm. A small 

adm ixture of 6He can significantly decrease A below the 3,4He value of 20-22 cm. 

They further suggested tha t during peripheral collisions 12 C projectiles could be 

excited to 6He -f- 6Be binary cluster system which decays into one 6He, one 4He and 

two protons. Similarly, in the case of 160 ,  we will need to investigate the MFPs 

of multiple He fragments produced in 160-induced interactions at 200 A GeV on 

the basis of the He multiplicity. In order to test this hypothesis, we divide our 

10O-Em collisions into the following channels:

1. 1 He channel - the projectile disintegrates into one Z=2  pfs and singly 

charged particles;

2. 2 He channel - the projectile disintegrates into two Z = 2 pfs and singly 

charged particles;

3. 3,4 He channel - the projectile disintegrates into three or four Z —2 pfs and 

singly charged particles;

4. He’s +  1 P F z > 3 channel - the projectile disintegrates into one Z  > 2 pfs and 

other Z = 2 particles.

The param eter A j^, as a function of the distance from the production point , is 

plotted in Fig. 6.3(a)-(d) for 1 He, 2 He, 3,4 He and He’s +  1 PF^>3 multiplicity 

events respectively. Within their statistical errors, the observed M FPs of all chan

nels, except for 1 He, do not seem to depend upon the He multiplicity in all the
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path  lengths. However, there appears to be a shorter MFP for Z = 2 fragments, in 

the few cm from their production point, originating in events with the emission of 

one He. In order to see whether this dependence arises from statistical fluctuation, 

we need to assess the level at which the data are statistically significant.

In Table 6.3, we present the characteristics of the primary hadronic events 

along with the M FPs of the secondary He tracks on the basis of different He 

multiplicity. In Table 6.3 we have calculated the MFPs of He fragments in different 

He multiplicity events for the distances 0.2 cm < D  <  2.5 cm, yielding Aj, and D  >

2.5 cm, yielding Aj. The distance 2.5 cm is taken because this value was reported by 

Friedlander et al. [70,71] as the M FP of anomalous projectile fragment component. 

For each pair of A* values , the ratio F  =  AJ/AJ is taken. Given the number 

of events N i and N 2, we compute the cumulative probabilities P(<  F )  under 

the assumption tha t AJ and AJ are from the same population. The cumulative 

probability function P(<  x 2)> which test the compatability of the observed M FPs 

with those predicted by the simplified Glauber model, are also given.

The values of the cumulative probability function P (<  %2) in  Table 6.3 show 

tha t the M FP of Z = 2 fragments from various production channels are consistent 

with the simplified Glauber model A (Z=2)= 21.7 cm. The only exception is the 

M FP of Z = 2 fragments originating in 1 He events at distances D  <  2.5 cm from 

the production point. In this case, the M FP is -1.85 standard deviation away from 

the value of 21.7 cm, a deviation expected to be exceeded by fluctuations about 

once in thirty  one tria ls(P (<  x 2)=0.032). In other words, this deviation will occur 

3.2% of the time if the null hypothesis is true. This probability is not statistically 

significant enough to reject the null hypothesis.

Furthermore, the value of the F  param eter for 1 He channel is 0.703 with 

106 and 88 degrees of freedom for the two subsets, at distances 0.2 cm < D  <

2.5 cm and D  >  2.5 cm respectively. This shows a discrepancy at the level of 

-1.74 standard deviations with a probability P (<  F)=0.041. This would imply 

a deviation expected to be exceeded by fluctuations about once in twenty four 

trials. However this discrepancy is again not significant enough to confirm the 

existence of a strong local-MFP effect. El-Nadi et a/.[85] reported discrepancy 

of the F  param eter which were statistical significant at level of -3.14 standard
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deviations with a probability P(<  F )= 8.5 x 10-4, while Friedlander et a/.[70,71] 

observed a -3.4 deviation of F  with a probability P(<  F )= SA  x 10-4. It is clear 

th a t our discrepancy is two orders of magnitude more likely to occur as a random 

fluctuation than the other reported anomalous behaviour of projectile fragments.

The average M FP for the Z = 2 pf em itted from 1 He channel is 19.70 ±  2.20 cm, 

whereas the average M FP for all other production channels with the emission of 

more than  one He is 22.92 ±  1.41 cm. The corresponding value of the F  param eter 

is 0.859 with 194 and 472 degrees of freedom for the two subsets, respectively. 

This shows a small discrepancy at the level of -1.23 standard deviations with 

a probability P(<  F)=0.11 which again is not a small probability for random 

fluctuations.

To see whether there is a difference between the interaction characteristics of 

Z=2 pf originating in 1 He channel and those produced in the rest of the events, we 

present in Table 6.4 the topologies of hadronic interactions of Z —2 pf originating 

in prim ary hadronic interactions of 16O having different He multiplicities. It is 

clear th a t the interaction characteristics of the two groups are consistent, and

Table 6.4: Topologies o f hadronic interactions of Z=2 pfs originating in primary 
hadronic interactions o f 16 0  having different He multiplicities.

He
Multiplicity 
of primary

N k
of secondary events

W ( N s )

Projectile
fragment

events 0 1 2-4 5-8 9-15 >  16 none 1 He

1 He 17.5% 10.3% 25.8% 19.6% 14.4% 12.4% 6.19 
±  0.63

16.96 
±  1.72

89.7% 10.3%

>1 He 17.8% 6.8% 24.6% 17.4% 17.8% 15.7% 7.26 
±  0.47

18.28 
±  1.19

92.0% 8.0%

all He 17.7% 7.8% 24.9% 18.0% 16.8% 14.7% 6.95 
±  0.38

17.89 
±  0.98

91.3% 8.7%

hence no correlation between He multiplicity at primary production and secondary 

interaction characteristics is observed.
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Ref.[85,86,172] pointed out that the MFPs of the secondary fragments may 

be shorter than  the normal ones in the few cm from their production for more 

peripheral events. Generally, events with a lesser number of produced shower 

particles(iVa) are considered to be more peripheral. This is evident in Table 6.3 

where the primary events with higher multiplicity of He have smaller (Na). How

ever even these events do not show any anomalous behaviour of the M FPs of He 

fragments produced at 200 A GeV 160-E m  collisions. From the data  given in 

Table 6.3, we conclude tha t the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for any kind of 

He interaction.

6.3.2 Size o f targets

To see whether the target has any influence on the MFP, we divide the Z = 2 pfs 

into three categories

1. pfs originating in collisions with Nh =  0;

2. pfs originating in collisions with Nh =  1-6 and

3. pfs originating in collisions with Nh > 6.

In Fig. 6.4 values of Ahad of Z —2 pfs belonging to the three categories are plotted.

W ithin the experimental uncertainties indicated, AJ^ for alpha emitted from Nh = 

0 and 1 <  Nh < 6 events show no systematic variation with D. The systematically 

shorter MFP for Z = 2 pfs emitted from peripheral(AT^=0) interactions reported by 

El-Nadi et al. [85] is not observed. However, in the case of Z = 2 pfs emitted from 

160-E m  collisions with Nh > 6, the M FP are slightly shorter than the average 

value of 21.98 cm in the first 1 cm from the production vertex. In Fig. 6.5 the 

distributions of interaction distances D  for the Z —2 secondary pfs emitted in 

interactions with Nh < 0, Nh=0, 1 < Nh <  6 and Nh > 6 of the 200 A GeV 160  in 

nuclear emulsions are shown. The number of interactions observed and expected 

are compared at different distances from the origin. The expected number of 

events, indicated by the dotted line in the figure is calculated from the expression 

N eXp =  Sjv/A where A for Z=2 pfs is given by simplified Glauber calculation in
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Figure 6.4: X̂ iad versus distance from the production point for Z=2 pfs from colli
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Table 4.2 and S n  is the to tal track length in a given segment. In Fig. 6.5(a)-(c) the 

experimental values(solid line) shown with statistical errors are within the value 

predicted (dotted line), and this shows no real anomalous effect. However the 

observed distribution for iV/»>7 in Fig. 6.5(d) shows an excess of events over the 

number predicted, indicating a shorter component in the first centimetre from the 

production points.

In order to confirm these observations, we have carried out the standard statis

tical tests again. Table 6.5 lists the cumulative probabilities, P (<  x 2) and P (<  F), 

for all different multiplicities of Nh . The MFPs are evaluated at two distance in

tervals, 0.2 cm < D  <1.2 cm and D  >1.2 cm, because in Fig. 6.4(d) the anomalous 

effect appear to occur in the first cm from the production points. It is seen that 

M FPs for the Nh=0 interactions do not exhibit any shorter component in the 

first few cm from the production points. In fact, the MFPs are over 1 standard 

deviation longer than  th a t of beam nuclei, and this may be attributed to either 

random  fluctuations or scanning inefficiency. On the other hand, the primary 

events with J\T^>6, deemed to be collisions with heavy (AgBr) target nuclei, show 

a shorter M FP of He in the first interval. This deviation, however, is not statis

tically significant(A*=15.26 ±  4.43 cm with -1.56 S.D.) and may occur randomly 

once in seventeen trials. Consequently, this signal cannot confirm the existence of 

anomalous behaviour for Z —2 projectile fragments. Neither does the M FPs for all 

Nh events display any sign of anomalon.

From the data  in Table 6.5 one observes that the MFP for Z=2 pf produced 

in collisions of 10O with Nh>6 is 18.28 ±  2.21 cm whereas in the rest of oxygen 

interactions its value is 23.48 ±  1.41 cm. The corresponding value of the F  param 

eter is 0.779 with 192 and 474 degrees of freedom for the two subsets, respectively. 

This shows a discrepancy at the level of -2.01 standard deviations with a probabil

ity P (<  F)=0.022. The standard statistical tests for the data given in Table 6.5 

indicate that there is only a small difference between the MFP values for the two 

segments( 0.2 cm < D  <1.2 cm and D  >1.2 cm) or the interactions with Nh<6 

and Nh>6 in most cases(the difference never exceeds two standard deviations in 

all cases). The difference between the two segments and the values of primary He 

beam predicted by the simplified Glauber model gives also standard deviation less 

than 1.6. From the same table, we can also see that the average M FP values for 

each category are comparable with those of primary beam nuclei M FP values.
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El-Nadi et al. [85] reported that a significant correlation between Nh a t pro

duction and at interaction of Z= 2  carbon fragments was rigorously established. 

The probabilities for the production of Nh= 0 secondary stars for Z = 2 fragments 

produced in Nh=0 collisions of 4.5 A GeV carbon was about three times higher 

than  for those produced in the rest (N h ^ 0) of the collisions. In order to examine 

whether such correlation exists in our data  sample, we present Table 6.6 which

Table 6.6: Topologies o f hadronic interactions of Z=2 pfs originating in primary 
hadronic interactions o f 16 0  having different Nh multiplicities.

Nh
Multiplicity 
of primary

N*
of secondary events

( N h) (N,)
Projectile
fragment

events 0 1 2-4 5-8 9-15 >  16 none 1 He

oII*

15.1% 5.5% 27.4% 19.2% 17.8% 15.1% 7.19 
±  0.84

16.03 
±  1.88

89.0% 11.0%

1< N h < 6 19.6% 8.6% 23.3% 18.4% 16.6% 13.5% 6.61 
±  0.52

17.47 
±  1.37

91.4% 8.6%

N h >  6 16.7% 8.3% 26.0% 16.7% 16.7% 15.6% 7.19 
±  0.73

19.71 
±  2.01

92.7% 7.3%

all Nh 17.7% 7.8% 24.9% 18.0% 16.8% 14.7% 6.95 
±  0.38

17.89 
±  0.98

91.3% 8.7%

gives the interaction characteristics of He fragments originating in 16O interactions 

of various Nh. Although small differences exist between various intervals of Nh at 

production and at interaction, no significant correlation is observed.

It has been claimed that anomalons are likely to be produced in collisions 

of peripheral nature: the experiment of El-Nadi et al.[85] using 3.7 A GeV 12C 

projectiles in nuclear emulsion, indicated that Z = 2 projectile fragments exhibit 

anomalous behaviour only in Nh= 0 events. Similarly, Ghosh et al.[86] reported 

the M FP of He em itted from the interaction stars of 4.5 A GeV 12C of Nh< 7 is 

significantly shorter than for those em itted from stars of Nh>8  in the path-length 

interval 0-4 cm. Furthermore, the propane bubble-chamber experiment of Gaspar- 

ian and Grigalashvili[88], with 3.3 A GeV 12C projectiles, showed that anomalons
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axe observed only when the incident particle suffers no loss either in mass or in 

charge from the interaction. Yet the data in the present study show that neither 

interactions with 3 or 4 Z=2  projectile fragments nor the ones with Nh=0, both 

of which are considered to be most peripheral, exhibit any detectable anomalous 

behaviour. On the contrary, many more central primary interactions(with only 

one Z= 2  pf or iVfc>6) show signals, though statistical insignificant for the rejec

tion of the null hypothesis, for shorter M FP of He at the first few cm from their 

production points. At relativistic energies, reaction cross-sections seem to depend 

mainly on the geometrical sizes of the nuclei involved. Therefore, anomalons are 

suggested[172] to be significantly larger in geometrical size than the corresponding 

normal nuclei. Some reported M FP of anomalous Z = 2 fragment would require 

the deformed He nuclei to be as large as the uranium nuclei. It seems puzzling 

tha t a peripheral interaction can produce such an effect.

6.3.3 Z —2 Fragm ents o f different generations

So far, our analysis has only been applied to secondary Z=2  fragments. Besides 

comparing MFP at different distances after emission, one can also compare the 

M FPs of pfs from different generations. Friedlander [71] argued that shorter over

all MFPs of pfs in the later generations are to be expected because the relative 

population of anomalous pfs among interacting particles increases as the potential 

path(the distance available for observation) decreases.

In order to see whether the MFPs change from generation to generation, we 

shall compute the F  ratio between the M FP of secondary He pfs and that of 

tertiary and later generations, i.e., Fgen = AJjj/AJj. From Table 6.1, one observes 

tha t the overall hadronic M FP for secondary He is 21.98 ±  1.13 cm and for later 

generation is 25.88 ±  3.49 cm. Thus, Fgen= 1.18 and P (<  Ftsen)=0.841(1.0 standard 

deviation), with 666 and 70 degrees of freedom for the two subsets, respectively. 

We therefore conclude that no anomalous behaviour is observed in the MFP of 

tertiary and later generation He pfs.

In Fig. 6.6(a) we present the values of the M FP for Z = 2 tertiary (and later gen

eration) pfs as a function of the distance D  from their production points. Within
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Figure 6.6: A versus distance from the production point for Z=2 pfs from  
(a)secondary(-htertiary...) hadronic interactions and (h)primary electromagnetic 
dissociation. The solid lines correspond to X^ad = 21.7 cm.
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their statistical errors, the observed MFPs do not show a shorter component in 

the first few cm from the production point.

6.3.4 H e fragm ents from projectile EM Ds

Most of the studies on anomalons have been concentrated on pfs produced in 

hadronic interactions of primary nuclei at the energies of several GeV’s per nucleon. 

At these energies, the cross-section for the electromagnetic dissociation of the 

projectile is insignificant, and thus the availability of 200 A GeV heavy ion beams 

open up the possibility of studying the M FP of pfs produced in electromagnetic 

processes.

In this experiment, we observed 365 events(in the first scan) of 160  EMD 

out of a sample of 3290 primary interactions. From these EMDs, 150 Z —2 pfs 

were followed. In Fig. 6.6(b) we show the distribution of the MFPs of the He 

fragments as a function of the distance. Once again, our experimental data do not 

show any anomalous effects, although the electromagnetic events involve entirely 

different production mechanism. In Table 6.7, we present the MFP of the He 

fragments in the distance intervals, 0.2 cm< D  <2.5 cm and D  >2.5 cm, and their 

corresponding F  parameter. It is observed tha t no anomalous effect is present 

in our data sample. The overall MFP of the He fragments, 26.17 ±  3.90 cm, 

emerging from EMDs is comparable to that of the hadronic events(A£ad=21.98 d= 

1.13 cm). Our results are in agreement with that of Singh et al.[92] who observed 

tha t the M FPs of the He fragments produced in collisions of 32S at 200 A GeV are 

independent of their production mechanism(EMDs).

6.4 M ean Free Paths o f Z >  3 Fragments

To study the dependence of the MFP on distance for Z  >3 fragments, we pool 

the data on the MFP from different charges by parameterizing A(Z )  =  AZ~b 

eq. 2.3.8, where the charge independent parameters A and b are calculated by 

fitting eq. 2.3.8 to only our own data in Table 6.1 to avoid different scanning bias
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Table 6.7: The MFPs of He fragments emerging from electromagnetic dissocia
tion of primary 160  nucleus at two track length intervals, 0.2< D < 2.5cm and 
D  > 2.5cm, and their corresponding F-ratio as well as their cumulative probability 
P. Numbers quoted in parentheses are the number of standard deviations.

No. of 
primary 

EMD

No. of Total track 
secondary length 

events followed(m) A* (cm) P (<  x 2)
F-test 

F  P (<  F )
average 

ALd(cm) P «  X2)

85

0.2cm <  D  <  1.2 cm

11 3.28 29.78 ±  6.23 0.918
(+1.39)

D  >  1.2 cm

17 4.05 23.83 ±  5.01 0.753
(+0.69)

1.25 0.727 
(+0.60)

26.17 ±  3.90 0.914 
(+1.37)

in different experiments. For N z  secondary events of charge Z  and M FP A(Z) , 

we get, using eq. 2.3.8 at fixed 6, the maximum likelihood estimate of the charge 

independent M FP param eter A* for each interval of path  length. This is expressed 

in eq. B.2.1(see Appendix B).

In Fig. 8.7 A* is plotted as a function of D , the distance from the interac

tion vertex, for Z  >3 fragments emitted from Nh>0, Nh=0 and Nh> 1 prim ary 

interactions of 160 . The solid line is the average value of A obtained by fitting 

eq. 2.3.8 to our own data. The error bars we have assigned to the data points 

represent one standard deviation assuming the primary beam value for A=27.27 

cm. In neither case is evidence found for anomalous Z  >3 fragments. The esti

m ate A* is compatible with the average value except that there appears to be a 

small fluctuation in the interval 0.2-0.5 cm in the case pf N ^> 0. This result can be 

visualized also by considering the frequency distribution of interaction distances 

N (D ), displayed as Fig. 6.8. The number of interactions observed and expected 

are compared at different distances from the production points. The expected 

number of events, indicated by the dotted line in the figure is calculated from the 

expression N exp = Y1z=z( ^ n ( Z) / X(Z))  where A(Z)  is given by simplified Glauber
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Figure 6.7: Estimates A* for the MFP parameter A at different distances D from  
the origins of Z  >3 pfs from interactions with different target groups. The solid 
line is average value by fitting X(Z) = AZ~b to the data of the present work.
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calculation in Table 4.2, and Sn (Z )  is the total track length of a particular charge 

in a given segment. Again it is observed that there is an excess in the number of 

secondary interactions in the interval 0 .2 -1 .2  cm for the fragments emitted from 

interactions with l<Nh<6. W ith a total of 952 Z  >3 fragments followed over a 

distance of 42 metres, we expect 299 stars assuming for the MFPs the results of 

simplified Glauber calculation. In the data, there are actually 313 stars, a fluctua

tion expected to occur with a probability of 2 .1  x 1 0 _1 at the level of 0.81 standard 

deviations.

In order to check the abnormality of the M FP as a function of distance indepen

dent of the validity of eq. 2.3.8, we perform the F-test. The data are divided into 

two groups: (i) 0.2 cm <  D  < 2.5 cm, yielding AJ, with Ni stars and (ii) D  >2.5 

cm, yielding AJ, with N 2 stars. The results are summarized in Table 6 .8 . The 

standard statistical tests for the data  indicate that there is only a small difference 

between the MFP values for the two segments( 0.2 cm < D < 2.5 cm and D  > 2.5 

cm) in most cases(the difference never exceeds two standard deviation in all cases). 

Note that no statistically significant deviations for the MFP of Z  > 3 fragments 

in the two segments from that of the simplified Glauber model is observed. From 

the same table also see tha t the average M FP values for each fragment charge axe 

comparable with those predicted by the simplified Glauber model.

Besides considering the MFP of each fragment charge individually, we can also 

use the test mentioned in sec. B.2 (Appendix B) for comparison of many estimated 

MFPs[71]. Using eq. B.2.2 and B.2.3, we get g2 for the MFPs of Z  > 3 fragments 

in the first segment, 0.2 cm < D  < 2.5 cm, to be 15.07 with 10 degrees of freedom. 

This gives the cumulative probability for g2 to He above the observed value(the 

larger the departure from the expected A*’s, the higher the value for g2) Q(> g2) 

= 0.132 as the chance for random fluctuation, assuming no anomaly. Similarly, 

we can apply the same test to the P(<  F) values and get g2 =  15.43 with 10 

degrees of freedom. Assuming that both A*’s in the two segments belong to the 

same population, the probabiHty for the differences to occur as random fluctuation 

is 0.114.

Our results indicate no statistically significant deviations for the MFP of Z  > 

3  projectile fragments from that of the expected values assuming the simphfied
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Glauber model. As far as we know, the MFPs of the secondary projectile fragments 

with Z  > 3 produced in hadronic interactions at ultra-relativistic energies(200 GeV 

per nucleon) have not been investigated as a function of the distance from their 

production points prior to the present work. However, our results agree with those 

of Ismail et al. [83] and Beri et al. [84] who did not observe any dependence of the 

M FPs of Z  >  2 fragments at «  2 A GeV on the distance from the production 

point.

Contradictory results for fragments(Z=2-26) emitted from «  2  A GeV 160  and 

56Fe projectiles were observed by Friedlander et a/.[70,71]. Similarly Aggarwal et 
al.[73,77] reported anomalous MFP for interactions of projectile fragments pro

duced by prim ary collisions of 40Ar and of 56Fe at 1.52 A GeV(Z=3-26) and of 

84Kr a t 1.52 A GeV(Z=15-36). Khan et a/[89] also observed anomalously shorter 
M FP for fragments(Z =3-6) produced in 4.5 A GeV 12C-Em collisions.

Our results imply the non-existence of anomalons for fragments(Z=2-7) pro

duced in 200 A GeV 160-E m  collisions and seem to disagree with data reported by 
other authors mentioned above. The obvious suspicion is that the interpretation of 
this experiment may be influenced by systemic errors. One objection may be the 
rejection of da ta  at <  2 mm from the production point. However, all anomalously 
shorter M FP were reported at a distance of at least 1.5 cm from their production 

point and thus imposing a cutoff distance at 2  mm should not prevent us from 

observing the phenomenon. Indeed Friedlander et al. [71] repeated their analysis 

by selecting cutoff distances up to 5 mm and found no changes in their conclusions. 

Other possibilities include systematic errors in distance and charge measurements 

as well as differential scanning efficiency. Since our results are collected by scanners 

and checked by physicists independently in laboratories at London, Dublin, Rome, 

Torino and Salerno, it seems unlikely tha t the systematic errors can produce such 

an effect. For track lengths on the order of 2 mm or more, accuracy is good enough 
to detect unambiguously a difference of one unit of charge. By making systematic 

shifts of 1 charge unit into the data, the relative values of the observed M FPs are 

not significantly affected. Furthermore, since all anomalous MFP are reported for 

fragments produced at relativistic energies(l to 4.5 GeV), it may be the case that 

there is an upper energy limit for the production of anomalons. In order to verify 

this point, further investigations at different energies will be necessary. Finally, 

some of our analysis base on very poor statistics and clearly more experimental 

data  are needed.
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Nevertheless, the above analysis has its limitations. If anomalous projectile 

fragments are produced at small abundance or with mean free paths merely slightly 

shorter than tha t of beam nuclei or both, the preceding analysis would not resolve 

them  from normal statistical fluctuations. Therefore, it is im portant to conclude 

this study with an estimate of its sensitivity in detecting anomalons.

El-Nadi et al.[85] reported the existence of an anomalous mean free path at 

the level of about 4 standard deviations shorter than  that expected of normal Z=2 

beam  nuclei. They concluded that their results were consistent with an anomalous 

component with Aanom «  25 mm, the fraction of this component a  being estimated 

to be 20% and 5-6% for the Nh= 0 and all Nh samples, respectively.

The effect on the observed mean free path of He ions in the first 25 mm from 

the prim ary vertex has been computed for a variety of Aanom for anomalons present 

at various concentration, a. The curves in Fig. 6.9 show respectively the area in 

the (a , Aanom) plane where an anomalous signal may be detected at a level of 3 

or 4 standard deviations in our sample. For example, if the value Aonom=25 mm 

reported by El-Nadi et al. is used, anomalons must be produced at a rate of at 

least 4.4%(3 standard deviations) or 6.0%(4 standard deviations) in order to be 

detected.
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Figure 6.9: Variation of the abundance of anomalons and their mean free paths for 

the observed mean free paths of Z=2 fragments to be 3 and 4 standard deviations 

shorter than normal nuclei in the first 25 mm from the primary vertex.



C hapter 7

C onclusions

This thesis has described a study of the hadronic and electromagnetic interactions 

of 200 A GeV 10O and 32S ions in nuclear research emulsion. The main aim of 

this study was to understand the ‘norm al’ features of these interactions at ultra- 

relativistic energy.

The hadronic mean free paths for primary 160  and 32S ions as well as projectile 

fragments of 2 <  Z  <  7 produced by an initial oxygen beam  have been measured. 

Although the statistics are in many cases poor and the isotopic constitutions are 

not known, there is reasonable agreement with expected values calculated from a 

simplified Glauber model.

Both the oxygen and sulphur hadronic interactions exhibit very similar general 

features, the greater the disruption of the projectile nucleus, the greater tha t of the 

target and the higher the number of shower particles produced. The measurement 

of the charges of the projectile fragments from oxygen interactions has enabled 

these correlations to be clearly demonstrated.

The low-energy fragments (black tracks) are shown to arise predominantly from 

isotropic evaporation from the target nuclei, while the grey tracks are strongly 

peaked forwards, as to be expected if arising from knock-on processes. The angu

lar distributions of grey tracks, obtained in the present experiment and previous 

studies, display independence from the energy or nature of the projectile and the
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centrality of the collision. Several models of nucleus-nucleus interactions currently 

used fail to reproduce the observed distribution.

Although the average numbers of heavy prongs, (Nh), are similar for hadronic 

interactions in emulsion produced by projectiles ranging from proton to 32S ions, 

the shapes of their Nh distributions are different. The apparent anomaly is ex

plained in part by the more peripheral nature of ion interactions and also by the 

growing importance of the contribution of light target nuclei in the emulsion, es

pecially hydrogen, to the cross-section with increasing projectile mass. Moreover, 

as the projectile mass increases, the Nh distributions show an increasing trend of 

separation between contributions from collisions with light and heavy emulsion 

nuclei. For a given ion projectile, the shapes of the Nh distributions of subsam

ples, selected according to the type and /o r the number of forward-going projectile 

fragments, are very different.

Similarly the distributions of grey tracks show tha t with increasing projectile 

size it becomes easier to distinguish the contributions from light and heavy nuclei. 

On the other hand, the distributions of black tracks are relatively insensitive to 

the variation of the ion projectiles, but the forward velocity of the residual target 

nuclei tends to increase with the size of the projectile. These trends are consistent 

with the geometrical picture in which at a given impact param eter the increase in 

projectile size increases the number of participant nucleons.

The correlation between (Nf,)  and N g is independent of projectile mass and is 

linear at small N g indicating the low degree of cascading in the target nucleus. 

However (Nb)  becomes saturated at high N g values due to the ‘finiteness’ of the 

target nucleus as well as the high excitation energies of the residue nuclei resulting 

in the emission of fragments having energies beyond the energy limit of black 

tracks.

The mean number of shower particles, (N a), rises with increasing projectile 

mass as expected. The multiplicity correlations between the shower and grey par

ticles are given by the linear relation (N a) = a +  bNg. The coefficients grow with 

projectile mass as well as the centrality of collisions. In addition, the distribu

tion (N a) /D , where D  is the dispersion, increases linearly with the increase in
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Ng, regardless of projectile size. Such behaviour indicates that the fluctuations 

in the number of intranuclear collisions decline with increasing centrality. This 

interpretation is supported by the fact that in central or near-central interactions 

both pion production and evaporation energy depend primarily upon X) the 

sum of the charges of the projectile fragments, and not on the detailed nature of 

the projectile fragmentation, while in peripheral collisions the values of (Nh) and 

(Na) fluctuate with the projectile breakup mode for a given X)

For those hadronic interactions in which the primary oxygen and sulphur ions 

are completely disrupted, their Nh distributions indicate that the contribution 

from light nuclear targets is significant. A study of the multiplicities and rapid

ity distributions of a subset of these interactions in which there is no apparent 

low-energy target fragmentation(JV/l=0) shows that for the oxygen sample these 

events arise dominantly from interactions on free protons, while for sulphur they 

are almost exclusively from (C ,N ,0) target nuclei. The probability for oxygen 

projectile nuclei to overlap completely light target nuclei and the collision of a 

sulphur projectile with a proton to result in its complete disruption m ust both be 

small, and this has been borne out by the observations. On the other hand the 

rapidity distributions of the shower particles rule out this subsample as arising 

from electromagnetic or diffractive dissociation processes.

Besides hadronic interaction, electromagnetic dissociation processes have been 

shown to contribute significantly to the total nuclear inelastic cross-section of 

ultra-relativistic heavy ions traversing through nuclear emulsion. In this study, 

the pure EMD cross-section due to the charge-changing channels is at the level of 

13 % of the pure hadronic cross-section for 160  and 22 % for 32S. Our results are in 

excellent agreement with those other heavy-ion experiments, which employ com

pletely different techniques and only infer indirectly the EMD cross-section from 

the observed increase in the total charge-changing cross-section with increasing 

energy of the projectile.

The set-up of our experiment does not allow a thorough detection of neutrons 

and separation of isotopes, and only the components of the momentum transverse 

to the beam  direction may be estimated. Furthermore EMD events showing pion 

production are either eliminated from the sample by the scanning procedure or
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are misclassified as hadronic in origin. However, the present experiment provides 

the opportunity for the simultaneous study of a large number of different pho

toreactions on a given nuclear species using high-energy ions as targets for a flux 

of comparatively low-energy photons, which would otherwise be difficult in direct 

photoproduction experiments.

Both the total and the various individual integrated photonuclear cross-sections 

have been determined by using the estimated energy release in each interaction 

and assuming a Weizsacker-Williams spectrum of virtual photons. When com

pared with results from direct photo disintegration or photon emission experiments, 

there is good agreement between our data and the directly measured (7 , p) cross- 

sections, especially in the giant resonance region. However, the situation with 

respect to the total integrated cross-section measurement is far less clear. After 

due allowance has been made for those not observed channels involving only the 

emission of neutrons, our integrated cross-section is in reasonable agreement with 

the results of Ahrens et al.[145] for 160 . However, our values are some 40% greater 

than the reassessed values up to photon energies of 40 MeV presented in the review 

of 7 —160  by Fuller[144].

In addition the integrated photonuclear cross-section for the reactions (7 , a) 

in both oxygen and sulphur are much larger than those observed in direct photon 

experiments. Contributions from misidentified interactions such as (7 , 3He) or (7 , 

an ) or from an enhanced effect due to virtual photons with E2 multipolarity do 

not account for the large discrepancy found. However, in the oxygen sample of 

hadronic interactions, events have been found to satisfy the kinematics of p(160 , C 

He p). An eikonal distorted-wave impulse approximation(DWIA) estimate of the 

target A dependence of strong interaction diffractive dissociation suggests that, on 

the basis of these hydrogen data, most of the EMD (C, a )  final states may in fact 

be of hadronic interaction origin. A detailed examination of events of the type 32 S 

p —► 28Si He has not been carried out. In addition a theoretical estimate of the 

absolute cross-section for the low excitation (Si He) states of 32S is not possible 

because of poor knowledge of the electromagnetic transition form factors for the 

32S nucleus.

Finally our data show no indication of anomalons in the He and Z  > 3 

fragmentation-charge groups. Although in some occasions the mean free path
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of the He projectile fragments is found to be shorter than that of beam nuclei, 

these deviations are not unexpected within statistical limits. Hence we conclude 

tha t in our sample we do not observe anomalons produced at a rate exceeding 6 % 

with an anomalous mean free path of 25 mm.
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A ppendix A

E stim ate o f D iffractive  
D issociation  C ross-section

In the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) for the excitation of nucleus 

B in the reaction A  -f B  —► A  +  B*, the transition from the ground to excited 

state is assumed to take place in a single step but with purely elastic distortion 

coming before and after the transition. At high energies it is legitimate to evaluate 

such distortion in the eikonal approxim ation^ 73,174], the resulting amplitude then 

corresponding to the dominant subset of terms given by the Glauber theory[115].

If we neglect the spin and isospin dependence of the high energy nucleon-

nucleon amplitudes / j\tjv(<?) then the amplitude for the excitation of a state of 

angular momentum t  and projection m in nucleus B is

Fim(g) =  V ^ / ™ ( 0 )  I e '* f D (b)Y tm( f) p ^ ir )d 3r, (A..1)

where it is assumed that both A and B are of spin zero.

In the eikonal approximation the trajectory is a straight line at constant impact 

param eter vector b so that in the integration r = (6 , z). The distortion factor

D(b) = eix(b> (A..2)

is then given by an integral over the momentum transfer q,

A Ft r
x(b) = 2 3̂72 1  «“** 5*(«) 5*(«) /""(-?) A . (A-3)
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Here S a and S b are the ground state point m atter form factors of the two nuclei 

with A and B nucleons respectively.

To avoid frame transformations the amplitudes are normalised to the momen

tum  transfer such that

( $ ) , „ -  <*•■*>

In the absence of distortion, D(b) = 1, it is convenient to quantise along the 

direction of the momentum transfer vector q and in this limit one recovers the 

plane wave impulse approximation result

F%(q) = A B  a /2 ? + T ir* S A(q) S£(?) f NN(q) «m,„ (A..5)

where Sg(q) is the transition m atter form factor to the excited state.

The comparison of equations (3.1) and (3.5) allows us to evaluate the effective 

nuclear transition density

p‘i ( T) =  A B j  SA(q) Sg(q) M qt ) 92dq, (A..6 )

which therefore depends upon the shape of the nucleon-nucleon amplitude as well 

as nuclear structure information.

At high energies the nucleon-nucleon amplitude is dominated by the imaginary 

part and the diffraction peak may be parameterised as

= (A..7)

where, with the normalisation of equation (3.4), ctnw is the total nucleon-nucleon 

cross section.
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A ppendix  B

Statistica l Treatm ent o f M ean  
Free P ath

Since its first discovery, the problem of the anomalously short M FP of pfs has been 

plagued by the small statistical samples involved, which caused a general m istrust 

about the reality of the effect. The solution to this problem lies in an exact 

statistical treatm ent, which should enable one to extract the maximum amount 

of information from the data  available. This means tha t one has to test the 

null hypothesis which in physical terms can be stated as tha t pfs are just ordinary 

nuclei, with no exceptional properties. Such a test is a test of significance designed 

to assess the strength of the evidence against the null hypothesis. The term  null 

hypothesis is abbreviated as H0 and stated in terms of some population parameters. 

In our case the null hypothesis is

H0 : X1 = X2 = .....=  A; (B..1 )

where Â ’s are the mean free paths of fragments with the same charge originating 

in different samples.

B .l  Analysis o f projectile fragm ents w ith  the  
sam e charge

Suppose that the null hypothesis is rejected and anomalons do exist amongst the 

pfs. Consequently, the 7  will not be independent of x but may be anomalously
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large when x is smaller than a few centimetres. In order to test the existence of 

this effect, one needs to measure the fractions of tracks with interactions between 

x  +  \d x  and x  — for very small values of dx. For an emulsion detector, this 

would require enormous efforts to identify and measure each track. Instead the 

average values of 7 (35) for finite intervals(d1,d2) are estimated. Such an estimate 

is labelled as a function of D = |( d i  +  d2) by 7 * ,  and the associated local MFP 

by A*(= I / 7 *). Any significant deviation of these averages as the finite interval is 

moved along the track will provide evidence for the ®-dependence of 7  and hence 

the existence of anomalons in the pfs.

In an infinite detector, each pf interacts, and thus the number of interactions 

is identical to the number of pfs. However, our detector in reality is finite. It 

can be shown [71,169] that A* is a consistent estimate for the M FP A which is 

independent of whether the detector is finite or not. Throughout this thesis, the 

M FP is defined as the ratio:

A* =  S n /N  (B.1.1)

where Sn  is the sum of the total path length followed for both  the interacting 

and the noninteracting particles, and N  is the number of interactions. It can be 

shown[71,169] that the probability distribution for A* is

/ w(A*)dA* =  (N  > 1 ) (B.1.2)

and the m ean value of A* and its standard deviation are

(A*) =  f N(\* )\*d \*  =  A (B.1.3)
Jo

a- =  [((A*)2) -  <A* ) 2]1/2  =  A I N 112 . (B.1.4)

The variation of A* with distance from the interaction vertex D  is determined 

by dividing each track into finite intervals and calculating A* using eq. B.1 .1  for 

each interval.

Furthermore, the distribution in eq. B.1.2 is a T distribution of order N  and 

can be transformed to a x 2 d istribu tional,169],

W (h2)dh2 = 2if^ _ — ( h y - i e -h’/*dh* (B.1.5)
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and its cumulative probability function is

P (<  h2) = W (t)d t (B.1.6)
Jo

where the quantity

h2 =  (B.1.7)

is distributed like x 2 with 2N  degrees of freedom. This can be used to find the 

goodness of fit and test the null hypothesis, the confidence level of a  given result. 

Yet this analysis has one disadvantage: A is unknown. Using eq. 2.3.8 or the 

simplified Glauber model will immediately make assumptions about the functional 

dependence of A.

Friedlander et al. [71] have introduced an analysis which does not involve 

eq. 2.3.8 and can be used for small samples in which each individual Z  value is 

considered separately. Consider two non-overlapping intervals (d1? d[) and (d2, d'2) 

along each track, and let (StfiyNi )  and (5;v3 ,7V2) respectively denote the total 

track length and number of interactions in each interval. A ratio F  is defined as

f _ K  = s Ni / n

A2 S n2/N ‘

Suppose tha t ( S ^ ,  Ni )  and (S n2 , N 2) belong to a population of measurements, 

each of them  having N i interactions in (d l5 d\) and N 2 in (d2, d'2). Assuming the 

validity of the null hypothesis, i.e., both intervals being governed by the same 

MFP, the ratio obeys the so-called F  or variance ratio distribution[170]

fNiN, (F)  =  r +  J V j )  ( J V 2  +  J V 1 F ) J V ‘ + ^  ‘  9 )

To see whether the measured ratios are consistent with the F distribution, and thus 

with the null hypothesis, the cumulative distribution function(CDF) P ^ n^ F )  is 

used and defined by

J W f ) =  f  f N M F ’ W  ■ (B.1.10)Jo

It has the general property of CD F’s that it is uniformly distributed between 0 

and 1. Therefore, the mean value of P ^ n^ F )  is |  and its standard deviation is 

(12)-1/2. If anomalons exist, one would expect PniNi (F)  <
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B .2 A nalysis o f projectile fragm ents w ith differ 
ent charges

Since the number of pfs of a particular Z  value in each distance interval may be 

rather small, statistical fluctuations will reduce the usefulness of the above method. 

In order to increase the statistics it is necessary to analyze the data  for different 

Z  values together. This would require knowing the specific Z-dependence of the 

M FP and the approximation of eq. 2.3.8 is therefore assumed. For each distance 

interval, A* is determined for each Z  value, and A*(Z) — Z bX* is computed. These 

A* are then averaged over Z, weighted according to the number of interactions 

N( Z )  in the distance interval under consideration; i.e.,

Z , N ( Z ) A ' ( Z )  E  z N( Z) Z>\ - ( Z)  'Zt Z'>SN(Z )
( ’ Y . ,N (Z )  E * N ( Z )  E , N ( Z )  (

Since N ( Z )  may be very small or equal to zero in some cases, the last equality in 

eq. B.2.1 is used to calculate A*(Z)). This latter quantity is compared with the 

value of A in order to see if there is any significant anomalous behaviour.

Furthermore, we can also construct a test statistic for comparison of many

estimated MFPs[71]. If there are n values of estimated MFPs AJjAJ, ,A* with

N i  N n stars ,and let Ai  An be the MFPs that we expect, we first calculate

for each A* the cumulative distribution function P( h21 A», JVi)[eq. B.1.6]. Since each 

P  is uniformly distributed between zero and one, its logarithm is exponentially 

distributed and thus the quantity

g\ =  - 2  InP  (B.2.2)

obeys a x 2 distribution with two degrees of freedom. Because of the additivity of 

X2 variables, the quantity

92 =  (B.2.3)
t = l

is itself x 2 distributed with 2 n degrees of freedom and can be used to test the 

consistency of the A* values with their expectations. Similarly, the same test can 

be used to pool the information from many pairs of (A^AJ) values, using eq. B.1.8

and B.1.10. P (h 2\Xi, Ni) in eq. B.1.6 is replaced by P(< F) in eq. B.1.10. Then

the g2 tests the hypothesis th a t all (AJ,A2j) pairs have the same expected A
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